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Zusammenfassung
Elektrische Ströme werden üblicherweise durch eine externe Spannung hervorgerufen, die
zu einem dissipativen Ladungstransport in Richtung des Gradienten führt. Schon in der
Antike war jedoch bekannt, dass eine gerichtete Bewegung auch durch periodische Mo-
dulation eines Systems erzeugt werden kann wie etwa bei der Archimedes-Schraube. Ein
quantenmechanisches Analogon wurde 1983 von David Thouless vorgeschlagen – die to-
pologische Ladungspumpe. In einem solchen 1D System werden Teilchen durch eine adia-
batische, zyklische Änderung des Hamilton-Operators gezielt in eine Richtung bewegt.
Erstaunlicherweise können damit selbst in normalerweise isolierenden Medien Ströme
erzeugt werden. Darüber hinaus ist die Bewegung für homogen besetzte Bänder in peri-
odischen Potentialen quantisiert. Diese Quantisierung kann auf eine höherdimensionale
topologische Invariante, die erste Chern-Zahl, zurückgeführt werden. Eine 1D topologi-
sche Ladungspumpe kann daher als eine dynamische Version des 2D Quanten-Hall-Effekts
aufgefasst werden. Dies eröffnet die Möglichkeit, Quanten-Hall-Physik auch in höherdi-
mensionalen Räumen experimentell zu untersuchen. Für 4D Systeme wurde ein neuarti-
ger Quanten-Hall-Effekt vorhergesagt, bei dem ein quantisierter nichtlinearer Hall-Strom
auftritt, der 4D topologische Eigenschaften aufweist. Dieser 4D Quanten-Hall-Effekt stellt
das fundamentale Modell dar, auf dem die meisten niederdimensionalen topologischen
Isolatoren basieren, und weist faszinierende Randeffekte wie isolierte Weyl-Punkte auf.
Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit der experimentellen Realisierung von 1D und 2D topolo-
gischen Ladungspumpen für ultrakalte bosonische Atome in optischen Übergittern. Durch
die periodische Modulation eines 1D Übergitters wird eine Bewegung von Atomen in ei-
nem fraktionellen Mott-Isolator induziert. Diese wird mit Hilfe von in-situ Abbildungen
und sogenanntem site-resolved band mapping quantitativ vermessen. Damit wird zum ers-
ten Mal für eine topologische Ladungspumpe ein quantisierter Transport in einem aus-
gedehnten System beobachtet. Daneben werden die Transporteigenschaften des ersten
angeregten Bandes untersucht, in dem die Bewegung in die entgegengesetzte Richtung er-
folgt. Dieses anomale Verhalten belegt unzweifelhaft den quantenmechanischen Ursprung
dieses Transports. Des Weiteren kann in diesem Band die Existenz eines topologischen
Übergangs in Abhängigkeit der Gittertiefen nachgewiesen werden.
Mit Hilfe einer 2D topologischen Ladungspumpe wird eine dynamische Version des 4D
Quanten-Hall-Effekt realisiert. Dessen Hauptmerkmal, der nichtlineare Hall-Strom, wird
in einem zeitabhängigen, gewinkelten 2D Übergitter in-situ beobachtet – der erste Nach-
weis einer Bewegung mit intrinsischer 4D Symmetrie. Mit einer kleinen Atomwolke wer-
den die geometrischen Eigenschaften dieser Bewegung lokal bestimmt und daraus das
Verhalten eines unendlich großen Systems rekonstruiert. Die Quantisierung des Trans-
ports kann durch die Bestimmung der damit verknüpften 4D topologischen Invarianten,
der zweiten Chern-Zahl, nachgewiesen werden. Die Nichtlinearität dieser Bewegung wird
aufgezeigt, indem ihre Abhängigkeit von den verantwortlichen externen Störungen unter-
sucht wird. Die hier zusammengefassten Ergebnisse stellen den ersten Schritt der Erfor-
schung topologisch nichttrivialer Phasen in höherdimensionalen Systemen dar.
iv
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Electric currents are usually generated by applying a voltage, leading to a dissipative trans-
port of charge in the direction of the external bias. Yet, already in ancient times it was
known that a motion can also be induced by a periodic modulation in absence of any
bias as exemplified by the Archimedes screw. A quantum mechanical analogue of this was
proposed by David Thouless in 1983 – the topological charge pump. In such a device,
an adiabatic cyclic variation of the Hamiltonian of a one-dimensional (1D) system gives
rise to a unidirectional motion of particles. Remarkably, this scheme enables the genera-
tion of currents even in otherwise insulating media. Moreover, the resulting transport is
quantized for uniformly occupied bands in periodic potentials. This quantization can be
related to a higher-dimensional topological invariant, the first Chern number. A 1D topo-
logical charge pump can thus be interpreted as a dynamical version of the 2D quantum
Hall effect. As such, topological charge pumping provides a unique tool to study higher-
dimensional quantum Hall physics, which is otherwise inaccessible to experiments. In 4D,
a novel quantum Hall effect was predicted, whose characteristic feature is a quantized
non-linear Hall response with 4D topology. Furthermore, 4D quantum Hall systems form
the fundamental model for many lower-dimensional topological insulators and exhibit
intriguing boundary effects such as isolated Weyl points.
This thesis reports on the experimental implementation of 1D and 2D topological
charge pumps for ultracold bosonic atoms in dynamically controlled optical superlattices.
By periodically modulating a 1D superlattice, atoms forming a fractional Mott insulator
are displaced by a quantized distance per cycle. This motion is studied quantitatively
using in-situ imaging and site-resolved band mapping. A quantized bulk transport by a
topological charge pump is observed for the first time. In addition, the transport proper-
ties of the first excited band are probed. This reveals an anomalous pumping response in
the direction opposite to the one for ground-state atoms, thereby unambiguously demon-
strating the transport’s quantum mechanical origin. Additionally, a topological transition
is detected in the excited band as a function of the lattice depths.
The concept of topological charge pumping is extended to 2D systems to implement
a dynamical version of the 4D integer quantum Hall effect. Its key signature, the non-
linear Hall response, is observed in-situ in a time-dependent, angled 2D superlattice. This
constitutes the first observation of a bulk response with intrinsic 4D symmetries in any
physical system. By locally probing the geometric properties of the non-linear response
with a small atom cloud, the response of an infinite system is reconstructed. Its quantiza-
tion is demonstrated by determining the associated 4D topological invariant, the second
Chern number. Furthermore, the non-linear character of the response is revealed by study-
ing its dependence on the external perturbations that generate the response. The results
presented here serve as the first step towards the exploration of topologically non-trivial
phases in higher-dimensional systems.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Controlling electronic transport may well be the single-most important application of phys-
ical phenomena, underlying everything from electric lighting and telecommunications to
modern-day electronics. According to Ohm’s law [1], an electric current is generated by
applying an external bias to a conducting material. In 1900, this empirical conclusion was
derived from a microscopic model by Paul Drude. The model assumes that the electrons
in a metal can be considered as a classical gas of particles, which acquire a constant drift
velocity in response to an external electric field due to scattering with the surrounding
ions [2]. This theory was later extended by Arnold Sommerfeld to account for quantum
mechanical effects and in particular the Fermi-Dirac statistics of electrons [3]. Combined
with the band theory of crystalline solids [4], it constitutes a – in light of its simplicity –
surprisingly successful description of the electronic transport properties of a wide range of
materials, from metals and insulators to semiconductors and semimetals.
Its key assumption, however, that the band structure describing the electrons’ energy-
momentum dispersion fully captures their dynamics, later turned out to be invalid under
certain circumstances, notably in the presence of magnetic fields. This is exemplified by
the anomalous Hall effect in ferromagnetic materials, which can exhibit a Hall response
that is orders of magnitudes larger than expected naively from their magnetization [5]. In
a ground-breaking paper in 1954, Karplus and Luttinger demonstrated that the spin-orbit
interaction between spin-polarized electrons can modify the Bloch wave functions in such
a way that an additional off-diagonal contribution to the velocity of the particles appears
– the so-called anomalous velocity [6]. It arises from an admixture of other eigenstates
during the adiabatic evolution in response to an external electric field and – unlike the
group velocity resulting solely from the band dispersion – depends on the intrinsic struc-
ture of the wave functions [7]. This illustrated that the eigenstates themselves also play a
crucial role for the transport properties of a system. In the modern framework based on
the concept of geometric phases, introduced by Michael Berry generalizing earlier work
of Shivaramakrishnan Pancharatnam [8, 9], the anomalous velocity is determined by the
Berry curvature. This geometric quantity describes the evolution of the eigenstates in the
parameter space of the Hamiltonian and can be interpreted as the equivalent of a gauge
field in this space.
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In 1983, David Thouless realized that this provides an alternative way to create particle
currents, namely by applying a periodic and adiabatic modulation to a system’s Hamilto-
nian to induce a directional anomalous motion [10, 11]. This type of transport has since
become known as charge pumping because it does not rely on an external bias and can
even occur in the presence of a weak opposing gradient, similar to a quantum version of
the Archimedes screw [12]. Furthermore, the contribution from the anomalous velocity
depends only on geometric properties of the respective eigenstates, but it is independent
of the modulation speed provided that adiabaticity still holds.
Most importantly, charge pumping allows for the generation of currents even in other-
wise insulating states of matter. Moreover, the motion is quantized in this case and can be
related to a higher-dimensional topological invariant [10]. For a non-interacting system
with discrete translational invariance, this quantity is obtained by integrating the Berry
curvature over a generalized Brillouin zone and can be interpreted as the magnetic charge
of a monopole inside this closed manifold. This invariant is identical to the one charac-
terizing the quantized linear Hall response of the 2D integer quantum Hall effect [13]
and is equivalent to the first Chern number [14], which was introduced in mathematics
in the study of vector bundles [15]. This implies that such a topological charge pump is
extraordinarily robust against many perturbations since the value of a topological invari-
ant can only change if the system becomes gapless [11]. Topological charge pumps could
thus serve as extremely stable current sources [16] and a foundation for a new definition
of the ampere [17], completing the quantum metrology triangle [18, 19]. On a more
fundamental level, topological charge pumping in 1D systems is closely related to the Zak
phase [20] and forms the basis of the modern theory of polarization in crystalline solids
developed in the 1990s [21, 22].
The first experiments towards an implementation of a topological charge pump were
conducted in solid state systems, demonstrating a quantized transport of charge with sin-
gle electron pumps [23–26]. Yet, the motion in these devices is not a coherent quantum
mechanical evolution, but rather a classical transport phenomenon with the quantization
being enforced by a Coulomb blockade as opposed to the topology of the band structure.
The way towards quantum mechanical pumping was paved in the late 1990s by extend-
ing Thouless’ idea to open mesoscopic systems as they are typically realized in condensed
matter experiments [27–29]. In these systems, a so-called parametric pump can be imple-
mented by an out-of-phase modulation of at least two external parameters, e.g. gate volt-
ages. It generates a quasi-adiabatic, non-quantized current that is proportional to the area
enclosed in parameter space and can be described by a scattering matrix [28]. This was
realized in an open quantum dot soon after [30], but the induced pump current could not
be distinguished clearly from parasitic effects arising from a capacitive coupling [31, 32].
An explicit demonstration of coherent pumping was achieved in superconducting circuits
via the measurement of the associated Berry phase [33]. However, the implementation of
a real topological charge pump exhibiting quantized transport has not been accomplished
in condensed matter experiments up to now. A big step towards this goal was made re-
cently in an artificially engineered system formed by a 1D photonic waveguide array. The
3Hamiltonian underlying a topological charge pump was realized in quasicrystalline struc-
tures as evidenced by the observation of the associated edge states and the non-quantized
pumping of these modes [34, 35]. Building on this, the first part of this thesis reports on
the implementation of a topological charge pump with ultracold bosonic atoms in a 1D
optical superlattice and the first observation of the associated quantized bulk response.
Topological States of Matter
From a fundamental point of view, interest in topological charge pumping arises mainly
due to its close relation to the 2D integer quantum Hall effect, whose discovery [36] and
subsequent theoretical explanation [13] inspired Thouless’ original proposal. This relation
is already indicated by the connection to the same topological invariant, the first Chern
number. Moreover, the pumping response of a 1D topological charge pump and the linear
Hall response in a non-interacting 2D quantum Hall system can be shown to be mathe-
matically equivalent via dimensional reduction [34, 37, 38]. The integer quantum Hall
effect constitutes the first example of a topologically non-trivial state – a gapped phase
that cannot be described in the Ginzburg-Landau framework of spontaneous symmetry
breaking [39]. Instead of local order parameters, such phases are characterized by global
topological invariants with two states being topologically equivalent if they can be con-
nected by a smooth deformation without closing the gap. This explains the astonishing
precision of the Hall response’s quantization, which was first derived as a consequence of
gauge invariance [37] and later related to the first Chern number [13, 14].
Subsequently, the observation of the fractional quantum Hall effect showed that simi-
lar phenomena can also occur in interacting 2D systems [40, 41]. Around the same time,
seminal work by Duncan Haldane demonstrated that topological phases also appear in
other systems, namely 1D spin chains [42, 43]. Here, the action contains a topological
term such that quantum fluctuations generate an energy gap for integer values of the
spin, while the ground state is gapless for half-integer spins. This was verified experi-
mentally for antiferromagnetic spin-1 chains [44], which exhibit a Haldane phase – the
paradigmatic example of a symmetry-protected topological state. In the context of quan-
tum Hall physics, another key insight goes back to Haldane, who found that topologically
non-trivial bands can also exist in 2D systems without a net magnetic field if the model in-
trinsically breaks time-reversal symmetry. An example for these so-called Chern insulators
is the quantized version of the anomalous Hall effect discussed above, which was recently
observed in magnetic topological insulators [45].
After it became clear that the quantum Hall effect cannot be generalized to 3D ge-
ometries [46], it was believed that this phenomenon is special to 2D systems with broken
time-reversal symmetry. In 2000/2001, however, the existence of a quantum Hall state in
4D was postulated, which is characterized by the appearance of a novel quantized non-
linear Hall response [47, 48]. Besides its higher-dimensional nature, the 4D quantum
Hall effect can occur in systems both with and without time-reversal symmetry, thereby
invalidating both of the aforementioned assumptions. This proposal marked the beginning
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of the search for time-reversal symmetric topological states in experimentally accessible
systems, resulting in the theoretical prediction of 2D topological insulators a few years
later [49–52]. These materials are characterized by the appearance of counterpropa-
gating edge states with opposite spins on top of an insulating bulk [53]. Experimental
evidence for such a quantum spin Hall state was presented soon after in HgTe/CdTe quan-
tum wells [54–56]. At the same time, it was proposed that a similar phase should exist
in 3D systems [57–59], which was observed in experiments almost immediately [60, 61].
Interestingly, both 2D and 3D topological insulators can be derived from a time-reversal
invariant 4D quantum Hall model by means of dimensional reduction [38]. Subsequently,
an extensive classification of topological states of matter in terms of their dimensional-
ity and symmetries has been developed [62–64]. In recent years, the theoretical and
experimental study of topological phases has intensified, including e.g. topological super-
conductors [65], symmetry-protected phases with spatial symmetries [66, 67] as well as
Dirac [68] and Weyl semimetals [69, 70].
Of the topological phases discussed above, the 4D quantum Hall effect is the most no-
table exception that has not yet been realized experimentally, for the obvious reason that
there are only three spatial dimensions. Yet, the close connection between topological
charge pumps and higher-dimensional quantum Hall systems provides the unique possi-
bility to implement a dynamical version of the 4D quantum Hall effect in a 2D topological
charge pump as proposed in [71]. The first realization of this using ultracold atoms in
optical lattice potentials constitutes the second part of this thesis.
Ultracold Atoms
Experimental progress in the study of transport in general and topological phases in par-
ticular has been driven almost exclusively by condensed matter systems in the continuing
pursuit to achieve an ever better understanding of the intricate quantum many-body phe-
nomena that arise from the interplay of many, seemingly simple constituents, the electrons
and atomic nuclei. The above-mentioned pumping of topological edge states in coupled
optical waveguides [34, 35] and the observation of Weyl points in microwave photonic
crystals [69] exemplify a new approach that has been developed in the past decades:
the experimental simulation of quantum systems using artificially-engineered model sys-
tems that enable the accurate implementation of a desired Hamiltonian, while offering
distinct advantages over solid state experiments in terms of controllability and accessibil-
ity [72, 73]. Besides photonic systems, these also include for example trapped ions or
superconducting circuits.
Another prominent example for this are ultracold atoms in optical dipole potentials,
which form almost perfectly isolated clean systems with flexible control of interactions,
external potentials and internal states [74, 75]. This has allowed for the observation of
many textbook examples of transport effects including Bloch oscillations [76], dissipation-
less superfluid flow [77] and localization phenomena [78–80]. Probing transport in closed
systems like a cloud of ultracold atoms is often quite different from conventional solid state
5experiments, in which measurements are usually conducted in a steady state in connection
with external reservoirs. While familiar quantities like currents are therefore difficult to
measure, ultracold atoms offer new observables such as the momentum distribution and
the centre-of-mass position, which can facilitate the observation of novel effects [81, 82].
At the same time, remarkable progress has been made in implementing solid-state-like
geometries with reservoirs [83]. In this way, transport measurements resembling those in
mesoscopic systems can be performed including the observation of quantized conductance
in ballistic channels [84].
Realizing topological states of matter in cold atom systems has become a very active
field of research over the past few years. A major obstacle for this is the charge neutral-
ity of atoms, preventing a direct application of an external magnetic field as in electronic
quantum Hall systems. Starting with pioneering experiments in rotating systems exploit-
ing the similarity between the Lorentz and the Coriolis force [85], a variety of techniques
for realizing so-called artificial gauge fields have been proposed and implemented exper-
imentally, for example using Raman transitions between internal states [86] as well as
laser-assisted tunnelling [87] and shaking in optical lattices [88]. Based on this, both the
2D Hofstadter [89–91] and the Haldane model [92] were realized and the topologically
non-trivial nature of their Bloch bands was demonstrated by measuring the resulting Hall
response. In parallel, novel methods to directly probe geometric properties of band struc-
tures have been developed [93–96], which provide an unprecedented level of accessibility.
These experiments showcase the new possibilities offered by artificially engineered
systems, which can go beyond what is deemed possible in condensed matter systems. This
applies in particular to the 4D quantum Hall effect introduced in the previous section and
very recently the first steps in this direction were taken. Using internal degrees of freedom
like the atomic hyperfine states, synthetic dimensions can be realized [97]. Here, the inter-
nal state acts as an additional discrete spatial variable, enabling the realization of higher-
dimensional tight-binding models, which can also include artificial gauge fields [98]. This
idea has already been implemented experimentally to create thin 2D Hofstadter strips in
1D lattices [99, 100] and can potentially be extended to higher dimensions [101]. Further-
more, ultracold atoms can be used to realize mathematical toy models describing essential
features of higher-dimensional quantum Hall systems. In particular, the creation of a non-
Abelian gauge field corresponding to an SU(2) Yang monopole was reported recently in
an atomic four-level system [102]. Using an elaborate measurement scheme [103], the
Berry phase in this artificially generated parameter space can be reconstructed, which was
used to measure the second Chern number in this setting.
Outline
This thesis reports on the experimental implementation of 1D and 2D topological charge
pumps using ultracold bosonic atoms in dynamically controlled optical superlattices. In
Chapter 2, the concept of topological charge pumping in 1D systems is introduced. Start-
ing with the derivation of the adiabatic evolution of a quantum mechanical wave function
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under a time-dependent Hamiltonian, it is shown how a periodic and adiabatic modula-
tion can give rise to a unidirectional quantized motion of particles, characterized by the
first Chern number (Section 2.1). Key properties of this transport that result from the
relation to a higher-dimensional topological invariant are discussed, e.g. the appearance
of edge states and the topological robustness against perturbations (Section 2.2). This
surprising behaviour of a 1D system originates from the fundamental connection to 2D
quantum Hall models, onto whose Fourier components the Hamiltonian of a 1D charge
pump can be mapped (Section 2.3). The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of
potential applications and a review of preceding experiments in Section 2.4.
Chapter 3 contains a concise overview of the apparatus used for the experiments (Sec-
tion 3.1), with special emphasis on the implementation of the dynamical superlattice po-
tential (Section 3.2). For a more detailed description of the setup, the reader is referred
to references [104–106]. Additionally, the tight-binding description of atoms in an optical
superlattice in terms of the superlattice Bose-Hubbard model and the corresponding phase
diagram are presented in Section 3.2.
As discussed above, ultracold atoms constitute a very flexible and powerful model sys-
tem for the study of various physical problems. As shown in Chapter 4, this also applies to
topological charge pumps, which are realized and probed with the techniques introduced
in Chapter 3. In Section 4.1, the general framework developed in Chapter 2 is applied to
the period-two superlattice configuration used in the experiment and a summary of the ex-
perimental sequence is given. Subsequently, the quantized motion of atoms in the lowest
band of the superlattice is demonstrated, constituting the first observation of a quantized
bulk transport by a topological charge pump, and the efficiency of the pumping protocol is
quantified (Section 4.2). The first excited subband is of particular interest in a period-two
superlattice as it can exhibit a negative first Chern number, which manifests in a reversed
pumping response as compared to ground-state atoms. This classically counter-intuitive
behaviour, which is associated with a topological transition, is studied in Section 4.3.
Topological charge pumping in 1D systems has mostly received attention as a text-
book example of geometric and topological effects and due to its potential application as
a current standard. By extending it to more dimensions, however, it can also serve as a
probe for fundamental phenomena originating in higher-dimensional quantum Hall sys-
tems, which are otherwise out-of-reach for experiments. This holds in particular for the
4D quantum Hall effect, a dynamical version of which can be realized in the form of a
2D topological charge pump – the subject of Chapter 5. In Section 5.1, the generalization
of the quantum Hall effect to four dimensions is reviewed, with a particular focus on its
characteristic signature – a non-linear Hall response with 4D topology. Subsequently, fol-
lowing the original proposal in [71], the mapping onto a topological charge pump in a 2D
superlattice and its pumping response are discussed in Section 5.2.
Chapter 6 is concerned with the experimental realization of such a 2D topological
charge pump and the probing of the non-linear pumping response as the equivalent of
the non-linear 4D Hall response. After discussing the experimental implementation in an
angled 2D superlattice in Section 6.1, the direct observation of the resulting non-linear
7transverse bulk displacement by in-situ imaging is presented (Section 6.2). This response
can be quantified with a site-resolved band mapping technique, allowing for a local prob-
ing of its geometric properties using a small cloud of atoms (Section 6.3). From this, the
response of an infinite system is reconstructed and its quantized nature is demonstrated
by determining the associated 4D topological invariant – the second Chern number (Sec-
tion 6.4).
The thesis concludes with a brief summary of the experimental findings, followed by
a critical discussion of future perspectives (Chapter 7). In particular, this incorporates an
outlook on interaction effects in topological pumps, both in connection to the fractional
quantum Hall effect and as an interesting topic in itself.
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CHAPTER 2
Topological Charge Pumping
In quantum mechanics, the term "adiabatic" refers to changes in the Hamiltonian of a
system that occur so slowly compared to the characteristic energy scales that the system
can "adiabatically" follow the evolving eigenstates [107]. Naively, this implies that a pe-
riodically modulated system will always return to its initial state upon completion of a
cycle. Whereas this is true for the occupation probabilities of the eigenstates, the wave
function typically acquires an additional phase factor – the Berry phase [8, 9], which has
important physical implications ranging from the molecular Aharonov-Bohm effect [108]
to the quantum Hall effect [13]. While working on the latter, David Thouless came up
with the ingenious idea that in this way the cyclic modulation of a periodic potential
could give rise to a directed motion of particles by purely geometric means [10]. For
insulating states, where usually no transport would be expected, the resulting motion
should be quantized and determined by the topology of the pump cycle – a topological
charge pump. In essence, it constitutes a dynamical analogue of the integer quantum
Hall effect, thereby inheriting many of its remarkable properties like the appearance of
edge states [34, 109, 110] and a topological protection of the quantized transport [11].
Topological charge pumps might thus be suitable for a variety of applications like precise
current sources [16], adiabatic quantum motors [111] and quantum information [112].
In this chapter, the concept of a topological charge pump is introduced and important
features of this type of transport are discussed. In Section 2.1, the adiabatic evolution of
states in time-dependent systems is derived and applied to geometric charge pumping of
individual eigenstates as well as topological charge pumping in homogeneously populated
bands. Subsequently, key properties of topological charge pumps are covered like the ro-
bustness against external perturbations and the bulk-edge correspondence (Section 2.2).
The relation between 1D topological charge pumps and 2D quantum Hall systems is il-
lustrated in detail in Section 2.3, presenting a direct mapping in two limiting cases – the
Landau levels of free particles and the Harper-Hofstadter model on a lattice. The chap-
ter concludes with a brief summary of potential applications and an overview of previous
implementations of various kinds of charge pumps. To a large extent, the content of this
chapter has already been discussed elsewhere and, in addition to the original papers cited
here, there are numerous review articles on this. For an excellent introduction to the topic
see e.g. [7], on which parts of this chapter are based.
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2.1 Transport in Time-Dependent Systems
2.1.1 Adiabatic Evolution
Let us consider a single particle that is initially prepared in a given eigenstate |un(t = 0)〉
of a non-degenerate system which is slowly modulated in time. This modulation can be
parametrized by a parameter ϕ(t) such that the time-dependent Hamiltonian of the system
is given by Hˆ (ϕ(t)). At each point in time, the instantaneous eigenstates |um(t)〉 of Hˆ form
a complete basis, in which the particle’s wave function can be expanded
|ψ(t)〉 =
∑
m
cm(t) e
− i~
∫ t
0 dt
′Em(t′) |um(t)〉 (2.1)
with Em(t) denoting the eigenenergy of |um(t)〉. By inserting this ansatz into the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation, one obtains a system of coupled first-order differential
equations for the coefficients cm:
c˙m(t) = −cm(t) 〈um(t)|∂t|um(t)〉 −
∑
l 6=m
cl(t) e
− i~
∫ t
0 dt
′(El−Em) 〈um(t)|∂t|ul(t)〉 (2.2)
If the variation of Hˆ(ϕ(t)) is very slow relative to the energy gaps in the spectrum El−Em,
the second term can be neglected as the phase of the exponential will oscillate very fast
compared to the slow variation of 〈um(t)|∂t|ul(t)〉. A rigorous mathematical proof for this
was first given by Max Born and Vladimir Fock [107] and later extended by Tosio Kato
to also include degenerate systems [113]. For a sufficiently slow modulation, the set of
equations in Eq. (2.2) thus decouples and its solution is given by
cm(t) = e
− ∫ t0 dt′〈um|∂t′ |um〉 cm(t = 0) (2.3)
Due to the normalization of the eigenstates, the exponent in Eq. (2.3) is purely imaginary
and the modulus of the coefficients does not change to zero-th order in ∂tϕ. The particle
will thus adiabatically follow the instantaneous eigenstate |un(t)〉 corresponding to its
initial state and at most acquire a complex phase.
While this complex phase was already noted in the original proof, it was deemed irrel-
evant due to its lack of gauge invariance, i.e. its dependence on the specific choice of the
eigenstates’ phases. Its physical relevance was recognized only later, first by Shivarama-
krishnan Pancharatnam when studying optical interference effects in crystals [8] and later
in the seminal work by Michael Berry on adiabatically evolving systems [9]. For a mod-
ulation along a closed loop in parameter space, this phase – the so-called Berry phase
– becomes gauge invariant. Moreover, it only depends on geometric properties of the
eigenstates and the modulation, but not on the speed of the modulation ∂tϕ as long as it
remains adiabatic:
γ
(n)
B = i
∫ t
0
dt′〈un|∂t′ |un〉 =
∫ ϕ(t)
ϕ(0)
dϕ′ i〈un|∂ϕ′ |un〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
Aϕn(ϕ′)
(2.4)
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with Aϕn(ϕ) being the Berry connection. The Berry phase manifests in a variety of physical
phenomena like the Aharonov-Bohm effect [114] and even has a mechanical analogue in
the Foucault pendulum [115].
When extending this analysis to include first order corrections, small modifications
arise to the time evolution discussed above. As cm 6=n  cn, only contributions from the
initial state |un〉 have to be taken into account in Eq. (2.2) and the coefficients can be
obtained via integration by parts. For the initially unoccupied eigenstates, this yields
cm(t) = i~ eiγ
(n)
B (t) ei(γ
(n)
D −γ
(m)
D )
〈um(t)|∂t|un(t)〉
Em − En (2.5)
where γ(m)D = −1~
∫ t
0 dt
′Em denotes the dynamical phase picked up by the eigenstate |um〉.
The full wave function can thus be expressed as1
|ψ(t)〉 = ei(γ(n)D +γ(n)B )
|un (ϕ)〉+ i~ ∂tϕ∑
m6=n
〈um(ϕ)|∂ϕ|un(ϕ)〉
Em − En |um(ϕ)〉
 (2.6)
The variation of ϕ(t) thus leads to a small admixture of other eigenstates to the wave
function. This admixture is proportional to the rate of change ∂tϕ and determined by
geometric properties of the eigenstates, namely the off-diagonal elements of the Berry
connection Aϕmn = i〈um|∂ϕ|un〉. While this may seem counter-intuitive for a supposedly
adiabatic evolution, it is important to note that this admixture is purely virtual in the sense
that – in contrast to non-adiabatic Landau-Zener transitions – it disappears completely
when the modulation is stopped smoothly, ∂tϕ→ 0.
2.1.2 Geometric Charge Pumping
A Thouless charge pump consists of an extended spatial potential that is adiabatically
varied in a cyclic way [10]. Despite its periodic nature, such a modulation can give rise to
a directional motion of particles in this system as we will demonstrate in this section. A
cyclic pumping scheme can for example be realized in a 1D superlattice potential, which
consists of two periodic potentials with different periods dl (the long lattice) and ds = αdl
with α < 1 (the short lattice):
VSL(x) = Vs Vs(x) + Vl Vl(x− dl
2pi
ϕx) (2.7)
Here, Vs and Vl are arbitrary smooth periodic functions, which are normalized to the range
[0, 1], and Vs and Vl denote the depth of the lattice potentials. The superlattice phase ϕx is
an external parameter, which determines the relative position between the two potentials.
In the following, we will often consider sinusoidal potentials of the form
VSL(x) = Vs sin
2 (pix/ds) + Vl sin
2 (pix/dl − ϕx/2) (2.8)
1In this derivation, the eigenstates are assumed to be single-valued in parameter space, in contrast to the
condition of parallel transport 〈um|∂t|um〉 = 0, which is sometimes used as well. For the latter, the phases of
the wave functions are chosen such that the eigenstates are uniquely defined as a function of t rather than ϕ,
in which case the Berry phase is contained in the eigenstates themselves [7].
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as they occur naturally in optical lattice potentials (see Section 3.2). While α can in princi-
ple take any arbitrary value between 0 and 1, we will restrict our analysis to commensurate
lattice constants α = p/q with p and q being coprime integers. In this case, the combined
potential is periodic as well with a unit cell of length ax = qds and its eigenstates are
Bloch waves of the form ψn,kx = e
ikxxun,kx(x), where n is the band index, ~kx the quasi-
momentum and un,kx the cell-periodic part of the wave function. Using the Bloch waves
as a basis, the system’s single-particle Hamiltonian can be expressed in the momentum
representation as Hˆ(kx,ϕx) = e−ikxxHˆ(x,ϕx)eikxx with eigenstates |un(kx,ϕx)〉. Due to
the translational invariance of Vl, Hˆ(kx,ϕx) is periodic in both kx and ϕx. The period
as a function of kx is given by the size of the Brillouin zone of the combined potential,
kx ∈ ]−pi/(qds), +pi/(qds)], whereas the one for ϕx corresponds to a shift by one period of
the long lattice dl, i.e. ϕx ∈ [0, 2pi[. Hence, the parameter space of the system has the same
torus-like topology as the Brillouin zone of a periodic 2D system and can be considered
as a 2D generalized Brillouin zone, which is spanned by kx and ϕx as opposed to the two
quasi-momenta kx and ky in a 2D system.
Accordingly, a Thouless pump can be implemented by slowly varying the pump pa-
rameter ϕx(t) in time, i.e. moving one potential with respect to the other. This generates
a periodic modulation of Hˆ(kx,ϕx) with one pump cycle of duration T corresponding to
ϕx = 0 → 2pi, at which point the potential becomes identical to the initial configuration.
The time evolution of a particle that is initially prepared in an eigenstate |un(kx,ϕx = 0)〉
of a given non-degenerate band n can be calculated with the formalism developed in Sec-
tion 2.1.1 and, at a given point in the pump cycle, its wave function is determined to first
order by Eq. (2.6). Because the lattice potential remains translationally invariant at all
times, only states with the same quasi-momentum, but from different bands contribute.
The expectation value for the velocity of the particle can be obtained from the instanta-
neous Hamiltonian using the Ehrenfest theorem
v(kx,ϕx) = d〈xˆ〉/dt = i~〈[Hˆ, xˆ]〉 =
1
~
〈∂Hˆ(kx,ϕx)
∂kx
〉 (2.9)
When inserting Eq. (2.6), this yields in first order2:
v(kx,ϕx) =
1
~
∂En(kx,ϕx)
∂kx︸ ︷︷ ︸
vgr(kx,ϕx)
+ i ∂tϕx
∑
m6=n
(
〈um|∂ϕx |un〉
Em − En 〈un|
∂Hˆ
∂kx
|um〉 − c.c.
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
va(kx,ϕx)
(2.10)
with |um〉 = |um(kx,ϕx)〉. The first term is the group velocity of the instantaneous eigen-
state |un(kx,ϕx)〉 resulting from the dispersion of the band En(kx,ϕx) in the current con-
figuration. In addition to this, the admixture of eigenstates from other bands gives rise to
an extra term, the anomalous velocity va(kx,ϕx). Using the fact that the |um〉 form a com-
plete set of orthonormal eigenstates of Hˆ(kx,ϕx), the anomalous velocity can be rewritten
in the following way:
va(kx,ϕx) = Ωn(kx,ϕx)∂tϕx (2.11)
2For a discussion on higher-order corrections to the pumping-induced transport see Section 2.2.3
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introducing the gauge-invariant Berry curvature
Ωn(kx,ϕx) = ∂ϕxA
kx
n − ∂kxAϕxn = i (〈∂ϕxun|∂kxun〉 − 〈∂kxun|∂ϕxun〉) (2.12)
Interestingly, the anomalous velocity is thus purely determined by geometric properties of
the eigenstate corresponding to the initial state, even though it is induced by the virtual
occupation of other eigenstates. The comparison of Eq. (2.10) and Eq. (2.11) reveals the
origin of a non-trivial Berry curvature, that is the residual coupling to other eigenstates
resulting from an adiabatic change of the Hamiltonian. In this sense, the Berry curvature
can be interpreted as a consequence of the continuous projection onto the instantaneous
eigenstate |un(kx,ϕx)〉 enforced by the condition of adiabaticity [7]. Loosely speaking, it
is the admixture of other eigenstates to the wave function, which allows the state |un〉 to
change as a function of ϕx.
The total displacement of the particle during one pump cycle can be obtained by inte-
grating the velocity over time, t ∈ [0,T ]. Depending on the exact shape of the potentials,
the contribution from the group velocity can take an arbitrary value and, in particular, also
depends on the pumping speed ∂tϕx. On the other hand, the anomalous velocity term,
as it is proportional to ∂tϕx, upon integration over t leads to a displacement that is inde-
pendent of the pumping speed and only determined by the geometry of the pump path
in parameter space. For this reason, this type of transport is referred to as geometrical
charge pumping. The distribution of Ωn(kx,ϕx) depends on the structure of the eigen-
states, which in turn is determined by the lattice potential. It can be either positive or
negative, such that – unlike in a classical system – the motion of the particle is not neces-
sarily in the same direction as the one of the moving lattice, which induces the pumping.
Moreover, the displacement per cycle for a given eigenstate can take any value and is not
quantized in general.
2.1.3 Topological Charge Pumping
For a homogeneously populated band, where all kx-states have the same mean occupation,
the centre-of-mass displacement is obtained by additionally averaging over kx. Due to the
periodicity of the band structure in momentum space, En(kx = −pi/ax,ϕx) = En(kx =
+pi/ax,ϕx), the contribution from the group velocity to the mean displacement vanishes
for a uniformly occupied band. The centre-of-mass drift after one pump cycle is thus given
by the integral of the Berry curvature over the entire 2D generalized Brillouin zone:
δxCOM =
ax
2pi
∮
dkxdϕx Ωn(kx,ϕx) (2.13)
The fact that the Berry curvature corresponds to the curl of the Berry connection in the
generalized momentum space [Eq. (2.12)] implies that the above integral can be rewritten
using Stokes’ theorem. However, due to its periodicity in kx and ϕx, the generalized
Brillouin zone does not constitute a simply connected manifold and in particular does not
have a boundary. This problem can be overcome by artificially dividing the Brillouin zone
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into two parts, separated by a boundary ∂S (Fig. 2.1) [14, 116, 117]. The displacement
can then be expressed as the sum of the integrals over both surfaces, each of which can be
converted to an integral over the Berry connection along the boundary by applying Stokes’
theorem:
δxCOM =
ax
2pi
(∮
∂S
dk ·A(1)n (kx,ϕx)−
∮
∂S
dk ·A(2)n (kx,ϕx)
)
(2.14)
with k = (kx,ϕx) and An = (Akxn ,A
ϕx
n ). The superscript of An indicates the surface that
the Berry connection is defined on. Note that the minus sign results from the opposite
orientation of the boundaries.
The Bloch waves possess a gauge freedom as at any point (kx,ϕx) their global phase
can be chosen at will, |un(kx,ϕx)〉 → e−iλ(kx,ϕx)|un(kx,ϕx)〉. While this transformation
leaves all physically observable quantities including the Berry curvature invariant, this
does not hold for the Berry connection, which transforms as
An(kx,ϕx)→ An(kx,ϕx) +∇kλ(kx,ϕx) (2.15)
where ∇k = (∂kx , ∂ϕx). As both terms in Eq. (2.14) are gauge invariant, a different gauge
can be chosen in the two parts of the Brillouin zone. Both parts are then connected by a
gauge transformation λ12 at the boundary. This implies
δxCOM = ν1 ax (2.16)
with the first Chern number
ν1 =
1
2pi
∮
dkxdϕx Ωn(kx,ϕx) =
1
2pi
∮
∂S
∇kλ12(kx,ϕx) (2.17)
As the gauge transformation must be uniquely defined at each point, ν1 has to be an
integer. Note that this result can also be derived by mapping the Brillouin zone to a
rectangle with special boundary conditions, which result from the single-valued definition
of the Bloch waves, and calculating the Berry phase around a closed loop along the edges
of the rectangularized Brillouin zone [7, 13]. The quantization of the first Chern number
is a general property of closed 2D manifolds independent of the specific realization and
thus occurs in all systems whose Hamiltonian is periodic in two parameters. This is a
consequence of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem known from differential geometry since the
Berry curvature is analogous to a Gaussian curvature [15]. The Chern number therefore
also manifests in quantized phenomena in other physical systems, most prominently the
integer quantum Hall effect [13], which is closely related to topological charge pumping
as detailed in Section 2.3.
Eq. (2.16) and Eq. (2.17) have a number of far-reaching consequences for the particle
transport in homogeneously populated bands. First of all, since the Chern number is an
integer quantity, the average displacement per cycle is quantized in units of ax, i.e. the
size of the unit cell of the superlattice [10]. Furthermore, as ν1 can take any integer value,
it can be negative, corresponding to a particle transport in the opposite direction as the
motion of the underlying lattice, or larger than one, implying a faster motion than the
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Figure 2.1 – First Chern number of the pump cycle in a dynamical superlattice. (a) The main plot shows
the phase of the ground-state Bloch wave function arg(u1(kx ,ϕx)) in the 2D generalized Brillouin zone evalu-
ated at x = +ds/2 for a sinusoidal superlattice as in Eq. (2.8) with dl = 2ds. For each (kx ,ϕx), the phase of
u1 is chosen such that u1 is real and positive at x = −ds/2. Due to the topologically non-trivial nature of the
pump cycle, two singularities occur. At (kx = pi/dl,ϕx = pi), u1(x = +ds/2) vanishes (see cut at ϕx = pi
in lower panel) and its phase exhibits a vortex-like pattern around this singularity. A similar feature, but with
opposite orientation appears at (kx = pi/dl,ϕx = 2pi). This vortex, however, has a different origin as it re-
sults from a singularity of the phase reference u1(x = −ds/2) (upper panel), which prohibits an unambiguous
definition for the phase of u1 over the entire Brillouin zone – a characteristic property of systems with non-zero
Chern number. On the other hand, u1(x = +ds/2) is non-zero everywhere in this region (right panel). (b)
The Brillouin zone can therefore be partitioned in two areas, separated by the boundary ∂S , throughout each
of which the phase of u1(x = +ds/2) is well defined. This is shown here using the phase choice from (a)
in the vicinity of (kx = pi/dl,ϕx = pi), whereas u1(x = +ds/2) is chosen to be real and positive outside
of it. At the boundary ∂S , the two wave functions can be related to each other via a gauge transformation
λ12(kx ,ϕx). This transformation defines the pump cycle’s Chern number, which is determined by the vorticity
of the singularity of u1(x = +ds/2). Thus, it is an integer, in this case ν1 = +1 [Eq. (2.17)].
lattice – both of which is impossible in a classical system. However, a displacement does
not necessarily occur as a response to the pumping since ν1 = 0 is also possible. This can
easily be seen from Eq. (2.17): Whenever it is possible to choose the same gauge for all
Bloch functions within the Brillouin zone, λ12 = 0 and thus ν1 vanishes as well. This is
indeed the case in most generic systems such that in general an adiabatic modulation of
a lattice potential does not induce a particle transport. Only in special cases this is not
possible and ν1 6= 0. Such a situation occurs whenever the cell-periodic part of the Bloch
wave function at a given position, which is used to define the phase reference, vanishes
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at some point in the Brillouin zone [117]. To obtain an unambiguous choice for the
phase of the Bloch wave functions in this case, the Brillouin zone has to be divided into
two different regions as discussed above using a different gauge in the vicinity of such
a singularity3. The gauge transformation connecting the different phase choices at the
boundary between the regions is defined by the phase distribution around the singularity.
In particular, it inherits its vorticity, i.e. the number of phase windings, which in turn
defines the Chern number of the pump cycle following Eq. (2.17). This is exemplified for
a pump cycle in a dynamical superlattice with dl = 2ds in Fig. 2.1.
While this derivation provides a criterion when a directional transport of particles can
occur, it does not give much insight under which circumstances the Chern number can be
non-trivial. To this end, it is helpful to rewrite the Berry curvature in the following way:
Ωn(kx,ϕx) = i
∑
m6=n
(
〈un|∂kxHˆ|um〉〈um|∂ϕxHˆ|un〉
(Em − En)2 − c.c.
)
(2.18)
This expression can be obtained analogously to the derivation of Eq. (2.11) from Eq. (2.10).
From Eq. (2.18), it becomes clear that a singularity appears in Ωn whenever there is a de-
generacy in the energy spectrum, En = Em. Under the assumption that only two states
become degenerate, the behaviour of these states in the vicinity of the degeneracy point
can be described by a generic two-level Hamiltonian of the form R ·σ with three indepen-
dent parametersRi and the Pauli matrices σi, i ∈ {x, y, z} [9]. In this parameter space, the
Berry curvature Ωn(R) takes the form of the magnetic field of a Dirac monopole [118]
and the Chern number defined on a surface enclosing the degeneracy is equal to the
charge of the monopole [9, 116]. In this sense, a degeneracy in parameter space can
be interpreted as the source of a non-zero Berry curvature. This implies an important
condition, namely that the parameter space has to be at least three dimensional, since in
the absence of special symmetries more than two parameters are required for a degen-
eracy to occur [119]. While the pump cycle is parametrized by a single parameter ϕx in
addition to the 1D quasi-momentum ~kx, a change in ϕx will in general affect multiple
microscopic parametersR(ϕx) of the superlattice Hamiltonian (e.g. the tight-binding pa-
rameters, c.f. Section 4.1.1). For the pumping process to be non-trivial, the pump cycle in
the kx-R(ϕx) parameter space has to enclose a degeneracy point, otherwise ν1 = 0.
The relation between the Chern number and the degeneracies enclosed by the pump
path has an important consequence: In order for the Chern number of the pump to change,
a band crossing has to occur somewhere along the cycle such that a degeneracy point can
enter or leave the volume surrounded by the pump path. In particular, this means that
as long as the band gaps remain open, ν1 remains the same irrespective of the micro-
scopic details like the exact shape and depth of the lattice potentials, i.e. it constitutes
a topological invariant [10]. Furthermore, if two bands touch, their Chern numbers can
3Depending on the number and distribution of singularities of the wave functions, more than two regions
might be required. The procedure introduced above then has to be extended accordingly, which leads to the
theory of fibre bundles [14, 117].
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change, but their sum has to remain the same, provided that no additional degenera-
cies with other bands occur during the pump cycle [120]. Because of this, the particle
transport of a charge pump in homogeneously populated bands is extraordinarily robust
against perturbations like the presence of disorder or inter-particle interactions [11] (see
Section 2.2.3). Due to this topological protection, such systems are referred to as topo-
logical charge pumps and hold promise for a variety of technological applications, e.g. as
extremely stable current sources [16] (see Section 2.4.1).
2.2 Properties of Topological Charge Pumps
2.2.1 Bulk-Edge Correspondence
As discussed in Section 2.1.3, topological invariants like the first Chern number can only
change whenever a gap closes in the energy spectrum. This implies that such a degeneracy
has to occur at the boundary between a topologically non-trivial system and its surround-
ings, leading to the appearance of localized edge states crossing the bulk energy gaps. The
properties of these boundary modes are intimately connected to the topological character-
istics of the bulk. This phenomenon is known as the bulk-edge correspondence and was
first studied in the context of 2D quantum Hall physics, where the Hall conductance of the
bulk quantified by the first Chern number of the energy bands is connected to the winding
number of the accompanying edge states [110, 121]. Similar effects are thus expected
at the edge of a 1D topological charge pump in a finite-sized system. Such boundary
modes were observed experimentally in 1D quasicrystalline waveguide arrays [34] and
have recently been studied theoretically in [122, 123].
To illustrate this, let us consider a dynamical superlattice with ds/dl = p/q in a sys-
tem with size Lx and open boundary conditions, whose low-energy spectrum consists of
q subbands with Lx/(qds) states each (see Fig. 2.2). After a full pump cycle, the lattice
configuration becomes identical to the initial one, which in particular means that the num-
ber of states per band is the same. Therefore, if there is a localized boundary mode that
emerges from one band and traverses the gap to a neighbouring band as the pump param-
eter ϕx is varied, there must be another state that exhibits the opposite behaviour, i.e. edge
states always appear in pairs that counter-propagate in the energy spectrum. We will now
evaluate the system’s pumping response starting from a configuration where all states be-
longing to the lowest band are uniformly populated. If the pumping is adiabatic, the first
Lx/(qds) states in the spectrum will maintain their homogeneous occupation during the
cycle and an edge state forming from the bulk of the lowest band will be occupied as well.
Assuming perfect global adiabaticity, if two edge states cross at some point, particles in
the state with increasing energy will be transferred to the other one such that the system
always remains in the state that is adiabatically connected to the initial state4. For edge
4Note that the condition of global adiabaticity is typically not fulfilled in experiments as the coupling
between the edges is exponentially small in the system size. This allows for a quantized particle transport
even in finite systems.
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states that are localized on opposite ends of the system, this gives rise to a discontinuity
in the particles’ centre-of-mass position (Fig. 2.2c). In the limit where the edge states’
localization length is negligible compared to the system size, the centre-of-mass position
changes by δxe = ±qds, i.e. the size of a unit cell ax. At all other points in the cycle, the
motion of the particles is continuous, resulting in an additional displacement δxb, which
can be calculated from the states’ Berry curvature as discussed in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3.
The total displacement for one cycle can then be expressed as
δx = δxb − ν1,eδxe (2.19)
with ν1,e counting the net contribution from the edge state crossings between the first
two bands5. Since the system returns exactly to its initial state at the end of the cycle,
δx has to be zero in a finite system if adiabaticity holds. Moreover, the continuous part
δxb, which contains contributions from the bulk as well as the edge states away from the
crossing points, becomes equal to the centre-of-mass displacement in an infinite system
δxCOM = ν1ax [Eq. (2.16)] for large systems Lx  qds [122]. In this limit, we thus obtain
ν1 = ν1,e (2.20)
i.e. the Chern number characterizing the bulk response in an infinite system is equal to ν1,e,
which can be identified as the winding number of the edge states [121, 122]. Therefore,
a non-zero particle transport in the bulk requires the presence of topological edge states
at the boundary of a finite system, which in turn guarantees the quantization of the bulk
response as it causes quantized discontinuities in the centre-of-mass motion.
2.2.2 Relation to the Zak Phase and the Theory of Polarization
The Berry curvature, which determines the anomalous velocity, can be expressed as the
curl of the Berry connection, Ωn(kx,ϕx) = ∂ϕxA
kx
n − ∂kxAϕxn [Eq. (2.12)]. If a gauge is
chosen, in which the Bloch waves are single valued as a function of ϕx as in Section 2.1.1,
the term ∂ϕxA
kx
n vanishes when integrating over a full cycle. The geometric contribution
to the displacement per cycle for a given quasi-momentum then simplifies to
δxkx = −
∮
dϕx ∂kxA
ϕx
n = −∂kxγB (2.21)
i.e. it is determined by the derivative of the Berry phase with respect to kx. Note that
apart from the contribution from the group velocity, this is precisely the result that one
obtains when calculating the position of the adiabatically evolved state, |ψ(t = T )〉 =
ei(γD+γB)|un (kx,ϕx = 0)〉. Using the position operator in momentum representation,
xˆ(kx) = i∂kx , this gives
〈ψ(T )|xˆ|ψ(T )〉 = 〈ψ(0)|xˆ|ψ(0)〉 − ∂kx(γD + γB) (2.22)
5The derivation presented here assumes that pairs of edge states always cross within the band gap. Oth-
erwise, a similar argument can be made using a constant chemical potential in a fermionic system such that
the edge states become occupied/unoccupied whenever their energy crosses the Fermi surface. See [122] for
details.
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Figure 2.2 – Bulk-edge correspondence for a topological charge pump. (a) Evolution of the energy spec-
trum during a pump cycle for a dynamical 1D superlattice with dl = 2ds. The superlattice is described by a
generalized Harper model (see Section 2.3.2) in the tight-binding limit with δJx = 2Jx/3 = 0.1∆x comprising
100 sites. The spectrum consists of two bulk bands (grey), which are connected by two gap-traversing edge
states (red) appearing out of the bulk in the vicinity of ϕx = pi/2. (b) Spatial distribution of the eigenstates.
The occupation probability of each lattice site is plotted for the lower-lying edge state ψe in a system with
Lx = 30ds at ϕx = −pi/2 (left), 0.05pi (centre) and ϕx = pi/2 (right). At ϕx = −pi/2, ψe is part of the lower
bulk band and thus delocalized over the entire system, but with increasing ϕx it separates from the bulk and
becomes localized on the system’s right boundary with an exponentially decaying occupation probability away
from the edge. The state becomes maximally localized at ϕx = pi/2, where its energy crosses the one of the
edge state originating from the excited band, which is localized on the opposing end. Subsequently, the right-
localized edge state approaches the higher band and disappears into the bulk again, while the left-localized
one becomes lower in energy and merges into the lowest band. (c) Centre-of-mass position of a system in
which the lowest Lx/(2ds) eigenstates are occupied homogeneously, calculated for Lx = 100ds. The grey
curve shows the position averaged over all particles and the red line illustrates the contribution of the edge
states. The occupation transfer between the edge states localized on the right and left boundary leads to a
quantized discontinuity at ϕx = +pi/2, which enforces the quantization of the bulk response.
For a uniformly populated band, the centre-of-mass displacement can thus be written as
δxCOM = −ax
2pi
∮
dkx ∂kxγB (2.23)
On the other hand, one can also choose a different gauge where the eigenstates are
single-valued as a function of kx, sometimes referred to as the periodic gauge [124]. In
that case, if we consider a uniformly occupied band, the contribution from ∂kxA
ϕx
n is
identically zero and the average velocity is given by
vCOM(ϕx) =
ax
2pi
∂tϕx
∮
dkx ∂ϕxA
kx
n =
ax
2pi
∂tϕx ∂ϕxγZ (2.24)
introducing the Zak phase [20]
γZ(ϕx) = i
∮
dkx〈un|∂kx |un〉 (2.25)
The Zak phase corresponds to the Berry phase that is acquired when adiabatically travers-
ing the 1D Brillouin zone at a fixed superlattice phase. After one cycle, the displacement
can then be expressed in an analogous form as Eq. (2.23):
δxCOM =
ax
2pi
∮
dϕx ∂ϕxγZ (2.26)
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This highlights the symmetric roles of kx and ϕx in the generalized Brillouin zone.
The Zak phase plays an important role in the modern understanding of the macro-
scopic polarization in crystalline dielectrics [7, 21, 22, 124]. The polarization is given by
the electric dipole moment per volume. In crystals, it cannot be defined uniquely due to
the periodicity of the charge density, but its value depends on the choice of origin [125].
In spite of its very basic character and great relevance, a complete theory of polarization
was developed only in the 1990s [21, 22]. This theory focuses on the change in polar-
ization between two configurations as opposed to its absolute value because the latter
has no physical significance. This approach is closely related to charge pumping since the
polarization difference is given by the charge transport during an adiabatic evolution con-
necting the two states in question. Accordingly, the rate of change in the polarization is
proportional to the anomalous velocity. Following the derivation above, the polarization
difference between two configurations for dielectric media can be expressed as the differ-
ence of the Zak phases similar to Eq. (2.26) [21]. This allows for an efficient computation
because only the initial and final states are required. However, due to the periodicity of
the potential, the polarization change can only be defined up to a displacement by an in-
teger multiple of unit cells since an arbitrary number of closed cycles can be added to the
path. While the Zak phase can in principle take any value, it can be shown that in inver-
sion symmetric systems it is restricted to multiples of pi [20]. Furthermore, while the Zak
phase is gauge invariant with respect to the phase choice for the Bloch wave functions, it
does depend on the choice of origin – just like the absolute value of the polarization. This
position dependence is important in the context of Wannier-Stark ladders, where the Zak
phase was first introduced, as it leads to a correction in the energy spectrum that ensures
translational invariance [20, 126]. The Zak phase is also of importance for the existence of
edge states in 1D systems [127] as well as excitations with fractional charges [128–130]
and has recently been measured with ultracold atoms in a dimerized optical lattice [93].
2.2.3 Topological Protection
Interactions and Disorder
The connection between the centre-of-mass displacement per cycle and a topological in-
variant [Eq. (2.16)] implies that the induced transport is robust against any changes in
the lattice potentials provided that the system remains gapped. However, the discussion
in Section 2.1.3 relies on two important conditions: the absence of interactions as well as
the periodicity of the superlattice potentials. Only in that case the problem can be treated
in terms of the single-particle Bloch waves, which are periodic in both kx and ϕx – a key
requirement for the motion’s quantization. While this applies to a wide range of ideal
systems, these conditions are in general not fulfilled in possible experimental implemen-
tations. In the latter, particles might be interacting with each other and the presence of
disorder can easily destroy the perfect periodicity of the system. This naturally raises the
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question whether a quantized transport of particles is still possible under these circum-
stances.
This issue was addressed by Niu and Thouless, who demonstrated that the current in
response to adiabatic pumping is quantized even in disordered and interacting systems
if the following two conditions are met: the many-body state that the system is initially
prepared in possesses a finite gap to all other states throughout the pump cycle (i.e. in
particular is not degenerate) and it does not exhibit any long-range correlations [11].
This can be shown by introducing generalized periodic boundary conditions of the form
Ψ(x1, ...,xn + Lx, ...,xN ) = e
iκxLxΨ(x1, ...,xn, ...,xN ) (2.27)
for the N -particle wave function Ψ, where xn denotes the position of the n-th particle and
Lx the system size. In this case, the quantity κx characterizing the boundary condition
plays a similar role as the Bloch wave vector kx in non-interacting, periodic systems. The
evolution of the system during the pumping can be obtained as in Section 2.1.1. The re-
sulting velocity can thus be expressed in terms of a Berry curvature Ω(κx,ϕx) in the same
way as in Eq. (2.10)-(2.12) [7]. Since κx is a periodic variable with period 2pi/Lx, the pa-
rameter space spanned by κx and ϕx has the same form as the generalized Brillouin zone.
Hence, the displacement per cycle averaged over κx is necessarily quantized. However,
κx is not an intrinsic physical parameter like the Bloch wave vector, which is naturally
averaged over by homogeneously populating a band. Therefore, this quantization does
not have direct physical consequences. But if the above conditions are fulfilled, the aver-
age velocity is a local operator, whose dependence on the specific choice for the boundary
condition decays exponentially with the system size [11]. In the thermodynamic limit
Lx → ∞, the motion of the particles is thus independent of κx. In this case, the centre-
of-mass displacement per cycle in a system with periodic boundary conditions κx = 0 can
be rewritten as an integral over the entire parameter space and hence is proportional to
an integer topological invariant. Therefore, the particle transport in a topological charge
pump is robust against many perturbations and remains quantized even in the presence
of interactions and disordered potentials. The same approach was later used to derive a
topological invariant for interacting quantum Hall systems [131].
Non-Adiabatic Transitions
Other mechanisms that can potentially lead to deviations from exact quantization are
higher-order corrections to the first-order adiabatic evolution discussed in Section 2.1.1
and non-adiabatic Landau-Zener transitions [132, 133] that occur during the pumping for
finite pumping speeds. As the other bands generally exhibit different transport properties,
these effects will modify the adiabatic evolution and induce corrections compared to the
ideal quantized motion. An elegant way to study this problem is based on the Floquet
theory and was first put forward in [134], which is briefly summarized in the following.
In time-periodic systems like a topological charge pump, the eigenstates will naturally
exhibit the same periodicity in time, with the exception of very specific cases, in which
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time-translational symmetry is broken [135, 136]. In analogy to the Bloch theorem for
space-periodic systems, the Floquet theorem states that the eigenstates can then be ex-
pressed as [137]
|ψn,kx(t)〉 = e−in(kx)t/~|ψ˜n,kx(t)〉 (2.28)
Here, |ψ˜n,kx〉 is the time-periodic part of the wave function and n(kx) is the quasi-energy,
which determines the phase that the eigenstate acquires during each cycle. Accordingly,
the latter is only defined up to an integer multiple of h/T with T denoting the duration
of one cycle. In addition, it is assumed that the system is spatially periodic at each point
in time as in a dynamical superlattice such that the states can be labelled by their quasi-
momentum kx and band index n. Comparing this to the adiabatic evolution of a state
discussed in Section 2.1.1 immediately implies that in the adiabatic limit |ψ˜n,kx〉 is given
by the instantaneous eigenstates and the quasi-energy for each quasi-momentum kx is
determined by the corresponding dynamical and geometrical phase:
n(kx) = − ~
T
[γD(kx) + γB(kx)] (2.29)
As shown in the previous section, the centre-of-mass displacement per cycle for a homo-
geneously occupied band can be related to the difference of the Berry phase between the
left and right edge of the 1D Brillouin zone [Eq. (2.23)]. Combining this with Eq. (2.29),
we find
δxCOM =
ax
2pi
∮
dkx
1
~
∂n
∂kx︸ ︷︷ ︸
v˜gr(kx)
T (2.30)
In analogy to the regular group velocity arising from the dispersion of a Bloch band, v˜gr
can be interpreted as the effective group velocity of the Floquet eigenstate. The latter,
however, includes both the group velocity of the instantaneous eigenstates as well as their
anomalous velocity6. The transport’s quantization in this case is ensured by the periodicity
of the Brillouin zone as the phase acquired by the states on the left and right edge can
at most differ by a multiple of 2pi. Since v˜gr is a smooth function of kx, the integral
over it in Eq. (2.30) has to give an integer multiple of 2pi/T . For topologically non-
trivial configurations, the Floquet modes are chiral as their quasi-energy winds around
the Floquet-Brillouin zone [138].
This approach can easily be generalized beyond the adiabatic limit [134]. As the quasi-
energy is restricted to the range of [0,h/T [, a large number of crossings occur between the
Floquet states associated with different subbands in the limit of T → ∞. For finite T ,
a small gap opens at crossings that are not protected by symmetries of the Hamiltonian
due to a coupling between different Floquet states, which is associated with a degeneracy
of their time-averaged energies [139]. This leads to a discontinuity of the quasi-energy
for the Floquet state corresponding to a given band. In this case, the centre-of-mass mo-
tion is given by a piecewise integration of v˜gr excluding the singularities. As the boundary
6δxCOM in principle also contains the contribution from the dynamical phase [c.f. Eq. (2.22)], which,
however, is not stated explicitly in Eq. (2.23) as it vanishes for a uniformly populated band
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condition remains unchanged, the transport is no longer quantized due to the missing con-
tribution at the discontinuities. This deviation can be quantified by explicitly calculating
the Floquet eigenstates and numerical simulations show it is exponentially small in 1/T
over a wide range of pumping speeds [134, 140]. Intuitively, this can be understood from
the fact that the Schrödinger equation for the Floquet states is equivalent to a Wannier-
Stark ladder in frequency space, where the coupling between states belonging to different
bands results from the overlap of their exponentially decaying wings [141]. These find-
ings are further supported by related analyses for quantum Hall systems, showing that
non-adiabatic corrections are exponentially suppressed for infinitely differentiable Hamil-
tonians [142] and a rigorous proof demonstrating that the quantized Hall response is
exact up to infinite order in the electric perturbation [143]. So while there are corrections
to the quantized adiabatic transport for finite pumping speeds, these are exponentially
small due to the pump’s topological nature.
As the pumping speed is increased, additional modifications appear in the time-av-
eraged energy spectrum of the Floquet states: extended degeneracies that - unlike the
ones discussed above - are not accompanied by avoided crossings in the quasi-energy
spectrum [134]. These degeneracies signal the breakdown of the adiabatic approximation
due to non-adiabatic Landau-Zener transitions, causing a mixing of different bands such
that it is no longer possible to disentangle the individual contributions to the particle
transport.
The discussion so far was only concerned with the evolution of the Floquet states,
which describe the transport properties of a given energy subband of the superlattice
Hamiltonian for finite pumping speeds. In experiments, however, it is often highly non-
trivial to prepare such a configuration since the system is usually initialized in a static
Hamiltonian before starting the pumping process. Away from the adiabatic limit T →∞,
the instantaneous eigenstates are in general not identical to the Floquet states, which
can lead to additional corrections. These effects were recently studied for a tight-binding
superlattice model in [140]. For an eigenstate of the initial Hamiltonian, it could be shown
that the deviation resulting from a sudden start of the pumping is indeed not exponentially
suppressed, but rather scales quadratically in 1/T in the long-time limit. This matches with
the intuitive expectation as the overlap between an eigenstate of the initial Hamiltonian
and the corresponding adiabatically evolved wave function scales with (∂tϕx)2 [Eq. (2.6)].
The resulting admixture of other Floquet states can in principle be minimized by choosing
a smooth ramp-up function for ϕx(t) as well as an appropriate starting point, at which
the energy gaps are large and the off-diagonal elements of the Berry curvature are small.
When performing a large number of pump cycles, the dominant contribution is rather
expected to arise from Landau-Zener transitions. These transitions predominantly take
place at the point in the cycle, at which the energy gap to the neighbouring bands is
minimal, and create an incoherent occupation of states from other bands in addition to
the adiabatic admixture. While the transition probability also scales exponentially with the
ratio of the pumping speed to the respective band gap [132, 133], the effect is magnified
as these transitions potentially occur during each cycle and thus lead to a population in
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other bands that successively increases over time. This is particularly relevant if the band’s
Chern numbers have opposite signs, in which case even a small fraction of excited particles
can have a pronounced effect on the centre-of-mass motion.
2.3 Relation to 2D Quantum Hall Physics
The centre-of-mass displacement generated by a 1D topological charge pump can be ex-
pressed by the first Chern number ν1 [Eq. (2.16)], the 2D topological invariant that also
describes the quantized Hall response in 2D quantum Hall systems [13]. This indicates
that this transport phenomenon is related to the physics of the integer quantum Hall ef-
fect – a connection that was already emphasized by Thouless in his first proposal [10].
In the following, we will show that a topological charge pump can indeed be mapped
directly onto the Fourier components of a 2D quantum Hall model in two important limit-
ing cases: (i) the quantum sliding lattice (Landau limit), where the short lattice potential
vanishes Vs → 0 (Section 2.3.1). This corresponds to the Landau levels of a free par-
ticle in a homogeneous external magnetic field [144]. (ii) the tight-binding limit in a
sinusoidal superlattice with a very deep short lattice (Section 2.3.2), which maps onto a
lattice quantum Hall model - the Harper-Hofstadter model [145–147]. In addition, many
other superlattice configurations are either topologically equivalent to the aforementioned
cases or can be related to other 2D quantum Hall models. A 1D topological charge pump
can thus be interpreted as a dynamical version of the integer quantum Hall effect where
the adiabatic variation of the pump parameter corresponds to the insertion of magnetic
flux through a cylindrical quantum Hall system [37]. The induced particle transport is
therefore equivalent to the Hall response.
2.3.1 The Laughlin Charge Pump
The connection between a topological charge pump and a 2D quantum Hall system can
be understood following the gedankenexperiment of Robert Laughlin (Fig. 2.3a), which
demonstrates how gauge invariance enforces the quantization of the Hall response in 2D
systems [37, 148]. In the underlying cylindrical geometry, the quantum Hall effect can
be interpreted as a topological charge pump, relating the Hall current to the quantized
particle transport in a periodically modulated 1D system.
Free particles with charge q moving in an external magnetic field are described by a
Hamiltonian of the form
HˆLL =
1
2ma
(
pˆ− qAˆ
)2
(2.31)
where ma is the particle mass and Aˆ the electromagnetic vector potential. In the follow-
ing, we will consider a system where the particles are confined to the xz-plane, which
is pierced by a perpendicular magnetic field B = −Bxzey with ey being the unit vector
in the y-direction. When using the Landau gauge, Aˆ = Bxzxˆez, the above Hamiltonian
commutes with the momentum operator along z, pˆz, and the common eigenstates with
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a given momentum ~kz can be expressed as ψ(r) = eikzzψkz(x). By inserting this ansatz
into Eq. (2.31), HˆLL reduces to a series of 1D harmonic oscillators, whose eigenvalues are
the well-known Landau levels [144, 149]:
HˆLL =
pˆ2x
2ma
+
1
2
maω
2
c
(
xˆ− ~kz
maωc
)2
(2.32)
with ωc = qBxz/ma denoting the cyclotron frequency. The states within a given Landau
level are thus the corresponding harmonic oscillator states, centred at a position xm =
~kz/(maωc), which is determined by the transverse momentum (Fig. 2.3b).
The Hall response arises when an electric field is applied, which without loss of gener-
ality we assume to point along z, E = Ezez. The resulting force on the particles changes
the transverse momentum, which following Eq. (2.32) leads to a motion of the oscilla-
tor centres along x with velocity Ez/Bxz – the Hall current. In a system of length Lz
along z, kz can only be an integer multiple of 2pi/Lz and correspondingly the distance be-
tween neighbouring states is dx = h/(maωcLz). After a time T = h/(qEzLz), the system
thus returns to its initial configuration, but each harmonic oscillator has moved by one
site δx = dx. For a single completely filled Landau level, i.e. the n-th state in all harmonic
oscillators is occupied, this motion corresponds to a current along x
IH =
q
T
=
q2
h
UH (2.33)
with the transverse voltage UH = EzLz. This is precisely the quantized Hall conductivity of
a single Landau level, corresponding to a Chern number of ν1 = +1 [13, 37]. Importantly,
the current is independent of the magnetic field strength as the density of states increases
linearly with Bxz and is thus inversely proportional to the drift velocity vx = Ez/Bxz.
A very elegant way to study this phenomenon, introduced by Laughlin [37], is to
consider a cylindrical geometry, in which the edges of a 2D quantum Hall system in the z-
direction are attached to one another (Fig. 2.3a). In this geometry, the electric field can be
induced by adding a magnetic flux φx along the axis of the cylinder and varying it in time.
Assuming that this flux is contained in the interior of the cylinder, i.e. there is no additional
magnetic field on the cylinder’s surface, this leads to a time-dependent vector potential
along z, Aˆz = Bxzxˆ + φx(t)/Lz and hence an electric field E = −∂tAˆ = −(∂tφx/Lz)ez.
The displacement of the Landau level eigenstates can then be related to the amount of
flux ∆φx threaded through the cylinder
δx = − ∆φx
BxzLz
= −∆φx
Φ0
dx (2.34)
where Φ0 = h/q is the magnetic flux quantum. For each inserted flux quantum, the
oscillator centres shift by one period and one particle is thus transported between the
edges of the cylinder.
The importance of this gedankenexperiment lies in the fact that it allows us to re-
late the quantization of the Hall response to the general principle of gauge invariance,
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Figure 2.3 – The 2D integer quantum Hall effect as a 1D topological charge pump. (a) 2D quantum Hall
system in the Laughlin geometry. The surface of the cylinder is pierced by a uniform magnetic flux Φxz , leading
to the formation of Landau levels. When an additional magnetic flux φx(t) along the axis of the cylinder is
changed in time, an electric field Ez is induced along z . This gives rise to the Hall response with a drift velocity
vx in the x -direction. Figure adapted from [150]. (b) The states in each Landau level can be expressed as
eigenstates of localized harmonic oscillators along x with a spacing dx determined by the circumference of the
cylinder in the transverse z-direction. The threading of the flux φx through the cylinder causes a quantized
sliding motion of the harmonic oscillator potentials along x – the Hall response. (c) This situation is equivalent
to the trivial limit of a 1D Thouless pump where only the moving lattice with period dl is present, i.e. Vs = 0. In
this case, the superlattice phase ϕx acts as the pump parameter in the same way as the threaded flux φx for
the 2D Landau levels.
thereby explaining its robustness against disorder and independence from material prop-
erties [148]. Furthermore, it provides a natural setting to study the role of edges states
in quantum Hall systems [109]. When comparing two static configurations with different
φx, these are related by a gauge transformation, which by definition leaves all physical
observables invariant. However, in the cylindrical geometry, the boundary condition for
extended states along z permit only certain gauge transformations, namely those that dif-
fer by an integer multiple of flux quanta [37]. As the flux is threaded, a particle transport
can thus occur, but after each flux quantum all eigenstates have to be identical to the
starting point and the motion of the oscillator states localized along x must be quantized
– even in the presence of a random potential.
The sliding motion of the Landau levels along x is equivalent to a topological charge
pump in the limit where the short lattice vanishes Vs → 0 (Fig. 2.3). In this case, the
quantization of the resulting particle transport becomes trivial as a change in the pump
parameter ϕx corresponds to a global translation of the system. The particles will naturally
follow this motion as long as it remains adiabatic and thus move by a lattice constant dl
per pump cycle, i.e. ν1 = +1 for each band as for the Landau levels [Eq. (2.16)]. Note
that while in this limit a motion would also occur in classical systems, the quantization is
robust only in quantum mechanical systems, where it is protected by the band gap. For
a classical particle, the motion of the lattice would excite oscillations around the minima
for any finite pumping speed, which destroy the exact quantization in the generic case.
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The deviation can be shown to scale inversely with the cycle time T as opposed to an
exponential suppression of excitations in quantum systems [151] (see also Section 2.2.3).
This analogy can be formalized for a deep sinusoidal lattice potential Vl sin2(piαx/ds−
ϕx/2), which up to second order can be approximated by a sum of harmonic oscillators
located at the lattice sites xmx =
ds
α (mx − ϕx2pi ):
Hˆl =
pˆ2x
2ma
+ Vl
pi2α2
d2s
∑
mx
(xˆ− xmx)2 (2.35)
This approximation is valid for Vl  Er,l with the recoil energy Er,l = h2/(8mad2l ). In
this limit, the tunnel coupling between neighbouring lattice sites is negligible, such that
Eq. (2.35) becomes a series of decoupled harmonic oscillators analogous to Eq. (2.32).
The quantum Hall effect in the Laughlin geometry can therefore be mapped onto a 1D
topological charge pump consisting of a sliding long lattice. In this case, the flux through
the cylinder φx plays the role of the pump parameter, i.e. the superlattice phase ϕx.
2.3.2 Mapping in the Tight-Binding Regime
A similar mapping can be performed for a sinusoidal superlattice in the opposite limit
of a very deep short lattice Vs  V 2l /(4Er,s). To this end, we rely on the procedure of
dimensional extension, where the Hamiltonian of a lower-dimensional system with an ex-
ternal parameter ϕx is interpreted as a Fourier component of a higher-dimensional model
labelled by its transverse momentum ~kz [152]. This approach constitutes the opposite
of the dimensional reduction method introduced in [38], which generalizes the Laughlin
interpretation to relate topological models in different dimensions by the compactification
of a cylindrical geometry (see Section 5.1.2).
Tight-Binding Hamiltonian and Generalized Harper Model
For a sufficiently deep short lattice, for which the tunnel coupling between neighbouring
sites is small compared to the energy gap to higher Bloch bands for all ϕx, the tight-
binding approximation can be used for the superlattice potential [153, 154]. In this ap-
proximation, the Hilbert space is restricted to the ground state on each lattice site, which
is described by the corresponding maximally localized Wannier function [155–157]. The
superlattice Hamiltonian in this basis is given by (see Section 3.2.2 for details)
HˆSL(ϕx) =−
∑
mx
[Jx(ϕx) + δJ
mx
x (ϕx)] aˆ
†
mx+1
aˆmx + h.c. (2.36)
+
∑
mx
∆mxx (ϕx) aˆ
†
mx aˆmx
with aˆ†mx (aˆmx) denoting the creation (annihilation) operator on the mx-th site of the
short lattice. The first term describes the tunnel coupling between neighbouring sites and
the last term contains the on-site energy ∆mxx of each site. In the presence of the long
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lattice, both quantities are modulated periodically in space by δJmxx (ϕx) and ∆
mx
x (ϕx),
respectively, and depend on the superlattice phase.
If the long lattice is very weak compared to the short lattice, its dominant contribution
is the modulation of the on-site energies [154, 158]. To first order in Vl/Vs, it is simply
given by the local potential created by the long lattice [159, 160]:
∆mxx (ϕx) = −
∆
(0)
x
2
cos
[
2pi
ds
dl
mx − ϕx
]
(2.37)
with ∆(0)x ≈ Vl. The modification of the tunnelling rates is substantially smaller and
is caused mostly by a slight change in the position of the short lattice sites [160]. In the
first-order approximation, the shift can be obtained by expanding the long lattice potential
in the vicinity of each lattice site and is of order Vld2s/ (Vsdl)  ds. The tunnel coupling,
which decreases exponentially with the site separation, can then be approximated as
Jx(ϕx) + δJ
mx
x (ϕx) = Jx +
δJ
(0)
x
2
cos
[
2pi
ds
dl
(mx + 1/2)− ϕx
]
(2.38)
with Jx being the bare tunnelling rate in the short lattice. As δJ
(0)
x /Jx ∝ Vl/
√
VsEr,s 
1, the modulation of the tunnelling rates is typically much smaller than the one of the
on-site energies. For interacting particles, the modified lattice potential also leads to a
small change of the on-site interaction energy, but this modification is negligible in most
cases [160].
In this limit and for δJmxx = 0, the superlattice Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.36) reduces to
the 1D Harper model, which was introduced by P. G. Harper when studying particles in a
2D square lattice pierced by a uniform magnetic field – the Harper-Hofstadter model (see
below) [145–147]. The 1D Harper model describes the corresponding eigenvalue problem
for states with a well-defined transverse quasi-momentum ~kz (see also Section 5.1.4). In
the context of localization phenomena, this Hamiltonian for incommensurate lattice peri-
ods is also known as the Aubry-André model [161]. If the tunnelling rates are modulated
as well δJmxx 6= 0, which is typically the case in optical superlattice potentials, we refer to
this model as the generalized Harper model [162].
Dimensional Extension
In analogy to the connection between the sliding long lattice and the free-particle Landau
levels discussed in Section 2.3.1, we would now like to relate the particle transport of
a topological charge pump in the deep tight-binding limit Vs  V 2l /(4Er,s) to the Hall
response of a 2D quantum Hall system. The key insight for this is the fact that for δJmxx = 0
the Hamiltonian of the 1D superlattice is identical to the Harper model, which constitutes
a 1D Fourier component of the 2D Harper-Hofstadter model with kz = ϕx/ds (see below).
When the pump parameter ϕx is varied, the eigenstate |un(kx,ϕx)〉 in the superlattice (see
Section 2.1.2) will thus evolve in exactly the same way as the wave function along x of
a particle that is prepared in the eigenstate |un(kx, kz)〉 in the Harper-Hofstadter model,
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Figure 2.4 – Dimensional extension in the tight-binding limit. (a) At each point in the cycle, the Hamiltonian
of a 1D charge pump in the momentum representation, Hˆϕx (kx), is equal to a single Fourier component
of the Hamiltonian of a 2D quantum Hall system, HˆQH(kx , kz). During a full cycle, all Fourier components
are sampled sequentially, covering the entire Brillouin zone. For the 1D system, kx and ϕx thus span a
2D generalized Brillouin zone. (b) The Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai model describes a square lattice in the
tight-binding regime with nearest-neighbour (Jx , Jz ) and next-nearest-neighbour tunnel couplings (Jd ) in the
presence of a uniform magnetic flux Φxz = Φ0Φ˜xz/(2pi) per unit cell. Figure adapted from [163].
when an external electric field is applied along z, which induces Bloch oscillations with
~k˙z = qEz. A detailed discussion of the corresponding equations of motion can be found
in Section 5.1.3 and Section 5.2.2. The generalized Brillouin zone of the topological
charge pump is identical to the Brillouin zone of the 2D quantum Hall model since all
Fourier components of the Harper-Hofstadter Hamiltonian are realized sequentially during
a pump cycle (see Fig. 2.4a). In this sense, the external parameter ϕx of the 1D model
can be regarded as an additional dimension. Therefore, the pumping response of the
dynamical 1D superlattice is equivalent to the Hall response of the 2D Harper-Hofstadter
model.
For the generalized Harper model, the corresponding quantum Hall system can be
found in a similar way via a dimensional extension. The 2D Hamiltonian in real space is
obtained by integrating over all Fourier components
HˆQH =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
HˆSL(ϕx)dϕx (2.39)
and subsequently performing an inverse Fourier transform by expressing the 1D creation
and annihilation operators for a given ϕx as
aˆ†mx,ϕx =
∑
mz
eiϕxmz aˆ†mx,mz and aˆmx,ϕx =
∑
mz
e−iϕxmz aˆmx,mz (2.40)
Here, aˆ†mx,mz and aˆmx,mz denote the creation and annihilation operator in a 2D tight-
binding lattice with sites labelled by mx and mz. This yields
HˆQH = HˆHH + HˆδJ (2.41)
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The first term is the Harper-Hofstadter model, which is a tight-binding model governing
the motion of non-interacting particles in a square periodic potential that is subject to a
uniform magnetic field [145–147]:
HˆHH = −
∑
mx,mz
(
Jxaˆ
†
mx+1,mz
aˆmx,mz +
∆
(0)
x
4
eiΦ˜xzmx aˆ†mx,mz+1aˆmx,mz
)
+ h.c. (2.42)
The magnetic flux per unit cell of the lattice is Φxz = (ds/dl)Φ0 and Φ˜xz = 2piΦxz/Φ0.
The tunnelling in the z-direction is a consequence of the ϕx-dependence of the on-site
energies ∆mxx and the complex phases of the tunnelling matrix elements result from the
spatial periodicity of ∆mxx . Therefore, the strength of the magnetic field in the 2D model is
determined by the ratio between the short and long lattice constants in the 1D superlattice.
The Harper-Hofstadter Hamiltonian is one of the paradigmatic models for quantum Hall
systems. The competition between the lattice periodicity and the magnetic length scale
gives rise to a fractal band structure, the Hofstadter butterfly [147]. In the same way that
the presence of the long lattice leads to a separation into subbands in a 1D superlattice, the
Bloch bands of the 2D lattice split into a number of subbands determined by the strength
of the magnetic field. Due to the breaking of time-reversal symmetry by the magnetic flux,
these subbands are topologically non-trivial and characterized by non-zero first Chern
numbers. Recently, the long sought goal of realizing this model, which requires strong
magnetic fields, has been accomplished using moiré superlattice structures in condensed
matter systems [164, 165, 165] as well as with cold atoms in optical lattices [89–91].
Similar models have also been studied in photonic materials [166, 167].
The second term in Eq. (2.41) arises from the periodic modulation of the tunnelling
rates and is given by
HˆδJ =− δJ
(0)
x
4
∑
mx,mz
eiΦ˜xz(mx+1/2)aˆ†mx+1,mz+1aˆmx,mz + h.c. (2.43)
− δJ
(0)
x
4
∑
mx,mz
e−iΦ˜xz(mx+1/2)aˆ†mx+1,mz−1aˆmx,mz + h.c.
This Hamiltonian adds diagonal tunnelling matrix elements coupling next-nearest neigh-
bours, while maintaining the same uniform flux per square unit cell Φxz. The combined
Hamiltonian HˆQH is known as the Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai model (Fig. 2.4b) and was
first studied in [162]. Its energy spectrum is similar to the Harper-Hofstadter model as
the lattice band structure also fractalizes into topologically non-trivial subbands due to the
magnetic field (Fig. 2.5). The appearance of the diagonal coupling, however, can give rise
to spectral changes, in particular the opening of additional gaps between subbands that
touch for δJ (0)x = 0. This occurs for example at Φxz = Φ0/(2l), l ∈ N, where the magnetic
unit cell contains an even number of lattice sites. At Φxz = Φ0/2, the Harper-Hofstadter-
Hatsugai model for fermionic particles becomes identical to a mean-field model for chiral
spin states that violate space-time reflection (PT ) symmetry, when the lowest subband is
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Figure 2.5 – Energy spectrum of the Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai model. Density of states in the 2D
Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai model versus energy E and magnetic flux per unit cell Φxz for Jx = Jz = ∆
(0)
x /4
and various diagonal coupling strengths Jd = δJ
(0)
x /4. Without next-nearest neighbour tunnelling (Jd = 0),
the Hamiltonian reduces to the Harper-Hofstadter model, where the interplay between the two length scales
set by the lattice spacing and the strength of the magnetic field leads to a fractalization of the energy spectrum
- the Hofstadter butterfly [147]. A finite Jd 6= 0 breaks the symmetry of the band structure with respect to
Φxz = Φ0/2 as the smallest possible closed path is now given by a triangle with half the size of the square
lattice unit cell (see Fig. 2.4b). The spectrum thus becomes (2Φ0)-periodic in Φxz . The energy spectrum was
obtained by numerically calculating the eigenstates of the generalized Harper model for kz ∈] − pi/ds,pi/ds]
in a system consisting of 500 sites and with flux Φxz/Φ0 = p/100, p ∈ [0, 100]. The band structure of the
Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai model was first computed in [162].
completely filled [162]. These states were predicted for frustrated 2D Heisenberg anti-
ferromagnets and discussed in the context of high-temperature superconductivity [168].
The underlying single-particle Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai Hamiltonian is precisely the
higher-dimensional analogue of the topological charge pump realized in the experiment
for dl = 2ds (see Section 4). Furthermore, if the tunnelling rates on the two diagonals
can be tuned independently (which is not the case for the dimensional extension of the
generalized Harper model), the Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai model can be continuously
transformed to a triangular lattice geometry by removing one of the two couplings [162].
2.4 Applications and Implementations of Charge Pumps
2.4.1 Applications for Topological Charge Pumps
The extraordinary robustness of the particle transport by a topological charge pump al-
lows for the realization of very precise current sources [16, 169], which were proposed as
suitable candidates for the definition of a new standard for the electric current based on
the elementary charge [17]. This would enable the completion of the "triangle of quan-
tum metrology", the long-standing goal in metrology to obtain reliable standards based on
quantum mechanical effects for the three quantities related by Ohm’s law – voltage, resis-
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tance and current [18, 19, 170]. For the two former ones, this has already been accom-
plished. A voltage standard was defined based on the ac Josephson effect [171], where
an oscillating current applied to two weakly coupled superconductors leads to a voltage
difference that is proportional to an integer multiple of the driving frequency [172, 173].
For resistance, a definition using the von Klitzing constant was introduced, relying on the
topological protection of the quantized Hall response [174]. In a similar manner, imple-
menting a topological charge pump – sharing the same topological origin as the quantum
Hall effect – would make it possible to relate the generated quantized current to the pump
cycle frequency, which can easily be controlled and measured very precisely. Moreover, the
transport’s quantization is protected by a quantum mechanical energy gap, e.g. the band
gap for a filled band of non-interacting fermions, which exponentially suppresses any
deviation that could for example arise from a finite temperature or non-adiabatic transi-
tions [134, 143] (see Section 2.2.3). Similarly, the attachment of external contacts that is
necessarily required to generate electric currents would only lead to corrections that are
exponentially small in the device size due to the localization of the emerging edge states.
Besides the generation of very precise currents, the ability to transport a well-defined
number of electrons can also be used to build an accurate standard for capacitance [175].
Another possible application for topological charge pumps are adiabatic quantum mo-
tors [111, 176]. These could be realized by operating a charge pump in reverse, i.e. by
driving a current through a pump to induce an oscillation of its control parameters,
e.g. gate voltages in mesoscopic systems (see Section 2.4.2). By appropriately coupling a
mechanical system like for example a wheel with an alternating charge distribution, this
oscillation could be converted into mechanical motion. As the transport in a topologi-
cal charge pump occurs without an external bias and is thus dissipationless, such motors
could in principle achieve an ideal efficiency of 100% [111]. Another way to implement
a quantum motor would be via coupling to the motion of particles in a forward-operated
charge pump, e.g. by interaction between different atomic species [177, 178].
Topological charge pumps have also been discussed in the context of quantum informa-
tion processing as they offer a way for a topologically protected transport of qubits [112].
To this end, the qubit could be encoded in the internal state of an atom that is part of
a Mott-insulating many-body state and thus localized in one unit cell. By applying a se-
quence of multiple pump cycles, this particle could be moved through the lattice by a
well-defined distance without affecting its internal state. Such a scheme could also be
extended to generate entanglement between distant particles by initially preparing two
entangled particles localized in the same unit cell, but in different subbands with opposite
Chern numbers and subsequently separating the particles by a series of pump cycles [179].
2.4.2 Previous Implementations of Charge Pumps
While topological charge pumping was initially mostly of interest in fundamental con-
densed matter physics in the context of the quantum Hall effect, a first concrete proposal
for the implementation of such a device focussing on real-world applications was put for-
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ward in 1990 [16, 169]. It suggested to use a quantum wire with voltage leads to realize a
"digitized" sliding lattice with a time-dependent global offset voltage to control the Fermi
energy. In condensed matter systems, however, it is extremely challenging to obtain the
required degree of control as well as to maintain adiabaticity since mesoscopic systems
often exhibit a continuum of states. Therefore, the first implementations of solid-state-
based quantized charge pumps instead relied on the Coulomb blockade to ensure quan-
tization [180]. In mesoscopic devices, the interaction energy is typically the dominant
energy scale at low temperatures and thus allows for the precise control of the electron
number and single-electron dynamics. Based on this principle, single-electron transport
was first demonstrated with metallic tunnel junctions [23] and soon after using quantum
dots [24] in turnstile-like devices, where the transport occurs in the direction of an ex-
ternal bias voltage. The first realization of a real charge pump, demonstrating quantized
transport in absence of a bias, was reported in [25, 26]. For these experiments, a sample
was fabricated that consists of a linear array of three metallic tunnel junctions, formed by
thin insulating barriers and separated by conducting islands with variable gate voltages.
Via an out-of-phase modulation of the two gate voltages around a threefold degeneracy
point in the stability diagram of charge states, a single electron is transported between
two reservoirs with the direction of motion entirely determined by the orientation of the
pump cycle. While these first realizations only achieved a relative accuracy on the percent
level, mostly limited by simultaneous cotunnelling of multiple electrons [181], this could
be drastically improved by increasing the number of tunnel junctions, reaching a devia-
tion from quantization on the order of 10−8 in a device with seven junctions [182]. Even
though this would be suitable for metrological applications, the resulting current is too
low for most purposes. For overcoming this limitation, quantum-dot pumps seem to be
promising candidates as tunnel barriers can also be controlled by external voltages [183].
In addition, other pumping techniques have also been implemented, e.g. using surface-
acoustic waves in semiconducting quantum point contacts [184]. An extensive overview
of recent developments in single-electron pumps can be found in [17].
Even though charge pumping based on the Coulomb blockade can achieve exceptional
precision, the resulting motion in general rather resembles classical transport and does
not constitute coherent quantum dynamics. As mentioned above, the situation in solid
states systems is often very different from the isolated, gapped systems that topological
charge pumping was first proposed for. To account for this, Thouless’ idea was extended
to open mesoscopic systems, leading to the concept of parametric pumping, where a non-
quantized particle transport is induced by a periodic and adiabatic variation of at least
two external parameters [28, 29]. Contrary to a topological charge pump, the motion
in this case depends strongly on the microscopic details of the specific implementation
and is proportional to the area enclosed by the pump path in parameter space. Subse-
quently, such a parametric charge pump was realized in an open quantum dot by locally
manipulating the electron wave function through a small cyclic variation of the confining
potential in the contact leads of the quantum dot [30]. There are, however, doubts as
to whether this experiment actually realized an adiabatic quantum pump as capacitive
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coupling of the modulated gate voltages also creates an oscillating bias voltage between
the reservoirs, which generates an additional current with similar characteristics [31, 32].
Additionally, the condition of adiabaticity in these devices is only fulfilled in the sense that
the modulation is slow compared to the relaxation time scales such that at each point in
the cycle the system has time to relax to the instantaneous ground state [185].
Another approach to achieve adiabatic quantum transport is to replace the metallic
tunnel junctions in the early experiments by superconducting quantum interference de-
vices (SQUIDs), which are connected through a superconducting gate [186]. A coherent
directional motion can then be generated by modulating the critical current of the SQUIDs
via the enclosed magnetic flux in combination with the gate voltage. In this case, the trans-
ported charge can be related to the Berry phase, which in the absence of any additional
supercurrent is simply given by the phase difference of the macroscopic wave function
between the two ends [187, 188]. When placing the pump in a closed loop, the phase dif-
ference and thus the particle transport can be controlled by the magnetic flux penetrating
the loop. The realization of such a device was reported in [33], demonstrating coherent
transport as well as a measurement of the associated Berry phase.
In condensed matter systems, the main focus of charge pumping experiments are prac-
tical applications like current sources and experimental realizations are limited to rather
small systems of up to a couple of junctions. In artificially engineered photonic systems,
on the other hand, arrays of coupled waveguides provide a platform to realize extended
lattice models exhibiting topological band structures and thus allow for the study of more
fundamental questions [189]. Each single-mode waveguide forms a lattice site, whose on-
site energy is determined by the refractive index as this controls the phase that is acquired
by the propagating light. If the waveguides are sufficiently close, the modes overlap, giv-
ing rise to a tunnel coupling between the sites. The direction of propagation along the
waveguides defines the time axis in these systems and a time-dependent modulation can
be realized by changing the parameters as a function of the position. An advantage of
these systems is the possibility to locally inject and detect light on individual sites, mak-
ing them particularly suited to observe edge state phenomena. This flexibility allowed
for the first realization of the Hamiltonian of a topological charge pump as envisioned
by Thouless, both in an incommensurate Aubry-André lattice [34] and a Fibonacci qua-
sicrystal [35]. While these experiments could nicely demonstrate the existence and the
pumping of edge states, indicating the non-trivial topology of the underlying bulk bands,
a quantized bulk transport could not be observed.
Even though the use of optical lattices to implement a topological charge pump for ul-
tracold atoms was suggested already in 1998 [190], only a limited number of experiments
have been performed in this direction prior to the work presented here. These include for
example the realization of a Brownian motor [191] and a quantum ratchet [192]. For a
more detailed overview see Section 4.
CHAPTER 3
Ultracold Atoms in Optical Superlattices
In this thesis, the implementation of 1D and 2D topological charge pumps with ultra-
cold bosonic atoms in dynamically controlled optical superlattices is presented. Due to
the unprecedented levels of control and access provided by these artificially engineered
systems, they provide an ideal model system to study such phenomena. The main ex-
perimental setup used for the experiments in Section 4 and Section 6 has already been
described in great detail elsewhere, see e.g. [104, 105] for the vacuum system and [106]
for a summary of recent modifications. Therefore, only a brief overview of the experimen-
tal setup and techniques is given here (Section 3.1), focussing on the relevant parts for
the implementation of a topological charge pump and in particular the dynamical optical
superlattices (Section 3.2).
3.1 Overview of the Experimental Setup
The core of the experiment is a vacuum system comprising two main chambers, which are
connected by an L-shaped differential pumping section to allow for a pressure difference
between the chambers. In this setup, bosonic 87Rb atoms are cooled to quantum degener-
acy before loading them into the optical lattice potential, in which the actual experiments
are performed. Afterwards, the distribution of atoms is determined either in-situ or after
a time-of-flight expansion using a standard absorption imaging technique.
Trapping and Cooling
Each experimental sequence starts with the loading of a three-dimensional magneto-
optical trap (MOT) [193] in the first chamber from the background gas of Rb atoms,
which are evaporated from an attached oven with a Rb reservoir. The MOT is formed by
three pairs of counterpropagating laser beams and a quadrupole magnetic field generated
by a pair of coils in anti-Helmholtz configuration. The laser beams contain light with two
different frequencies resonant with the D2 line of 87Rb (780 nm): the cooling light, which
is slightly detuned from the |52S1/2,F = 2〉 → |52P3/2,F = 3〉 transition, as well as a re-
pumper on the |52S1/2,F = 1〉 → |52P3/2,F = 2〉 transition. After the loading of the MOT,
the atom cloud consisting of approximately 109 particles is compressed by increasing the
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magnetic field gradient and cooled to about 20µK in an optical molasses after switching
off the gradient. Subsequently, the atoms are spin polarized by optical pumping to the
low-field seeking |52S1/2,F = 1,mF = −1〉 hyperfine ground state
The atom cloud is then transferred by magnetic transport through the differential
pumping section to the second chamber, a rectangular glass cell. To this end, the atoms
are confined in a magnetic quadrupole trap, whose minimum is continuously shifted by
sequential ramping of the currents through nine pairs of partially overlapping coils along
the connecting tube [104]. Following the transport, two stages of evaporative cooling are
conducted to prepare a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [194, 195] as the starting point of
each experiment. The first step is radio-frequency (rf) induced evaporation in a magnetic
quadrupole trap, where the hottest atoms are selectively transferred to a non-trapped state
by a frequency ramp of an rf field. To prevent Majorana spin flips in the vicinity of the
zero crossing of the magnetic field, a blue-detuned laser beam at 767 nm is focussed onto
the trap’s centre. At the end of the frequency ramp, the atoms are captured in a crossed
optical dipole trap formed by two orthogonal, tightly focussed laser beams at 1064 nm.
Finally, the atoms undergo a forced evaporation by lowering the trap depth in the pres-
ence of an external potential gradient, creating a BEC with negligible thermal fraction.
The end point of this evaporation ramp is adjusted to obtain the desired atom number for
the specific experiment, which is typically on the order of 5000-10000 atoms.
Optical Lattices
After the BEC is prepared in the crossed dipole trap, the three-dimensional optical lattice
potential, in which the experiment takes place, is ramped up adiabatically. This potential
is formed by mutually orthogonal, retro-reflected laser beams along all three spatial di-
rections. The interaction between the light field and the dipole moment that it induces
in the atoms creates an optical dipole potential Vdip(r) = −Re[α(ω)] |E(r)|2/4. Here, E
is the position-dependent amplitude of the oscillating electric field, ω the frequency of
the light and α the frequency-dependent atomic polarizability [196]. If the atom can be
approximated as a two-level system and ω is sufficiently close to its resonance ω0 for the
rotating wave approximation to be valid, the polarizability is inversely proportional to the
detuning such that Vdip(r) ∝ |E(r)|2/(ω−ω0). The detuning, which determines the sign of
the potential, is chosen large enough to suppress heating due to photon scattering, which
scales as |E(r)|2/(ω − ω0)2. The standing wave pattern of a retro-reflected beam with
wavelength λ thus creates a perfectly sinusoidal potential with period d = λ/2 – the op-
tical lattice. Due to their almost perfect uniformity, comparatively large length scales and
correspondingly slow time scales, ultracold atoms in optical lattices are an ideally suited
system for the quantum simulation of many condensed matter problems. For this, the
atoms mimic the electrons in a crystalline material, whose periodic structure is replicated
by the optical lattice. An excellent in-depth introduction to the physics of atoms in optical
lattices can be found in [197] and recent developments in the field have been reviewed
in [74, 75, 198].
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In the horizontal plane, superlattice potentials can be created along both the x- and
y-axis by overlapping two beams with different wavelengths λs and λl > λs, in this case
with λs = 767 nm and λl = 2λs. The superlattice setup and experimental techniques are
covered in detail in Section 3.2. Along the vertical z-direction, there is a single-period lat-
tice with λz = 844 nm, which is mostly used for isolating different horizontal planes. The
depth of each lattice is controlled by an acousto-optic modulator via an active feedback
loop stabilizing the intensity on a monitor photodiode. All frequencies and polarizations
are chosen such that there is no mutual interference between different lattice beams.
Detection
At the end of the experimental sequence in the optical lattice, the atoms are imaged to ob-
tain either the in-situ density directly or their momentum distribution following a ballistic
time-of-flight expansion. In both cases, absorption imaging [194] is employed, where the
atoms are illuminated with a large resonant imaging beam in conjunction with a transverse
re-pumper beam. The imaging laser is locked onto the |52S1/2,F = 2〉 → |52P3/2,F = 3〉
transition by Doppler-free frequency-modulation spectroscopy [199, 200] and also serves
as a reference for the MOT cooling laser. When passing through the atom cloud, the
imaging light is partially absorbed depending on the integrated atomic density along the
imaging axis. The latter can be extracted by imaging the light onto a CCD camera and
comparing it with a reference image of the same beam with no atoms present.
To determine the momentum distribution, all trapping potentials are switched off such
that the atoms can expand freely. In the far-field limit after a sufficiently long expansion
time, the initial cloud size becomes negligible and the spatial density corresponds to the
final momentum distribution in the trap. The release from the lattice can be performed
in two ways, either instantaneously or adiabatically. For the former, the Bloch waves in
the lattice are projected onto the momentum eigenstates of free particles. The momentum
distribution is given by the Fourier transform of the one-particle density matrix 〈aˆ†maˆn〉,
multiplied by an envelope proportional to the Fourier transform of the on-site Wannier
function [201]. If the lattices are switched off adiabatically compared to the band gaps,
often referred to as band mapping, the Bloch waves are adiabatically connected to the cor-
responding plane waves and states from different bands end up in different Brillouin zones
as in an extended Brillouin zone scheme. The band mapping sequence can be extended
to a site-resolved band mapping technique as discussed in Section 3.2.1, which provides a
powerful tool to obtain additional information about the in-situ density distribution.
3.2 Optical Superlattices
3.2.1 Experimental Implementation
Along both the x- and the y-axis, there are two independent optical lattices with different
lattice spacings, a short lattice with period ds ≡ ds,x = ds,y and a long lattice with dl ≡
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dl,x = dl,y = 2ds. In each direction, this creates a superlattice potential consisting of
double wells when both lattices are switched on at the same time (Fig. 3.1a). The two
setups are almost identical and to simplify the notation we will thus focus on the x-axis
in the following description unless mentioned otherwise. The light for both short lattices
is generated by a single Ti:Sa laser (M Squared SolsTiS) set to 767 nm, while for the
long lattices at 1534 nm either a RIO ORION 3135, amplified by a 5 W Nufern NuAMP
amplifier, or a 5 W NP Photonics Rock fibre laser are used. The short and long lattice
beams are overlapped on a dichroic mirror, before being focussed on the atom cloud by a
lens (see also Section 6.1 and Fig. 6.1). After passing a collimation lens behind the vacuum
glass cell, both beams are retro-reflected by the same mirror to create the standing wave
pattern. The superposition of the two potentials gives rise to a superlattice potential of
the form
VSL(x) = Vs,x sin
2 (pix/ds,x) + Vl,x sin
2 (pix/dl,x − ϕx/2) (3.1)
with the superlattice phase ϕx indicating the position of the long lattice relative to the
short one (Fig. 3.1a). The wave vectors of the lattice beams are ks,x = pi/ds,x and kl,x =
pi/dl,x, respectively, and the lattice depths Vs,x and Vl,x are typically given in units of the
corresponding recoil energy Er,i = ~2k2i,x/(2ma), i ∈ {s, l} with ma denoting the mass of
the atoms. To obtain a homogeneous potential, the two incoming lattice beams have to be
overlapped very accurately. To this end, a thick glass block is placed in one of the beams
and for each beam a mirror is positioned at the front focus point of the first lens prior to
the overlapping. In this way, the relative angle and the transverse position at the location
of the atom cloud can be controlled independently (see Section 6.1).
Control of the Superlattice Phase
The relative position along x between the short and long lattice at the location of the atoms
is determined by the distance LM between the atom cloud and the retro mirror as well as
the lattice wavelengths. The latter in turn depend on the frequency of the respective
light and the frequency-dependent refractive index of the surrounding air. Therefore, the
superlattice phase ϕx can be controlled by tuning the frequency of the long lattice laser as
illustrated in Fig. 3.1a. Shifting the frequency by ∆ν changes the phase by
∆ϕx = 4pi
LM
c
∆ν (3.2)
neglecting any deviation of the refractive index from unity. While this necessarily leads to
a situation where dl 6= 2ds, the difference is negligible over the extent of the cloud if the
cloud size Lx is much smaller than LM. In the experiment, LM is about 0.2 m and a shift
of ϕx by 2pi corresponds to a frequency difference of ∆ν = c/(2LM) ≈ 750 MHz, i.e. a
relative change of ∆dl/dl = −∆ν/ν ≈ −4× 10−6. For Lx = 30ds, this causes a phase shift
between the two edges of the cloud of 2piLx/LM ≈ 10−4pi, which is much smaller than the
experimental uncertainty in the phase.
The frequency of the long lattice lasers is actively stabilized using the short lattice as
a reference via the offset lock shown in Fig. 3.1b. For this, part of the long lattice light is
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Figure 3.1 – Controlling the phase of the dynamical superlattice. (a) The superlattice is created by retro-
reflecting the short and long lattice beams from the same retro mirror, which serves as a common reference
position. The superlattice phase ϕx at the position of the atom cloud is controlled by changing the frequency of
the laser used for generating the long lattice. This slightly modifies the period of the standing wave, leading to
a shift of the position of the long lattice relative to the short one at the atom position. As the distance between
the atom cloud and the retro mirror (LM) is very large compared to the extent of the cloud (Lx ), the change
in the superlattice phase over the size of the cloud is negligible. (b) Frequency offset lock for the superlattice
phase. The frequency of the long lattice laser is doubled and then stabilized relative to the one of the short
lattice by comparing the beat frequency measured on a fast photodiode (PD) to a tunable reference frequency
generated by a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). Figure adapted from [106].
frequency-doubled in a periodically poled lithium niobate crystal and overlapped on a fast
photodiode with a beam from the short lattice laser. The beat signal is then compared with
the output of a voltage-controlled oscillator, whose input voltage is used to control the su-
perlattice phase. To do this, the mixed signals are low-pass filtered, split and subsequently
sent through a delay line. When combining the signals again, the DC component of the
output is proportional to cos [2pi(νbeat − νVCO)τdelay] [202]. The signal passes through an-
other low-pass filter to generate an error signal, which is used to stabilize the frequency
difference to a fixed value by modulating the piezo element of the long lattice laser. A de-
tailed description of the locking scheme is given in [203]. With this, dynamical control of
the superlattice phase is achieved allowing for continuous phase ramps with a speed that
is limited by the maximum tuning speed of the lasers. Furthermore, the fluctuations of the
beat frequency can be reduced to approximately 2 MHz, corresponding to a superlattice
phase stability on the order of 3 × 10−3 pi. Alternatively, a commercially available offset
phase lock (Vescent Photonics, D2-135) is used for one of the superlattice lasers.
There are, however, additional effects that can change ϕx which are not compensated
for by the offset lock. This applies in particular to the pressure and temperature depen-
dence of the refractive index, which can cause substantially larger long-term drifts of ϕx
on the order of 0.05pi. As these typically take place over the course of hours, the super-
lattice phase can easily be adjusted accordingly using a phase centring sequence. In this
sequence, a Mott-insulating state with unit filling is prepared in a 3D optical lattice with
only the long lattice in the direction of the respective superlattice. The long lattice sites
are then split into double wells by adiabatically ramping up the short lattice. The super-
lattice phase is set to a symmetric double-well configuration, ϕx = (l + 1/2)pi, l ∈ Z, such
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that no population imbalance is expected between the left and right site of each double
well (see also Section 3.2.2). By measuring the double-well imbalance using site-resolved
band mapping (see below), drifts of ϕx can be detected and corrected for. By performing
such a phase centring in regular intervals, a long-term phase stability of 5 × 10−3 pi can
be achieved. Additionally, this technique enables a precise calibration of the superlattice
phase by measuring the frequency difference between symmetric double-well configura-
tions shifted by ∆ϕx = pi.
Site-Resolved Band Mapping
The ability to create a superlattice with a dynamically controlled phase enables a variety
of techniques for the preparation, manipulation and detection of states. These include,
for example, the preparation of charge-density waves with an alternating density pat-
tern [204], of particles in excited bands (see Section 4.3) and of multiply occupied lattice
sites [205]. Furthermore, dynamical superlattices allow for the detection of occupation
fractions and band excitations (see Section 6.3.2) and the measurement of particle [206]
and spin currents [178]. For the study of topological charge pumps, a powerful tool is
the capability to detect the fraction of atoms on the two distinct sublattice sites forming
the double-well structure of a period-two superlattice (see Section 3.2.2). This is possible
with a site-resolved band mapping technique first introduced in [205, 207]. In order to do
this, the atom distribution is frozen at the end of the sequence by quickly ramping up the
short lattice to fully suppress tunnelling. Afterwards, a non-adiabatic superlattice phase
ramp is performed such that the ground state on the even lattice sites becomes the third-
lowest double-well eigenstate. Depending on the initial configuration, this may involve
one or more rapid crossings with excited states localized on the other site. Then the short
lattice is slowly switched off to adiabatically bring atoms on the even sites into the third
Bloch band of the long lattice, while atoms on the odd sites remain in the lowest band. A
subsequent band mapping will thus transfer atoms from odd (even) site to the first (third)
Brillouin zone, allowing for an overlap-free counting of the atoms after time-of-flight.
3.2.2 Superlattice Bose-Hubbard Model
As the beams forming the three-dimensional lattice are mutually orthogonal in the ex-
periment, the single-particle eigenstates factorize into three independent wave functions
along x, y and z, each of which is governed by a one-dimensional Schrödinger equation.
Due to the periodicity of the superlattice potential, here assumed to be along x, its eigen-
states are Bloch waves ψn,kx = e
ikxxun,kx(x) as discussed in Section 2.1.2. Similar to
a single-period lattice, they can be obtained by a Fourier expansion of the Schrödinger
equation, see e.g. [208] for an explicit derivation. With dl = 2ds, the combined potential
exhibits the same period as the long lattice with a unit cell comprising two non-equivalent
sites, ax = 2ds. The doubling of the unit cell leads to a splitting of each Bloch band of the
short lattice into two subbands as the Brillouin zone is restricted to kx ∈ ]−pi/ax,pi/ax].
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Wannier Functions
From the delocalized Bloch waves of a given band, Wannier functions with a well-defined
position can be constructed by an equal-weight superposition of all quasi-momenta in the
Brillouin zone:
wn,jx(x) =
1√
Lx/ax
∑
kx
e−ikxjxaxψn,kx (3.3)
with jx denoting the jx-th unit cell and Lx the system size in the superlattice direction.
The Wannier functions constitute a convenient basis for topological charge pumps as wn,jx
contains information about the topological properties of the entire band. Indeed, the
centre-of-mass motion of a uniformly populated band can be understood entirely from the
evolution of wn,jx in response to a change of ϕx [16] (see also Section 4.1.1). Due to
the gauge freedom in choosing the Bloch waves’ phases, the Wannier functions are not
defined uniquely. In particular, they exhibit different spatial variances for different phase
gauges. While the maximally localized Wannier functions [209] in a simple lattice can
easily be obtained due to the well-defined parity of the wave functions, this approach fails
in a superlattice potential. An elegant way to overcome this is based on the insight that the
eigenstates of the position operator projected onto a certain band, xˆn = PˆnxˆPˆn, are iden-
tical to the maximally localized Wannier functions of that band [155, 156]. This provides
an efficient method to calculate these functions in superlattices as detailed in [157, 210].
For a single band, the Wannier functions extend over the two-site unit cell. In many
cases, however, it is more appropriate to consider the two lowest subbands for the descrip-
tion of the superlattice due to the rather small band gap in between. This corresponds to
using the ground-state Wannier functions that are localized on the left and right site of a
double well, respectively (see below). One of the main advantages of the aforementioned
approach relying on the band-projected position operator is the fact that it can easily be
extended to include multiple bands by simply choosing the appropriate projection oper-
ator. When taking into account the two lowest bands, the resulting eigenstates are the
Wannier functions that are maximally localized on individual lattice sites, wmx ≡ w12,mx
with mx indicating the mx-th lattice site. Similar to Eq. (3.3), w12,mx consists of a super-
position of Bloch waves of all quasi-momenta, but in this case from both bands n = 1 and
n = 2, which typically will have different weights. Note that depending on the specific
lattice configuration, special care has to be taken when choosing the appropriate subband
manifold, e.g. if the gap between the second and third band becomes smaller than the one
between the first and second [210].
Tight-Binding Hamiltonian
In the generic case, the Hamiltonian of interacting bosons in an optical lattice is written
in terms of the bosonic field operators in second quantization form. Using the Wannier
functions as a basis, the field operators can be expressed as creation and annihilation oper-
ators acting on individual lattice sites [153]. While in general the complete set of Wannier
functions comprising all bands is required, it is often sufficient to only consider the lowest
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state wmx on each site as mentioned above. In a superlattice, this tight-binding approx-
imation is valid if the depth of the short lattice is large enough such that the hopping
between neighbouring sites, the on-site interaction as well as the energy offsets between
the lattice sites are small relative to the energy difference to the first excited states on
the lattice sites [154]. Within this limit, the Hamiltonian for an optical superlattice with
dl = 2ds is given by an extension of the archetype bosonic tight-binding Hamiltonian, the
Bose-Hubbard model [153, 211, 212]:
HˆSLBH(ϕx) = −
∑
mx
[
Jx(ϕx) +
1
2
(−1)mxδJx(ϕx)
]
aˆ†mx+1aˆmx + h.c. (3.4)
+
∑
mx
1
2
(−1)mx∆x(ϕx)nˆmx
+
∑
mx
U
2
nˆmx(nˆmx − 1) +
∑
mx
(Vmx − µ0) nˆmx
with nˆmx = aˆ
†
mx aˆmx .
The first two lines are equivalent to the single-particle superlattice Hamiltonian intro-
duced in Eq. (2.36) for the specific superlattice configuration dl = 2ds. The strength of
the tunnel coupling can be calculated by evaluating the transition matrix element between
neighbouring Wannier functions of the single-particle Hamiltonian −~2∂2x/(2ma)+VSL(x).
The energy offset, on the other hand, is the corresponding energy expectation value of the
respective Wannier function. The resulting tight-binding Hamiltonian is known as the
Rice-Mele model. It is characterized by alternating tunnelling rates and energy offsets,
both of which depend on ϕx. This model was first introduced to study elementary excita-
tions in linearly conjugated diatomic polymers [130] and has since become an exemplary
two-band model, used e.g. to study fractionally charged excitations [128] and ferroelectric
phenomena in 1D [213]. In the symmetric double-well configuration ∆x = 0, the Rice-
Mele model reduces to the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model [129], a paradigmatic 1D
model with two topologically distinct phases δJx > 0 and δJx < 0 (see also Section 4.1.1).
The first term in the last line describes the on-site interaction U between atoms lo-
cated on the same site, arising from their two-body van-der-Waals interaction. At low
temperatures, it is dominated by s-wave scattering and U becomes proportional to the
s-wave scattering length quantifying the strength of the corresponding δ-shaped pseudo-
potential [149]. Here, it is assumed that U is not site-dependent. This condition is approx-
imately fulfilled in most cases, but in particular for a shallow short lattice with ∆x 6= 0
it no longer holds. Finally, µ0 denotes the chemical potential, which controls the parti-
cle number, and Vmx accounts for additional external potentials, e.g. a trapping potential
resulting from the finite waist of the Gaussian lattice beams.
Phase Diagram
As an extension to the Bose-Hubbard model, the superlattice Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.4) ex-
hibits three different types of phases arising from the competition of the different energy
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scales and temperature: an incompressible Mott-insulating phase with localized parti-
cles dominated by the interaction, a superfluid phase with long-range phase coherence
favoured by the kinetic energy term and a normal fluid at large temperatures [212]. The
corresponding phase diagram was first studied qualitatively within the mean-field approx-
imation [214] and later using quantum Monte-Carlo and exact diagonalization [215] as
well as techniques based on matrix product states [216]. This analysis was also extended
to quasi-periodic configurations, in which gapless localized phases are predicted [154,
160]. Experimental results for δJx = 0 together with a pedagogical overview of the phase
diagram can be found in [203].
Here, we focus on the two relevant cases for the preparation of the initial state with
uniform occupation of a single band for the topological charge pumping experiments pre-
sented in Chapter 4 and 6. These are the symmetric double-well configuration ∆x = 0
and the staggered configuration δJx = 0 at zero temperature. If both ∆x = 0 and δJx = 0,
Eq. (3.4) reduces to the standard Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian. Its phase diagram as a func-
tion of Jx and µ exhibits characteristic Mott lobes with a fixed integer occupation number
〈nˆmx〉 = l, l ∈ N. The lobes are centred around µ0 = (l − 1/2)U and are surrounded
by the superfluid phase. For |δJx| > 0, additional Mott-insulating phases appear between
these lobes in the vicinity of µ0 = l U . These, however, do not possess integer filling as
usual, but rather are characterized by a half-integer number of particles localized in each
unit cell and are thus termed fractional Mott insulators (MI) [214]. Similar phases with
other fractional fillings occur for superlattices with a different ratio of lattice constants.
For dl = 2ds, the fractional phase can be understood as a unit filled MI with a double
well constituting the fundamental unit. This allows for a partial localization to minimize
the interaction energy, while at the same time reducing the kinetic energy by delocaliz-
ing over the double well. Accordingly, these phases show increased correlations between
neighbouring sites. Enhanced nearest-neighbour correlations also develop in the integer-
filled Mott phases for |δJx| > 0. When the short lattice vanishes, Vs → 0, the fractional MI
is continuously connected to an integer MI in the long lattice. In this limit, the energy gap
becomes comparable to half the on-site interaction energy provided that the tight-binding
approximation is still applicable. In general, however, the fractional MIs are more fragile
as the effective interaction energy on a double well is given by
UDW = 2J
DW
x +
U
2
[
1−
√
1 + (4JDWx /U)
2
]
< 2JDWx (3.5)
The intra-double-well tunnelling JDWx = Jx+ |δJx/2| decreases rapidly with increasing Vs.
In the staggered configuration δJx = 0, the Bose-Hubbard phase diagram is modified
in a similar way. As |∆x| is increased from zero, insulating phases with half-integer filling
develop between the integer Mott lobes. Whereas the integer MIs have a homogeneous
density, the fractional phases exhibit a modulated density pattern following the alternating
energy offset. With increasing |∆x|, the fractional MIs become more and more robust,
while the regions of the integer phases shrink. The latter cease to exist at |∆x| = U and
are superseded by a superfluid with filling one half on top of a background of localized
atoms, which effectively compensate ∆x by an additional atom on each lower-lying site.
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CHAPTER 4
Realization of a 1D Topological Charge
Pump
An optical superlattice realizes precisely the type of two-period potential discussed by
Thouless in his original proposal for a topological charge pump [10]. Combined with
the ability to dynamically control the superlattice phase, ultracold atoms in a superlattice
thus provide an excellent platform for the implementation of a topological charge pump.
Ultracold atoms have previously been used to study a wide range of transport phenom-
ena [81], including the quantized conductance in quantum point contacts between biased
reservoirs [83, 84] and Hall response measurements in topologically non-trivial lattice
models [91, 92]. In the context of charge pumping, notable experiments demonstrating
directed transport without an external bias are the realization of a Brownian motor induc-
ing a stochastically driven motion [191] as well as the implementation of a non-dissipative
quantum ratchet [192]. In the former experiment, an oscillating driving force with two
harmonic frequencies is applied to a near-resonant, spin-dependent optical lattice. Due
to the breaking of time-reversal symmetry by the driving, a motion is generated through
optical pumping processes between different spin states. In a quantum ratchet, on the
other hand, an effective unidirectional motion is created by a periodic modulation of the
amplitude of a sawtooth-like optical potential.
The use of time-dependent superlattice potentials for topological charge pumping was
already proposed early on in 1998 [190]. Yet, this work was largely overlooked, possibly
due to the lack of the required experimental techniques. Following the first experimental
implementations of optical superlattices [205, 207], particle transport through periodic
modulation of a superlattice potential was studied theoretically as a tool for quantum
computation [112] and the formation of non-local entangled pairs of atoms [179]. While
these works focused on fine-tuned non-adiabatic dynamics for the implementation of suc-
cessive swap gates, the possibility of realizing a topological charge pump was addressed
again in subsequent years [151, 217, 218]. These coincided with related experiments in
photonic systems demonstrating the non-quantized transport of edge states with a topo-
logical charge pump [34].
In this chapter, we discuss the implementation of a 1D topological charge pump with
ultracold bosonic atoms using the optical superlattice setup presented in Section 3.2. In
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Section 4.1, the theory of topological charge pumping developed in Section 2 is applied
to the dimerized superlattice used in the experiment and the experimental sequence is
illustrated. Afterwards, in Section 4.2, the quantized transport of atoms forming a half-
filled Mott insulator in the lowest band is demonstrated using in-situ imaging and site-
resolved band mapping. In the following Section 4.3, results for localized atoms prepared
in the first excited band are presented, which exhibit a reversed motion compared to the
one of the underlying long lattice inducing the pumping. Finally, a topological transition in
the excited band is studied that takes place when tuning the depth of the short lattice. The
work presented here is based on the publication in [163], constituting the first realization
of a topological charge pump with ultracold atoms as well as the first observation of the
associated quantized bulk transport. Simultaneously, similar results have been obtained
with a fermionic quantum gas [219] and the implementation of a non-quantized geometric
charge pump for an atomic Bose-Einstein condensate was reported in [220].
4.1 Topological Charge Pumping in a Dimerized Superlattice
4.1.1 Pump Cycle in the Rice-Mele Model
The superlattice implemented in the experiment constitutes a special form of the gen-
eral case discussed in Section 2.1, namely a sinusoidal period-two superlattice with dl =
2ds [Eq. (3.1)]. For non-interacting particles in the tight-binding limit with no addi-
tional external trapping potential, this system is described by the 1D Rice-Mele Hamil-
tonian [Eq. (3.4)] introduced in Section 3.2.2. It is characterized by an alternating,
phase-dependent modulation of both the on-site energies, ±∆x(ϕx)/2, and the nearest-
neighbour tunnelling matrix elements, Jx(ϕx) ± δJx(ϕx)/2 (see Fig. 4.1a). Its unit cell
comprises two lattice sites and accordingly the lowest Bloch band of the short lattice frag-
ments into two subbands separated by an energy gap. The corresponding 2D quantum Hall
system when applying the mapping from Section 2.3.2 is a Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai
model with one half of a flux quantum per unit cell of the square lattice, Φxz = (ds/dl)Φ0.
In this configuration, the modulation of the hopping δJx profoundly modifies the energy
spectrum as it ensures that the gap between the two subbands remains open at the points
where ∆x = 0. Therefore, the Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai model exhibits a gapped spec-
trum unlike the Harper-Hofstadter model for Φxz = Φ0/2. The Chern numbers, which
can be calculated numerically following [221], are νgs1 = +1 for the lowest band and
νexc1 = −1 for the excited one. Thus, a centre-of-mass displacement by ±dl is expected per
cycle. The negative Chern number of the upper band causes a counter-intuitive reversed
particle transport, which points in the opposite direction as the motion of the underlying
long lattice (see Section 4.3).
During a pump cycle, as ϕx is varied by 2pi, the tight-binding parameters are modulated
periodically, outlining a closed loop in the δJx-∆x parameter space (Fig. 4.1b). This pump
path encloses the origin δJx = ∆x = 0, where a singularity occurs. At this point, the
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Figure 4.1 – Pump cycle in the Rice-Mele model. (a) Tight-binding parameters in the period-two superlattice
with dl = 2ds: the dimerized tunnel couplings J
(0)
x = Jx + δJx/2 and J
(1)
x = Jx − δJx/2 and the alternating
energy offset±∆x/2 (b) When moving the long lattice along x by varying ϕx , both δJx and ∆x are modulated
periodically, tracing out a closed path in the δJx -∆x parameter space. This pump path surrounds a singularity
at the origin, where the two lowest subbands of the Rice-Mele model touch. (c) Illustration of the pump cycle
in the 3D parameter space spanned by the two tight-binding parameters δjx =
(
1 + J
(0)
x /Jx
)
/2 and ∆x and
the quasi-momentum ~kx using cylindrical coordinates. The cyclic modulation of δJx and ∆x combined with
the periodic Brillouin zone traces out a torus-like surface, enclosing the degeneracy point at δJx = ∆x = 0
and kx = ±pi/dl, at which the band gap closes. This singularity is the source of the topologically non-trivial
character of the surrounding pump cycle. Figure adapted from [163].
Hamiltonian reduces to the one of the short lattice only and the two subbands merge to
a single one, touching at the edge of the 1D Brillouin zone kx = ±pi/dl (Fig. 4.1c). This
degeneracy point prohibits a unique phase choice for the Bloch wave functions throughout
the 2D generalized Brillouin zone and thereby gives rise to the pump cycle’s non-trivial
topology (see Section 2.1.3). Therefore, whenever the pump path encloses the origin, a
quantized transport takes places, whereas otherwise the particles always return to their
initial positions. From this, the robustness of the transport against disorder can be seen
immediately. If a disorder potential is present that locally changes the on-site energies,
this will lead to a modification of ∆x on each double well and will thus shift the pump
cycle shown in Fig. 4.1b. But as long as the disorder is small compared to the maximum
double-well tilt ∆maxx = |∆x(ϕx = 0)| in the staggered configuration, the path for a given
double well is still encircling the degeneracy point and a quantized transport will occur.
The same argument can be applied for disordered tunnelling rates. Note, however, that
in an extended system the criterion for adiabatic quantized transport is stricter and the
disorder has to be smaller than the minimum band gap during the cycle.
The pump cycle smoothly connects the two topologically distinct phases of the SSH
model with δJx > 0 and δJx < 0 for ∆x = 0, to which the superlattice corresponds in the
two symmetric double-well configurations at ϕx = pi/2 and ϕx = 3pi/2. The difference of
the Zak phases of the two configurations is pi due to the opposite winding of the eigen-
states when traversing the Brillouin zone and their respective polarizations thus differ by
one lattice site [21]. Hence, the centre-of-mass motion induced by the pumping is not only
quantized to ±dl for a full cycle, but also displays a fractional quantization ±ds after each
half of a cycle [222] (see also Section 6.4.1). The Zak phase difference in the SSH model
has previously been measured in this experimental setup [93, 206]. In systems with sharp
boundaries, the topologically non-trivial nature of the pump cycle is necessarily accompa-
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nied by the appearance of edge states in one of the symmetric double-well configurations –
depending on the position of the boundaries (see Fig. 2.2 and Section 2.2.1). In the experi-
ment, however, such phenomena are not expected since only a weak harmonic confine-
ment is present. Moreover, the system size is determined by the interaction energy and the
chemical potential rather than the extent of the single-particle states (see Section 4.2.2).
In the experiment, the pumping is performed with bosonic atoms forming a frac-
tional Mott-insulating state with half filling, where one atom is localized in the ground
state of each double well. In this limit, the quantized transport can be understood in-
tuitively by looking at the evolution of the Wannier functions associated with the lowest
band (Fig. 4.2). As each Wannier function is a homogeneous superposition of all quasi-
momenta in the first Brillouin zone, its anomalous velocity is identical to the average
anomalous velocity of a uniformly populated band, where each delocalized Bloch wave
is occupied with the same probability [16]. The individual Wannier functions thus ex-
hibit the same topological transport properties as the entire band. The particle transport
is driven by tunnelling between neighbouring lattice sites, following the instantaneous
double-well ground state (Fig. 4.2). Accordingly, the Berry curvature Ωx1 = Ω1(kx,ϕx) is
distributed inhomogeneously over the generalized Brillouin zone, exhibiting pronounced
peaks centred at the phase values corresponding to the symmetric double-well configura-
tions (Fig. 4.2). After a full cycle, the lattice configuration becomes the same as the initial
one again. The respective Wannier functions are thus identical, but during the cycle each
Wannier function is continuously connected to the one localized in the neighbouring unit
cell.
4.1.2 Experimental Sequence
The experiments presented in the following sections are conducted in a 3D optical lattice
with the superlattice oriented in the x-direction. In the transverse directions, the short
lattice along y and the z-lattice at a depth of 30Er,s and 30Er,z, respectively, are used to
create a 2D array of effectively decoupled 1D systems with large repulsive on-site inter-
action. As an initial state for the pumping, starting from the BEC in the crossed dipole
trap, a half-filled Mott insulator (MI) is prepared in a given subband in the symmetric
double-well configuration at ϕx = ϕ
(0)
x = 0.50(1)pi to obtain a homogeneous occupation
of all kx-states. To this end, the long x-lattice and the transverse lattices are first ramped
up to 30Er,i, i ∈ {l, s, z} during 150 ms, creating a unit-filled MI in the long lattice. When
studying the lowest subband, each lattice site is split to a double well by increasing the
short lattice along x and lowering the long lattice to their final values (10.0(3)Er,s and
20(1)Er,l, respectively, unless mentioned otherwise) within 10 ms. For a description of the
loading sequence for the first excited subband see Section 4.3. Compared to the direct
preparation of the fractional MI, this sequence creates much less excitations due to the
substantially larger energy gap of the unit-filled MI (see Section 4.2). It was confirmed
by a direct band mapping measurement that the atoms are uniformly delocalized over the
entire first Brillouin zone and no residual phase coherence is present.
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Figure 4.2 – Quantized particle transport by topological charge pumping in a period-two superlattice.
(a) Adiabatic evolution of a Wannier function of the lowest subband (red) during one half of the pump cycle. At
ϕx = pi/2, a particle localized in the ground state of the centre double well is in a symmetric superposition
between the left and right site. As ϕx is increased, the double well is tilted to the right and the atom tunnels
to the lower-lying site. It stays there until the superlattice approaches the other symmetric double-well con-
figuration at ϕx = 3pi/2. At this point, the atom delocalizes again over the double well, which is now shifted
by one lattice site compared to the starting point. In this way, the atom adiabatically follows the motion of the
sliding long lattice, giving rise to a quantized particle transport. A classical particle (grey ball), on the other
hand, would remain at its initial position as the individual lattice sites do not shift in space and the motion purely
arises from quantum mechanical tunnelling. (b) Distribution of the Berry curvature Ωx1 of the lowest subband
in the Rice-Mele model over the generalized Brillouin zone, plotted for Vs,x = 10Er,s and Vl,x = 20Er,l as in
the measurements presented in Section 4.2. The largest Ωx1 occurs in the vicinity of the symmetric double-well
configurations, ϕx = (l + 1/2)pi, l ∈ Z, where the atoms tunnel between neighbouring sites. In the panel
on the right, the Berry curvature averaged over all quasi-momenta kx is shown as a function of ϕx . The lower
panel shows Ωx1 (kx) at ϕx = pi/2. Figure adapted from [163].
To perform the pumping, two separate lasers are used to create the long x-lattice due
to the limited frequency tuning range of a single laser, which cannot achieve more than
a single pump cycle. Both lasers are coupled into the same single-mode fibre to gen-
erate identical potentials and the respective lattice depths are controlled by individual
acousto-optic modulators, stabilizing the intensity on the same photodiode after the fi-
bre. This allows for a rapid switching between the two lasers in about 10µs, which is
much faster than all relevant energy scales in the system. The first laser covers the range
ϕ ∈ [0.00(1)pi, 1.12(1)pi] and the second one [1.12(1)pi, 2.00(1)pi]. By a successive han-
dover, an unlimited number of cycles can be performed. The phase ranges are chosen
such that the switching occurs in the vicinity of the staggered configuration, where the
atoms are well localized on the lower-lying lattice sites. By measuring the band occu-
pations before and after a switch, it was verified experimentally that the handover does
not create any measurable band excitations. Each cycle is split into four s-shaped ramps
[0.00(1)pi, 0.50(1)pi], [0.50(1)pi, 1.12(1)pi], [1.12(1)pi, 1.50(1)pi] and [1.50(1)pi, 2.00(1)pi] in or-
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der to minimize the probability of non-adiabatic Landau-Zener transitions in the vicinity
of the symmetric double-well configurations, at which the band gap is smallest and the
atoms tunnel from one site to the other. For Vs,x = 10.0(3)Er,s and Vl,x = 20(1)Er,l, the
duration of each phase ramp is 50 ms, while for all other lattice configurations it is scaled
accordingly with the minimum band gap.
The motion of the atom cloud in response to the pumping is tracked by taking in-situ
images of the density distribution immediately after switching off all confining potentials.
From this, the centre-of-mass position of the atoms xCOM can be determined. To minimize
the influence of slow drifts of the atom cloud’s centre, this position is measured differ-
entially by comparing it either to the centre-of-mass position at the end of a reference
sequence or the one for pumping in the opposite direction with the images being taken in
alternating order. The reference sequence has the same length as the respective pumping
sequence and uses identical lattice parameters, but the superlattice phase is kept constant
at its initial value ϕ(0)x .
4.2 Experimental Results - Ground-State Band
4.2.1 Quantized Transport and Topological Protection
To study the transport properties of the lowest subband in the tight-binding regime, the
pumping is performed by adiabatically increasing ϕx starting from ϕ
(0)
x = 0.50(1)pi with
a half-filled Mott insulator uniformly occupying the ground-state band as described in
Section 4.1.2. Subsequently, the centre-of-mass position of the atom cloud is determined
as a function of ∆ϕx = ϕx − ϕ(0)x . The resulting evolution during the first pump cycle is
shown in Fig. 4.3 for the lattice configuration Vs,x = 10.0(3)Er,s and Vl,x = 20(1)Er,l. As
expected for the strongly peaked Berry curvature in the Rice-Mele model (see Fig. 4.2), the
measurement clearly demonstrates the step-like character of the displacement – in contrast
to the smooth linear motion of the long lattice along x giving rise to the pumping. This
highlights the role of quantum mechanical tunnelling between neighbouring sites as the
mechanism underlying the transport in the tight-binding limit. The cloud predominantly
moves in the vicinity of the symmetric double-well configurations ϕx = (l + 1/2)pi with
l ∈ Z, where the localized atoms tunnel from the left to the right site in each double well.
Additionally, there is a slow movement of the centre-of-mass position in between, where
the atoms are well localized on the lower-lying sites. This arises from a slight shift of
the position of the lattice sites induced by the long lattice, which manifests in a non-zero
value of the Berry curvature throughout the generalized Brillouin zone. This contribution
vanishes in the limit Vs,x  Vl,x. Note that while this shift would also occur for a classical
particle localized on one lattice site, it would reverse in the second half of the pump cycle
unless the particle tunnels since the site necessarily has to return to its initial position at
∆ϕx = 2pi. Therefore, there is no classical transport by a topological charge pump in the
tight-binding regime (Fig. 4.2a).
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Figure 4.3 – Measurement of the quantized centre-of-mass displacement for ground-state atoms during
a single pump cycle. (a) The differential centre-of-mass position of the atom cloud δxCOM is shown as a
function of the pump parameter ∆ϕx = ϕx − ϕ(0)x starting from ϕ(0)x = 0.50(1)pi for Vs,x = 10.0(3)Er,s and
Vl,x = 20(1)Er,l. The black line depicts the evolution of the expected centre-of-mass position for a localized
ground-state Wannier function, which is also illustrated in the inset. δxCOM is obtained by comparing the
measured position after pumping by ∆ϕx to a reference sequence of identical length, but constant phase
ϕx = ϕ
(0)
x . The points are the average of ten data sets with the error bars indicating the error of the mean.
Each data set consists of ten images for each sequence, taken in alternating order and averaged to determine
the two centre-of-mass positions, which are then subtracted. For the points with ∆ϕx ≤ 1.3pi, a single laser
was used for the long x -lattice and the pumping was performed with only two s-shaped ramps of 100 ms
duration each, ϕx ∈ [0.50(1)pi, 1.50(1)pi] and ϕx ∈ [1.50(1)pi, 1.80(1)pi]. (b) The panels show examples
of the differential atom density for single data sets at ∆ϕx = 0.00(1)pi, 0.50(1)pi and 2.00(1)pi from bottom
to top. Note that the extent of the atomic density does not correspond to the cloud size as the imaging is
performed after switching off all lattices and trapping potentials and the cloud is thus already expanding. Figure
adapted from [163].
The cloud’s displacement agrees very well with the one expected for a homogeneously
occupied lowest subband (Fig. 4.3a). The latter is determined by the evolution of the cor-
responding localized Wannier function and with νgs1 = +1 predicts a quantized motion by
+dl per pump cycle (see Section 4.1.1). This can be confirmed with a fit of the calculated
centre-of-mass position to the data by scaling it with a constant prefactor, which gives an
experimental estimate of the pump’s Chern number. Taking into account only the first
cycle, 0 ≤ ∆ϕx ≤ 2pi, this yields
νgs1 = 0.96(5) (4.1)
in agreement with the assumption of quantized transport. Here, the error indicates the
fit error. When continuing the pumping beyond the first cycle, the measured displace-
ment starts to deviate from the theory curve, indicating a finite pumping efficiency due to
experimental imperfections (see Section 4.2.2).
Owing to its topological character, the transport induced by the pumping is extraordi-
narily robust against changes in the system since the associated topological invariant can
only change discontinuously to other integer values if the gap to another band closes at
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Figure 4.4 – Topological protection of the quantized transport in the lowest band. (a) Differential centre-
of-mass displacement ∆x = xCOM(∆ϕx = 2pi) − xCOM(∆ϕx = −2pi) after one pump cycle versus short
lattice depth Vs,x with Vl,x = 25(1)Er,l. The depth of the short lattice is varied from the quantum sliding lattice at
Vs,x = 0 to the Wannier tunnelling regime for Vs,x > V 2l,x/(4Er,s) ≈ 9.8Er,s. The deflection of the atom cloud
is measured differentially between positive and negative pumping direction with each data point comprising ten
data sets of ten averaged images for each direction (see Fig. 4.3). The error bars show the error of the mean.
The insets at the bottom illustrate the origin of the particle transport in the Landau limit and Hofstadter regime,
namely a continuous translation and tunnelling between Wannier states on neighbouring sites, respectively.
(b) Pump cycles in the δJx -∆x parameter space for the data points in the tight-binding regime indicated in the
main plot. At Vs,x = 8Er,s (upper panel), the two-band tight-binding approximation is not valid any more for
large double-well tilts as the second band approaches the third band. The dashed line illustrates the region,
in which the corresponding band gap is smaller than ten times the maximum intra-double-well tunnelling rate
JDWx (ϕx = pi/2) and the tight-binding parameters are thus not well-defined. Figure adapted from [163].
some point in the cycle as a result of this modification (see Section 2.1.3). In particular
for the lowest band studied in this section, this not only implies that all pump paths in the
δJx-∆x parameter space enclosing the band touching point at the origin lead to the same
quantized displacement per cycle, but moreover the transport is completely independent
of the depth of the short lattice along x, Vs,x. This special property of the lowest band
is preserved even outside of the tight-binding regime, in spite of the fact that the micro-
scopic origin of the transport is quite different in the two limiting cases, the quantum
sliding lattice at Vs,x = 0 and the Wannier tunnelling limit for Vs,x > V 2l,x/(4Er,s) (see also
Section 4.3.2). In the latter, the motion is driven by tunnelling between neighbouring sites
as discussed above, whereas in the former it results from a smooth global translation of the
potential, which the atoms follow continuously1 (see insets in Fig. 4.4a). That both config-
urations exhibit the same quantized transport is a consequence of the fact that the lowest
bands in the associated 2D quantum Hall models, the lowest Landau level for Vs,x → 0
and the lowest subband in the Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai model for Vs,x  V 2l,x/(4Er,s)
(see Section 2.3), are topologically equivalent, i.e. they can be connected by a continuous
crossover without closing the gap to the first excited band.
1In this limit, classical particles would be transported as well, however, the resulting motion is not exactly
quantized due to the lack of a quantum mechanical energy gap, which prevents excitations (see Section 2.3.1)
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To confirm this, the centre-of-mass displacement is measured as a function of Vs,x for
Vl,x = 25(1)Er,l, probing the crossover between the two regimes (Fig. 4.4). The mea-
surement is conducted differentially by comparing two sequences with a full pump cycle
in positive (∆ϕx > 0) and negative pumping direction (∆ϕx < 0), respectively, which
generate a transport in opposite directions (see Section 4.2.2). Within the experimental
uncertainties, all data points are consistent with νgs1 = +1.
4.2.2 Efficiency of the Pumping Protocol
The pumping can be continued beyond a single cycle by successively repeating the phase
ramps from ϕx = 0 → 2pi in combination with the handover between the two lasers used
for generating the long x-lattice as described in Section 4.1.2. As shown in Fig. 4.5 for the
same parameters as in Fig. 4.3, the centre-of-mass displacement increases continuously
with the phase shift ∆ϕx. Moreover, the direction of motion can be reversed by changing
the pumping direction (∆ϕx < 0). After a few pump cycles, a noticeable discrepancy
builds up between the measured position and the one expected for ideal quantized trans-
port as already indicated by the measurement in Fig. 4.3. In the following, we will show
that the largest contribution reducing the displacement in the experiment arises from
non-adiabatic Landau-Zener transitions to the first excited subband. In the tight-binding
regime, atoms in the second subband have a particularly large effect on the transport,
since the Chern number of the pump cycle has the opposite sign compared to the lowest
band, νexc1 = −1. An additional reduction can be attributed to non-adiabatic transitions
between neighbouring double wells, which are induced by the external trapping potential
present in the experiment (see below).
Band Excitations
The band excitations created during the pumping can be observed by studying the evolu-
tion of the population imbalance between odd and even sites in the pumping direction.
Using the site-resolved band mapping technique introduced in Section 3.2.1, the total
number of atoms on even (Nxe ) and odd sites (N
x
o ) can be determined at each point in the
pump cycle. From this, one can define the double-well (odd-even) imbalance
Ix = N
x
o −Nxe
Nxo +N
x
e
(4.2)
The directional transport generated by the pumping correspondingly translates into an
alternating pattern in Ix. In the Wannier tunnelling limit, the double-well imbalance ex-
hibits a similar step-like behaviour as the centre-of-mass position, indicating the tunnelling
of the atoms between neighbouring sites (Fig. 4.6). If the double-well tilt |∆x| is much
larger than intra-well coupling JDWx , the Wannier function belonging to the lowest sub-
band is fully localized on the lower-lying site (Ix = ±1), while the one of the excited
subband resides on the other site (Ix = ∓1). By measuring Ix, one can thus immedi-
ately infer the fraction of atoms in each band, nxgs and n
x
exc. For the measurements in
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Figure 4.5 – Evolution of the centre-of-mass position in the lowest band over multiple cycles. (a) Dif-
ferential centre-of-mass position δxCOM for multiple pump cycles in positive (∆ϕx > 0) and negative pumping
direction (∆ϕx < 0) measured as in Fig. 4.3 with identical lattice parameters. The dashed black line depicts
the ideally expected motion for a uniformly populated lowest band. The grey line accounts for a finite pumping
efficiency of βgs = 97.9(2)% per one half of a pump cycle using the model explained in the main text. The
value for βgs is obtained from a fit of Eq. (4.7) to the data assuming a perfect state preparation β0 = 1. Figure
adapted from [163].
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Figure 4.6 – Double-well imbalance during the pumping. Average occupation imbalance Ix between odd
and even sites along x versus ∆ϕx = ϕx − ϕ(0)x with ϕ(0)x = 0.50(1)pi using the same lattice configuration
as in Fig. 4.3 and 4.5. The data points are averaged over five independent measurements and the error
bars show the resulting standard deviation. The solid grey line depicts a fit to the data according to Eq. (4.5)
using the double-well imbalances calculated from the ground and excited state Wannier functions. This gives
βgs = 98.7(1)% for β0 = 1. Figure adapted from [163].
Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.5 with Vs,x = 10.0(3)Er,s and Vl,x = 20(1)Er,s, this condition is very
well fulfilled close to the staggered superlattice configurations, in which ∆maxx = 17.6 kHz
and JDWx = 0.2 kHz. With increasing number of pump cycles, the step height at the sym-
metric double-well configurations does indeed decrease from its initial value close to two,
signalling a growing number of atoms in the excited subband.
To quantify this, the double-well imbalance data in Fig. 4.6 is fitted with a simple
two-band model. The underlying assumption of this model is that the band excitations
are predominantly created when crossing the symmetric double-well configurations at
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ϕx = (l + 1/2)pi, l ∈ Z. The reason for this is that these points correspond to an avoided
crossing in the double-well energy spectrum, where the band gap is minimal and the
atoms are transferred between the two sites. Accordingly, the pumping efficiency βj ,
j ∈ {gs, exc}, is defined as the fraction of atoms that remain in the respective band when
ramping over a symmetric double-well configuration and thus move by one lattice site like
the corresponding Wannier function. The remaining fraction 1 − βj , on the other hand,
stays on the initial lattice site and is thereby transferred to the other band during this
process. Note that the symmetric double-well configuration occurs twice per pump cycle.
After the i-th crossing of a symmetric double-well configuration, the band occupation
fractions can thus be expressed as
n(i) = βi · n(0) (4.3)
with
n(i) =
(
nxgs(i)
nxexc(i)
)
and β =
(
βgs 1− βexc
1− βgs βexc
)
For ideal Landau-Zener transitions, the two pumping efficiencies should be identical. In
the experiment, however, atoms in the excited band exhibit a finite lifetime before decay-
ing into the lowest band and thus βexc is typically larger than βgs. The initial state can be
written as n(0) = (β0, 1− β0) with β0 denoting the fraction of atoms initially in the lowest
band. It is determined by the loading procedure and preparation fidelity.
Here, we will focus on the measurements for the lowest band, where 1 − β0  1, but
the derivation can easily be extended to the preparation of the atoms in the excited band
discussed in Section 4.3, for which β0  1. If the pumping efficiencies are very high,
1 − βj  1, such that the population in the excited band remains small throughout the
sequence, Eq. (4.3) can be expanded in orders of (1− βj). To first order, this yields
n(i) =
(
β0β
i
gs
1− β0βigs
)
(4.4)
If the evolution of the average double-well imbalance for the two bands can be calculated
as in the experimental superlattice configuration, a fit function can be constructed for the
measured imbalance:
Ix(∆ϕx) = β0βigs Igsx (ϕx) + (1− β0βigs) Iexcx (ϕx) (4.5)
with i = d|∆ϕx| /pie for a pumping sequence that starts in the symmetric double-well
configuration2 as in the experiments presented here with ϕ(0)x = pi/2. Should Igsx and Iexcx
2This implicitly assumes that the number of band excitations that are created when starting the phase
ramp at ϕ(0)x is the same as for a complete crossing of a symmetric double-well configuration. While this is
probably a slight overestimation, its effect is negligible when considering multiple pump cycles, in particular
when assuming β0 = 1 as in the following, which neglects the (very small) number of excitations created
during the state preparation.
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not be known, one can still obtain information about band excitations if the system can
adiabatically be brought to a state, for which it is known that particles in different bands
localize on different sites as discussed above (see also Section 6.3.2).
In the experiment, the number of band excitations in the initial state is negligible
compared to the ones created during the pumping, β0 ≈ 1 (see below). Eq. (4.5) can
then be reduced to an expression with a single fit parameter βgs. By fitting this to the
measured imbalance, the pumping efficiency βgs can be determined, which quantifies the
adiabaticity of the pumping scheme. For the data presented in Fig. 4.6, this results in
βgs = 98.7(1)% (4.6)
with the error giving the uncertainty of the fit. The experimental efficiency is reduced not
only by non-adiabatic transitions generated through the pumping itself, but also due to
technical heating caused by phase and intensity fluctuations of the superlattice potential.
This imposes a limit for βgs, which could otherwise be increased to unity by decreasing
the pumping speed.
This approach can also be used to model the centre-of-mass motion by weighting the
expected displacement for each band with the respective occupation fraction. The dis-
placement between the i-th and (i + 1)-th symmetric double-well configuration, where
the band occupations are assumed to remain constant, is given by ±n(i) · ν1 ds with
ν1 = (ν
gs
1 , ν
exc
1 ) and the sign depending on the pumping direction. The centre-of-mass
position at ϕx = (l + 1/2)pi, l ∈ Z can thus be expressed as
δxCOM(∆ϕx) = sgn(∆ϕx)
|∆ϕx|/pi∑
i=1
(
2β0β
i − 1) ds (4.7)
assuming that the pumping starts from a symmetric double-well configuration as in the
experiment, i.e. ∆ϕx/pi ∈ Z. When performing a fit to the experimentally determined
centre-of-mass position shown in Fig. 4.5 with β0 = 1, one obtains a pumping efficiency
of
βgs = 97.9(2)% (4.8)
where the error indicates the fit error as above. This value is smaller than the one from the
imbalance measurement in Eq. (4.6) of βgs = 98.7(1)%, suggesting that there are other
processes in addition to band excitations that reduce the centre-of-mass drift. Possible
mechanisms for this are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Trapping Potential
A potential source reducing the centre-of-mass pumping efficiency is the presence of a
weak harmonic confining potential, the dominant contributions to which arise from the
crossed dipole trap and the red-detuned vertical lattice. For the parameters used in the ex-
periment, the trapping frequency in the pumping direction is ωx = 2pi × 83(2) Hz. Locally,
this can be approximated as a small position-dependent gradient δxx/ds.
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On the scale of a single double well, the gradient predominantly modifies the energy
offset ∆x. Only for very strong gradients, the tunnel coupling is also affected significantly.
As discussed in Section 4.1.1, the particle transport is robust against such local perturba-
tions of the on-site potential as long as the pump path still encircles the gap closing point
of the Rice-Mele model, i.e. δx < ∆maxx . With ∆
max
x = 17.6 kHz for Vs,x = 10Er,s and
Vl,x = 20Er,s, this condition is very well fulfilled even at the edges of the cloud, which
extends over about 20 lattice sites along x. While the modification of the intra-double-
well tunnelling rate slightly reduces the minimum band gap in the symmetric double-well
configuration, the corresponding increase in the rate for non-adiabatic transitions is com-
pletely negligible for the experimental lattice parameters.
When considering an extended system, the trapping potential can additionally induce
non-adiabatic transitions between neighbouring double wells during the pumping. The
external gradient leads to an energy offset between the double wells, which partially com-
pensates the effective interaction energy UDW for placing a second particle in an occupied
double well. In Fig. 4.7, this is illustrated for a system consisting of two adjacent dou-
ble wells. Like the single-particle band gap, the energy gap preventing doubly-occupied
double wells in the half-filled Mott insulator is smallest in the symmetric double-well con-
figuration. In this case, UDW is given by Eq. (3.5), which is about h × 371 Hz for the
aforementioned lattice depths. In the presence of a gradient δx, the gap decreases ap-
proximately as UDW − 2δx for small δx. This facilitates non-adiabatic inter-double-well
transitions, for which the centre-of-mass displacement is zero when pumping against the
gradient as shown in Fig. 4.7. Subsequently, the created doublon can potentially delocalize
over the cloud, leading to a sizeable reduction of the centre-of-mass displacement.
To estimate the influence of these processes, the time evolution during a ramp over the
symmetric double-well configuration can be calculated numerically in this model system.
The inter-double-well transition rate is substantially smaller than the observed band exci-
tation rate for δx < h× 100 Hz and only becomes comparable for δx ∼ h× 125-150 Hz. For
the trapping frequency observed in the experiment, the gradient at the edge of the cloud
in the initial state is about δx = h× 88 Hz when assuming a radius of 10ds in the pumping
direction. This increases to h × 150 Hz approximately 17 sites away from the centre. It is
thus expected that trap-induced transitions start to play a role after multiple pump cycles.
However, given that the atom number close to the outer edge is rather small compared
to the bulk, the effect on the pumping efficiency is estimated to be below 1%, despite
the large centre-of-mass shift caused by the delocalization of a doublon. Nevertheless,
this constitutes a possible origin for the observed discrepancy between the centre-of-mass
pumping efficiency and the band excitation rate.
The fact that the pumping is performed in a finite trapped system raises two other
issues: the role of edge effects as well as whether the relation between the centre-of-mass
displacement of the confined atom cloud and the first Chern number as the topological
invariant classifying an infinite bulk system remains valid. Topological edge states as they
are expected for a system with open boundaries (see Section 2.2.1) are not present for
a harmonic confinement. The rather smooth potential renders a clear distinction from
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Figure 4.7 – Trap-induced inter-double-well transitions. Energy spectrum for two particles on two neigh-
bouring double wells as a function of the superlattice phase in the presence of an external gradient δxx/ds. The
spectrum is calculated numerically for Vs,x = 10Er,s, Vl,x = 20Er,l and δx = h × 100Hz in the vicinity of the
symmetric double-well configuration at ϕDWx = (l + 1/2)pi, l ∈ Z. The two-particle ground (first excited) state
is coloured in red (orange). The blue lines depict the states with single-particle band excitations, but no double
occupancy as illustrated by the little schematics. All other states are shown as grey lines. The gradient creates
an energy offset between the double wells, which reduces the energy gap between the ground and first excited
state. While this effect is negligible away from ϕDWx , where the gap is mostly determined by the large on-site
interaction U , it facilitates pumping-induced transitions close to ϕDWx , at which point the effective double-well
interaction energy UDW is substantially smaller. If such a transition occurs, the particle that is initially localized
in the ground state of the right double well for ϕx < ϕDWx tunnels to the double well on the left. This creates a
doublon and no centre-of-mass transport takes place. Figure adapted from [163].
the bulk states impossible, for which a much sharper boundary would be required [93].
Furthermore, the system size in the Mott-insulating regime is not determined by the ki-
netic energy scale, but by the chemical potential and the effective double-well interaction
energy, which leads to the localization of particles on separate double wells. Nonethe-
less, if global adiabaticity is preserved, no centre-of-mass transport should occur in a finite
system during a full pump cycle because the initial and final Hamiltonian are identical
and the same applies to their ground states [122] (see Section 2.2.1). Yet, the time scale
required for the equilibration between the system’s edges increases drastically with the
system size and by far exceeds the duration of the experiment, in particular given that the
state remains insulating throughout the pumping [122].
As for the fundamental relation between the Chern number and the centre-of-mass dis-
placement, the derivation implicitly assumes an infinite system or periodic boundary con-
ditions such that the eigenstates have well-defined momenta. However, it can be shown
that boundary effects are exponentially suppressed with the energy gap in finite insulating
systems [223]. Therefore, the Chern number can be regarded as a property that is local
on a length scale determined by a correlation length lc ∝ 1/E2gap with only exponentially
small corrections arising from other parts of the system. Intuitively, this can be understood
from the fact that the Wannier function on a single unit cell already contains information
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about the entire band and is itself exponentially localized in space [157, 209]. This was
confirmed by numerical simulations of the centre-of-mass drift for a topological charge
pump in the presence of a harmonic trapping potential using realistic parameters for a
cold atom implementation [151].
Finite Temperature
Additionally, the pumping efficiency can be reduced by excitations in the fractional Mott
insulator prepared at the beginning of the sequence, which are caused by the finite tem-
perature of the initial state. The most important effect of a finite entropy is the creation
of holes in the uniform density distribution of localized particles. But unless the fraction
of holes becomes large enough that the remaining atoms start to delocalize, the quan-
tized centre-of-mass motion should not be affected since holes do not contribute to the
centre-of-mass. It was confirmed experimentally that the initial state exhibits a uniform
occupation in momentum space as expected.
The low-energy excitations of the half-filled Mott insulator in the superlattice are band
excitations as well as the appearance of doubly-occupied double wells. If two atoms are
localized on the same double well, the repulsive interaction between them will modify the
transport properties as it hinders the localization on the lower-lying site that the pumping
relies on. However, since the maximum double-well tilt ∆maxx exceeds the on-site inter-
action energy by far, the two-particle ground state on a double well exhibits the same
quantized displacement after a full cycle as a single localized atom. In equilibrium, the
doublons are expected to be delocalized over the cloud with the additional atoms forming
a superfluid on top of the Mott-insulating background. Their motion should thus be deter-
mined by the geometric properties of the corresponding momentum eigenstate, resulting
in a non-quantized displacement. But the variation of the Berry curvature averaged over
one pump cycle is rather small throughout the Brillouin zone for the lattice depths used
in the experiment (Fig. 4.2b). Furthermore, the generation of doublons during the prepa-
ration of the initial state is strongly suppressed by the large energy gap of the unit-filled
Mott insulator in the long lattice with U = h×1.45 kHz at Vl,x = 30Er,l (see Section 4.1.2).
Even though this gap decreases to the effective double-well interaction energy UDW for
the half-filled Mott insulator in the superlattice, the doublon fraction in the initial state
is estimated to be only on the order of 1%. Therefore, a sizeable effect on the pumping
efficiency is not expected.
Similar arguments apply to the band excitations since the lowest band is initially sep-
arated from the first excited band by a huge gap of h × 9.5 kHz in the long lattice with
Vl,x = 30Er,l. This is substantially larger than all other relevant energy scales. The sub-
sequent splitting of each site into the final superlattice configuration, during which the
band gap decreases to about h × 474 Hz for the symmetric double wells at Vs,x = 10Er,s
and Vl,x = 20Er,s, is almost perfectly adiabatic. This can be verified experimentally by
determining the band occupations after a quarter pump cycle from the double-well imbal-
ance measurement of Fig. 4.6. Including all data with 0.1pi < |∆ϕx| ≤ 0.5pi, where the
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two bands are fully localized on different sites, the fraction of atoms in the second band
is nxexc = 0.011(6). These excitations can be attributed almost exclusively to the pumping
efficiency of 98.7(1)%. The initial fraction of band excitations is thus irrelevant in relation
to the excitations created during the pumping and does not have a significant effect on
the particle transport.
4.3 Experimental Results - First Excited Band
4.3.1 Reversed Transport
The excited subband in the Rice-Mele model is predicted to exhibit remarkable transport
properties as the corresponding pump cycle is characterized by a negative Chern number
νexc1 = −1 in the Wannier tunnelling regime. As a result of the pumping, particles pre-
pared in this band are thus expected to move in the direction opposite to the sliding long
lattice. This unambiguously demonstrates the quantum mechanical character of a topo-
logical charge pump as there is no analogue for this in classical systems – in contrast to
the unidirectional transport of the ground-state band, which, even though not quantized,
could occur in the sliding long lattice and even the Wannier tunnelling limit in the form
of a fluctuation-driven Brownian motor [191].
While the preparation of particles in an excited band is typically a non-trivial task, the
flexibility offered by the dynamically controlled superlattice allows for the implementation
of an efficient loading scheme for such a state. To this end, a unit-filled Mott insulator is
prepared in the long lattice as for the loading into the lowest band (see Section 4.1.2). For
the subsequent splitting procedure, the superlattice phase is initially set to ϕx = 0.61(1)pi
before ramping up the short lattice along x to 30Er,s. In this configuration, the particles
localize on the lower-lying site corresponding to the lowest band. Then a non-adiabatic
phase ramp to a configuration with opposite tilt at ϕx = 0.42(1)pi is performed, during
which the atoms remain on their initial site as tunnelling is fully suppressed by the deep
short lattice. Thereby, they are transferred to the first excited subband. Afterwards, the
lattice depths are lowered to their final values within 2 ms and the superlattice phase is
shifted adiabatically to its starting value for the pumping sequence ϕ(0)x = 0.50(1)pi during
10 ms. In this way, a half-filled Mott insulator is prepared in the excited state with almost
no occupation of the ground-state band.
The pumping is conducted in the same way as for the lowest band (see Section 4.1.2).
The resulting evolution of the measured centre-of-mass position and double-well imbal-
ance can be found in Fig. 4.8, using identical lattice parameters as in the corresponding
measurements for the lowest band in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6. Indeed, the behaviour is exactly
reversed to the one of atoms in the ground state: when the long lattice is shifted in the
positive x-direction, the cloud starts moving in the opposite direction (Fig. 4.8a). In the
same way, the double-well imbalance is precisely mirrored compared to the lowest band
since atoms in the excited state on a double well localize on the higher-lying site when
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Figure 4.8 – Pumping in the first excited subband. (a) Differential centre-of-mass displacement as a function
of ∆ϕx for a half-filled Mott insulator prepared in the first excited subband with Vs,x = 10.0(3)Er,s and Vl,x =
20(1)Er,l. The black dashed line shows the expected evolution for a uniformly populated band and the solid
grey line is a fit as in Eq. (4.7) with a pumping efficiency βexc = 97(2)% for β0 = 0. The data is obtained
as described in Fig. 4.3. Each point is the average of ten data sets and the error bars show the error of the
mean. In the inset, the motion of the Wannier functions initially localized at x = 0 is illustrated for the lowest
(red) and first excited subband (blue), which have opposite Chern numbers. (b) Corresponding evolution of
the odd-even imbalance along x versus ∆ϕx . The data is averaged over 3-6 repetitions for each point and
the error bar indicates the respective standard deviation. A fit to the data analogous to Eq. (4.5) using the
ideally expected double-well imbalance for the Wannier functions of the first and second band yields a pumping
efficiency βexc = 96.7(3)% with β0 fixed to 0 (grey line). Figure adapted from [163].
the double well is tilted to one side (Fig. 4.8b). The pumping efficiency obtained from the
double-well imbalance data by a fit analogous to Eq. (4.5) assuming β0 = 0 is considerably
smaller than for the pumping in the lowest band, namely βexc = 96.7(3)% as opposed to
βgs = 98.7(1)% (c.f. Section 4.2.2). The reason for this is the finite lifetime of the atoms in
the excited subband. Even without pumping, the atoms tend to relax to the lowest band
at a faster rate than the reversed heating process observed for ground-state atoms. This
mechanism appears to be the dominating factor limiting the transport of particles in the
excited subband. The pumping efficiency obtained by fitting the centre-of-mass drift yields
a similar result with βexc = 97(2)%. The comparatively large error for this value results
from the small number of data points in Fig. 4.8a.
4.3.2 Topological Transition
As demonstrated in Section 4.2.1, the pump cycles of the quantum sliding lattice at
Vs,x = 0 and in the Wannier tunnelling regime for Vs,x > V 2l,x/(4Er,s) are topologically
equivalent for the lowest band. This does not apply to the higher bands as can be seen
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Figure 4.9 – Topological transition between the Landau limit and the Hofstadter regime. (a) Superlattice
band structure in the staggered configuration ϕx = 0 and distribution of the Chern numbers as a function
of Vs,x for Vl,x = 25Er,l. The energy spectrum is calculated by numerically diagonalizing the single-particle
superlattice Hamiltonian in momentum representation HˆSL(kx ,ϕx). The shaded regions correspond to the
band widths of the subbands and are coloured according to the Chern number of the associated pump cycle
with red denoting ν1 = +1 and blue ν1 = −1. The topological transition in the second subband that is
investigated in (b) is marked by the black circle. (b) Transition between the Landau limit and the Hofstadter
regime in the first excited band. The differential deflection between positive and negative pumping direction
after one pump cycle, ∆x = xCOM(∆ϕx = 2pi)− xCOM(∆ϕx = −2pi), is measured as a function of Vs,x and
Vl,x for a homogeneously occupied second band. The topological transition at Vs,x = V 2l,x/(4Er,s), where the
second and third subband touch during the cycle, is drawn as a solid black line. At this point, the Chern number
of the second band changes from νexc1 = +1 for Vs,x < V
2
l,x/(4Er,s) to ν
exc
1 = −1 for Vs,x > V 2l,x/(4Er,s).
Every square is a single data set consisting of 10-12 pairs of images for the two directions. Figure adapted
from [163].
immediately from the distribution of Chern numbers over the bands in these two lim-
iting cases (Fig. 4.9a). At Vs,x = 0, where the pump cycle maps onto the Landau lev-
els in a homogeneous 2D quantum Hall system (see Section 2.3.1), all Chern numbers
are equal to +1. In the opposite limit Vs,x  V 2l,x/(4Er,s), the Chern numbers of the
pump cycle alternate between the bands, being +1 for bands with odd band index n and
−1 for n even. This result can correspondingly be inferred from the respective Harper-
Hofstadter-Hatsugai model by extending the dimensional extension technique introduced
in Section 2.3.2 to higher bands. Therefore, when connecting these two regimes by chang-
ing the depth of the short lattice along x, an infinite series of topological transitions has to
take place. At these points, the gap between two bands vanishes during the pump cycle in
the staggered superlattice configurations at ϕx = lpi, l ∈ Z. When Vs,x is changed through
such a transition, the bands involved exchange their Chern numbers. In this way, as Vs,x
is decreased starting from the Hofstadter limit, the negative Chern numbers sequentially
move upwards in the band structure and the Chern numbers of the lower-lying bands
become positive – similar to the topological transitions that occur in a 2D quantum Hall
lattice model when the periodic potential is removed.
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For the first excited band, in particular, a single transition takes place, where it touches
the third band and its Chern number changes from νexc1 = −1 in the Hofstadter limit to
νexc1 = +1 in the Landau regime. The microscopic origin of this transition can be un-
derstood on the double-well scale as a degeneracy, which occurs in the staggered con-
figuration between the first excited Wannier function localized on the lower-lying site
(belonging to the third band for large Vs,x) and the lowest Wannier function on the upper
site (second band). If the depth of the short lattice is large, the Wannier functions on a
single lattice site approximately correspond to harmonic oscillator states with an energy
En = (n+ 1/2)~ω, which is determined by the on-site trapping frequency
ω =
√
2pi2Vs,x
mad2s
=
2
~
√
Vs,xEr,s (4.9)
In the same limit, the maximum double-well tilt is equal to the depth of the long lattice,
∆maxx = Vl,x. The two states thus become degenerate for
Vl,x = 2
√
Vs,xEr,s (4.10)
at which point the two-band tight-binding model breaks down completely. This defines
the transition to the Wannier tunnelling limit Vs,x > V 2l,x/(4Er,s), in which the Chern
number distribution is identical to the Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai model. This argument
can be extended to other ratios of lattice constants. Whenever the long lattice constant is
an integer multiple of 2ds, the transition point into the Wannier tunnelling limit for the
lowest manifold of subbands is the same as in Eq. (4.10). Otherwise, it provides an upper
bound for the lattice depth Vs,x, at which the transition takes place.
This transition is studied in the experiment by measuring the centre-of-mass displace-
ment versus the two superlattice depths, Vs,x and Vl,x, for a half-filled Mott insulator pre-
pared in the first excited band (Fig. 4.9b). The results confirm the expected behaviour.
The atoms move in the opposite direction as the long lattice for Vs,x > V 2l,x/(4Er,s), con-
sistent with a Chern number of νexc1 = −1. For Vs,x < V 2l,x/(4Er,s), on the other hand, the
transport is suddenly reversed and the excited state atoms are pumped in the direction of
the moving lattice in the same way as in the lowest band, corresponding to νexc1 = +1.
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CHAPTER 5
Topological Charge Pumping in 2D
As demonstrated by the example of the 1D Thouless pump, topological charge pumps
generate quantized currents in response to a periodic and adiabatic modulation, which
have similar topological properties as the Hall response of a higher-dimensional quantum
Hall system. This allows for the realization of dynamical analogues of topological phases
in dimensions exceeding the three spatial dimensions of our universe. Dimensionality is
of great importance for topological states of matter [38, 62–64] and only in recent years
have topologically non-trivial phenomena been observed that go beyond the 2D geometry
of the quantum Hall effect. This includes many intriguing examples like the Zak phase
of the Su-Schrieffer-Heeger model [93] and Majorana bound states [224] in 1D as well
as Weyl semimetals [69, 70] and strong topological insulators [61] in 3D. In seminal
works [47, 48], it was shown that a generalization of the integer and fractional quantum
Hall effect exists in four-dimensional systems. These systems have a number of remarkable
properties, for example the appearance of a novel quantized non-linear Hall response and
the fact that – in contrast to its 2D equivalent – the 4D quantum Hall effect can occur in
both time-reversal invariant and time-reversal broken systems. While all of this might be
regarded as a mathematical curiosity, 4D quantum Hall physics is related to a variety of
phenomena in 2D and 3D systems, namely lower-dimensional topological insulators [38,
53] and Weyl semimetals [225], but also seemingly far-fetched topics like the generation
of cosmic magnetic fields [47, 226] and even quantum gravity [48, 227, 228]. Extending
the concept of topological charge pumping to 2D systems enables the implementation of a
dynamical version of the integer quantum Hall effect in 4D [71]. Its key feature is a non-
linear pumping response in the bulk, which is equivalent to the non-linear Hall response
of 4D quantum Hall systems and thus inherits the corresponding topological properties
and intrinsic 4D symmetries.
In this chapter, the generalization of the quantum Hall effect to 4D systems is in-
troduced at first (Section 5.1), starting with a general overview (Section 5.1.1) and a
discussion on the importance of 4D quantum Hall physics for real-world physical systems
(Section 5.1.2). Subsequently, the different types of non-linear Hall responses that occur in
a 4D quantum Hall system, i.e. Lorentz- and density-type responses, are derived in detail
(Section 5.1.3) and a minimal tight-binding implementation, the 4D Harper-Hofstadter
model, is presented (Section 5.1.4). In Section 5.2, we discuss how a dynamical ana-
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logue can be realized with a 2D topological charge pump (Section 5.2.1) and show how
the 4D Hall response translates into a quantized non-linear pumping response in the bulk
(Section 5.2.2 and 5.2.5), focussing in particular on how the Lorentz- and density-type
responses arise (Section 5.2.3 and 5.2.4).
5.1 The 4D Quantum Hall Effect
5.1.1 Generalization of the Quantum Hall Effect to 4D
Whether a given system can host topologically non-trivial phases is determined by two very
general properties: the dimensionality and the symmetries of its Hamiltonian [38, 62–
64]. Following the discovery of the quantum Hall effect [36, 40], its key ingredients were
soon found to be the sample’s two-dimensional geometry as well as the breaking of time-
reversal symmetry [13, 37, 229]. This naturally raised the question whether similar effects
could also occur in three-dimensional systems. In 1986, the observation of a quantized
Hall conductance in a stacked GaAs/(AlGa)As superlattice structure with a 3D dispersion
was reported [230]. Based on this, generalizations of the quantum Hall effect to three
dimensions were proposed for electrons in periodic lattice potentials [231, 232]. Subse-
quently, however, with the development of a topological field theory for quantum Hall
systems in the low-energy limit [233, 234], it became clear that in general a quantum
Hall state does not exist in 3D systems. The main feature of this field theory is the appear-
ance of a topological Chern-Simons term in the effective action, obtained by a mapping of
the quantum Hall model to a system of interacting bosons. It can be shown that such a
Chern-Simons field theory can be formulated in all even spatial dimensions, whereas the
topological term cannot appear in odd dimensions [46]. Therefore, the above-mentioned
phenomena, which are sometimes referred to as the 3D quantum Hall effect, constitute
weak topological states that can only occur in translationally invariant lattice systems and
can be thought of as multiple copies of 2D quantum Hall systems1 [57, 63]. In particular,
their properties are not topologically protected against disorder. Intuitively, the reason
why the quantum Hall effect cannot be generalized to 3D can be understood from the fact
that the Hall response has to be transverse to the perturbing electric field generating it.
Contrary to 2D systems, this direction is not uniquely defined for three spatial directions
since there is no natural antisymmetric tensor with rank two in 3D [237].
Four-dimensional systems, on the other hand, could exhibit a quantum Hall effect
and corresponding generalizations were proposed independently in very different con-
texts, namely cosmology [47, 238] and condensed matter physics [48]. These proposals
constituted an important step in the study of topological states of matter, as they not
only demonstrated the existence of topologically non-trivial phases in higher-dimensional
1This can nonetheless give rise to interesting effects, e.g. a 3D version of the Hofstadter butterfly in a 3D
lattice subject to a tilted magnetic field, which exhibits a Hall response whose orientation changes depending
on the filling [235, 236]
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systems, but also that they can occur in systems, in which time-reversal symmetry is
not broken [48, 53]. Thereby, they nicely illustrated the importance of both dimen-
sionality and symmetries for topological effects. While the Chern-Simons term in 2D
breaks time-reversal symmetry, its four-dimensional counterpart is time-reversal invari-
ant [38, 47, 238, 239]. In this sense, the 4D quantum Hall effect is much richer than
the 2D one, as it can occur in both time-reversal invariant systems as well as in systems,
which explicitly violate time-reversal symmetry. This can be related to very general prop-
erties of level crossings [38], which were already studied by von Neumann and Wigner
in 1929 [119]. In absence of time-reversal symmetry, such a singularity can already oc-
cur in a three-dimensional parameter space (see also Section 2.1.3), whereas at least five
parameters are required in a symplectic time-reversal invariant system. In quantum Hall
systems, this applies to the degeneracies that generate the non-commutative geometry
(i.e. non-trivial Berry curvature) in momentum space, which can be represented as a d-
dimensional closed surface in a (d+ 1)-dimensional parameter space (see Section 2.1.3).
Similar to the 2D quantum Hall effect, its 4D generalization also manifests in a Hall
response to a perturbing external gauge field. Specifically, its hallmark feature is the ap-
pearance of a novel type of response – a non-linear Hall current that arises when applying
a weak magnetic field in addition to the electric field inducing the well-known linear Hall
response in a 2D quantum Hall system [38, 47, 238] (see Section 5.1.3 for a detailed
discussion). The non-linear response is quantized as well, but it is characterized by a
different topological invariant. This invariant is given by the prefactor of the 4D Chern-
Simons term in the effective action [38]. For non-interacting systems, it corresponds to
the second Chern number ν2, which is a higher-dimensional analogue of the first Chern
number defined over the 4D Brillouin zone of the system [15, 240, 241]. Besides quan-
tum Hall physics, the second Chern number also appears in other contexts, e.g. topological
contributions to the electric polarization in inhomogeneous crystals [242] and the char-
acterization of Yang monopoles [102, 243]. Furthermore, via the dimensional reduction
discussed below, it can also be related to the Z2 invariant characterizing 3D topological
insulators, which manifests in the topological magneto-electric effect [38, 244, 245].
In addition, 4D quantum Hall systems exhibit higher-dimensional analogues of charac-
teristic phenomena known from its 2D counterpart, e.g. a single-particle ground state with
large degeneracy and an energy gap in the bulk, giving rise to incompressible phases at
both integer and certain fractional fillings [48]. Due to its topologically non-trivial nature,
continuous boundary states appear in these gaps, which have excited considerable inter-
est in very diverse contexts due to their 3D nature (see Section 5.1.2). An explicit wave
function for both non-interacting and interacting fermionic systems can be constructed by
extending the mapping of a 2D quantum Hall system onto a compact spherical geometry
introduced by Haldane [246]. For a time-reversal invariant 4D quantum Hall system, the
corresponding model is a 4-sphere surrounding a SU(2) Yang monopole [48, 243]. It
can be shown that at fractional fillings of 1/(2l + 1)3 for l ∈ N excitations with fractional
charge 1/(2l + 1)3 appear. Additionally, there are topologically protected excitations with
fractional statistics, which unlike in 2D are not point-like, but extended objects similar to
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those studied in string theory [239, 247]. The above-mentioned mapping also reveals a
connection between the geometry of quantum Hall systems and algebraic properties of
their boundaries, namely that the hyperedges of both 2D and 4D spaces are isomorphic to
mathematical groups, U(1) and SU(2), respectively [237].
5.1.2 Relevance of the 4D Quantum Hall Effect
In particular the fact that time-reversal symmetric topologically non-trivial states can exist
in 4D quantum Hall systems attracted a lot of attention. This initiated an intense study of
these types of models, leading to the theoretical proposal [49–52] and subsequent experi-
mental realization of 2D topological insulators [54, 55]. In this context, the 4D quantum
Hall effect plays an important role as it constitutes the fundamental model from which the
2D topological insulator and its 3D generalization [57–59], which was discovered soon af-
ter [60, 61], can be derived [38]. These lower-dimensional models can be obtained from
a time-reversal invariant 4D quantum Hall system by dimensional reduction [38, 53], sim-
ilar to the procedure used for drawing the analogy between a 1D topological charge pump
and the 2D quantum Hall effect in Section 2.3. The dimensional reduction is performed
by introducing periodic boundary conditions along one direction, which is then integrated
out, yielding the lower-dimensional model – analogous to the Kaluza-Klein compactifi-
cation used in string theory [248, 249]. This relation between topological insulators in
2D and 3D and the 4D quantum Hall effect is of particular importance as it facilitated
the development of a topological field theory for time-reversal symmetric topological in-
sulators [38] based on the corresponding theory for 4D quantum Hall systems developed
previously [239]. In fact, all Z2 topological insulators were shown to belong to groups
of three closely related topological states, formed by a d-dimensional Z-type topological
insulator that serves as a parent model for two topological insulators in d− 1 and d− 2 di-
mensions, characterized by a Z2 invariant [63]. This lead to the development of a "periodic
table" classifying topological phases by their dimensionality and symmetries [38, 62–64].
In cosmology, the 4D generalization of the quantum Hall effect was first proposed in
the context of the chiral anomaly and its role in the generation of cosmic magnetic fields.
The origin of such fields, which occur for example in spiral galaxies, remains unknown up
to now [47, 226, 238]. A potential mechanism for the creation of magnetic fields in the
early universe is a difference between the chemical potential of charged fermions with left-
and right-handed chirality, which could give rise to an instability of the electromagnetic
fields [250]. Such massless chiral fermions appear as boundary phenomena on the 3D
surfaces of a finite fermionic 4D quantum Hall system due to its topologically non-trivial
nature in a similar way as the 1D chiral edge states of a 2D quantum Hall sample [47]. A
difference in chemical potential can be induced by applying an electric field transverse to
the surface. In combination with a perturbing magnetic field, it induces a non-linear Hall
response as discussed above. Via Maxwell’s equations, this response leads to a back action
onto the electromagnetic fields and thereby creates modes with exponentially diverging
field strengths [47].
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In a very similar context, 4D quantum Hall physics is currently being discussed in the
physics of Weyl semimetals. Inspired by particle physics, these three-dimensional materi-
als have been the focus of numerous theoretical studies in condensed matter physics [225,
251] and were discovered recently in photonic crystals [69] and solid state systems [70].
Their characteristic feature is the appearance of Weyl points in the band structure, which
are topologically protected band touching points with a defined chirality and a linear
dispersion in all three directions. These Weyl nodes also exhibit a chiral anomaly that
manifests in a violation of charge conservation in the presence of both electric and mag-
netic fields. In analogy to the chiral elementary fermions mentioned above, Weyl points
can be interpreted as boundary states of a 4D quantum Hall system with broken time-
reversal symmetry, i.e. the 3D edge states traversing the energy gap between two bands,
which have opposite chirality on opposite sides of the 4D sample [225]. Extending a sim-
ilar interpretation of the 2D quantum Hall effect [252], the chiral anomaly in this case
arises as a result of the 4D non-linear Hall response, which transfers particles between
the boundaries and thereby changes the chiral charge. In a 3D Weyl semimetal, the Weyl
points always appear in pairs with opposite chirality, which are localized in momentum
space but overlap in real space. Contrary to this, the surface states of a 4D quantum Hall
system are spatially separated and could thus be addressed individually.
Another, seemingly completely unrelated area that 4D quantum Hall physics has been
discussed in very intensively is quantum gravity, i.e. a quantum mechanical framework
for general relativity [48, 227, 228, 237]. It has been proposed that general relativity
might arise as an emergent phenomenon in the effective low-energy description of a non-
relativistic quantum many-body system [253, 254]. In this case, the relativistic elementary
particles would correspond to the system’s quasiparticle excitations. This would constitute
an example for the seminal idea of emergence introduced by P. W. Anderson, namely that
the lower-energy degrees of freedom of a many-body system can behave drastically differ-
ent compared to its microscopic constituents and, in particular, can exhibit symmetries that
do not occur in the full Hamiltonian [255]. In a fermionic 4D quantum Hall system with
finite size, bosonic collective excitations with a relativistic dispersion and well-defined he-
licity are predicted to occur at the 3D boundary, which might provide a toy model for an
emergent relativistic quantum theory [48, 227].
This approach is inspired by the relativistic edge physics that already occurs in 2D
quantum Hall systems, in which bound particle-hole pairs can appear at the boundary,
whose motion is governed by a linear dispersion relation [256, 257]. Surprisingly, these
excitations are also present in non-interacting systems, where one would naively expect
that bound states should not be possible due to the uncertainty principle and dispersion.
As a consequence of the non-commutative geometry in the presence of the magnetic field,
however, the single-particle wave functions are modified in such a way that particle-hole
excitations in the vicinity of the edge become relativistic and thus can form bound states
due to their 1D nature even in the absence of interactions. This can easily be seen for ex-
ample for the lowest Landau level in a cylindrical geometry, as discussed in Section 2.3.1,
in the presence of a confining potential V (x) along the axis of the cylinder, which defines
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the boundaries ±xe of the system. For a given eigenstate in the Landau gauge, the linear
momentum ~kz parallel to the boundary is proportional to the position xm in the trans-
verse direction. A particle-hole pair can be created by exciting a particle from an occupied
state at |xm| < xe close to the edge to an unoccupied one at |xn| > xe just outside of
the boundary. In the vicinity of the boundary, V (x) can be linearized. This correspond-
ingly results in a linear dispersion relation for the pair with a velocity along the edge such
that the Lorentz force exactly compensates the gradient resulting from the confinement.
Therefore, states with different momenta can be combined to form a well-localized bound
state. In a 2D geometry, however, these 1D edge states are always chiral and due to the
decoupling of the spin degree of freedom do not possess a well-defined helicity.
Time-reversal symmetric quantum Hall systems in 4D display related boundary phe-
nomena, which are even richer due to the interplay of the internal spin degree of freedom
and the external SU(2) gauge field [48, 227, 228]. Similar to the 2D case, bound particle-
hole pairs are predicted with a linear relation between the momentum parallel to the
boundary and the size in the perpendicular direction, giving rise to a relativistic disper-
sion. Moreover, unlike in 2D, these excitations have a well-defined helicity resulting from a
spin-orbit coupling induced by the SU(2) gauge field and it can be shown that they are de-
scribed by local bosonic operators, whose Heisenberg equations of motion are identical to
massless relativistic wave equations [227]. In particular, there are graviton-like collective
excitations with a spin and helicity of two, for which the equation of motion is the (lin-
earized) Einstein equation. There are, however, a number of obstacles for obtaining a toy
model for the emergence of gravity from this [228]. In addition to the graviton-like states,
there also exist particle-hole excitations with different helicities as well as a continuum of
unbound states with a non-relativistic spectrum. While it has been proposed that adding
suitable interactions might create a gap for these additional modes [48, 227], it is not clear
whether the particle-hole pairs remain bound in the presence of interactions [258]. Addi-
tionally, the Weinberg-Witten theorem implies that under these conditions the states with
helicity two should disappear as well [228, 259]. From an experimental point of view,
another problem is the fact that the spin of the system’s bare fermionic constituents has to
become infinitely large to obtain a flat boundary corresponding to the three-dimensional
space [48, 228].
5.1.3 Hall Responses of a 4D Quantum Hall System
The topological properties of a 4D quantum Hall system manifest in quantized transport
phenomena in response to a perturbation by an external electromagnetic vector poten-
tial A. As mentioned in Section 5.1.1, the key feature of the 4D quantum Hall effect is
the appearance of an additional quantized non-linear Hall response that occurs when a
perturbing magnetic field is applied together with the electric perturbation, which induces
the 2D linear Hall response. This non-linear response was already noted in the first pro-
posals in cosmology [47, 238] and later discussed for time-reversal invariant 4D quantum
Hall systems in a field-theoretical frame work [38]. In the following, the Hall responses
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of a 4D quantum Hall system on a lattice are derived from the semiclassical equations of
motion based on a more detailed derivation in Refs. [82, 101].
Current Density in a 4D Quantum Hall System
Let us consider a 4D system with periodic potentials along all directions and a non-
commutative geometry e.g. due to the presence of strong magnetic fluxes. This system
is perturbed by two weak external fields, an electric field E = −∂A/∂t and a magnetic
field Bµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ with µ, ν ∈ {w,x, y, z}. Both perturbations are assumed to be
static and uniform. The unperturbed system is described by a Hamiltonian Hˆ4D, whose
eigenstates in a given non-degenerate band n are denoted as |un(k)〉. In a semiclassical
approximation assuming perfect adiabaticity, the response of the system can be evaluated
by solving the semiclassical equations of motion for a wave packet that is centred at a
position r and a quasi-momentum k [7, 260, 261]. Since the non-linear Hall response
is a second-order effect, this requires a more rigorous treatment than the corresponding
derivation for the 2D Hall effect. In particular, first-order modifications of the eigenstates
due to the perturbing fields have to be taken into account, which lead to an admixture of
states from other bands and thereby slightly modify the energy spectrum and Berry curva-
ture [262] (see also Section 2.1.1). For a filled or uniformly populated band, however, the
contribution from these corrections to the overall response vanishes [101]. For simplicity,
we will therefore neglect these effects in the following. A detailed discussion on this can
be found in Ref. [101].
For a particle with charge q, the semiclassical equations of motion are [7, 260, 261]
r˙µ(k) =
1
~
∂E(k)
∂kµ
+ k˙ν Ω
νµ(k) (5.1)
~k˙µ = qEµ + qr˙νBµν (5.2)
Here, the band index n is omitted to simplify the notation, E(k) denotes the energy of
the corresponding eigenstate2 and the Einstein notation is applied to the spatial indices
µ, ν ∈ {w,x, y, z}. The Berry curvature is defined for each 2D plane in the same way as
in a 2D quantum Hall system with Ωνµ(k) = i
(〈∂kνu|∂kµu〉 − 〈∂kµu|∂kνu〉). The velocity
in Eq. (5.1) has a similar form as the one in a 1D geometric charge pump derived in
Section 2.1.2. It contains contributions from the group velocity, arising from the dispersion
of the band E(k), and from the anomalous velocity. The latter results from the non-trivial
intrinsic structure of the eigenstates for Ωνµ 6= 0 and in response to a change of the quasi-
momentum. This change is determined by the force acting on the particle as a result of
the external fields [Eq. (5.2)]. Compared to the usual semiclassical dynamics in the 2D
quantum Hall effect, the magnetic perturbation leads to an additional Lorentz force term
for moving particles.
2This notation deviates from the one used in the previous chapters, in which the energy was denoted as
E(k), in order to avoid confusion with the electric field Eµ.
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The average velocity of the wave packet can be obtained by expressing k˙ν in Eq. (5.1)
by Eq. (5.2) and then iteratively inserting Eq. (5.1) into itself. To second order in the
perturbing fields, the velocity is given by
r˙µ(k) =
1
~
∂E
∂kµ
+
q
~
EνΩ
νµ +
q2
~2
EδBνγΩ
δγΩνµ + vµk (5.3)
Besides the group velocity in the first term, the external perturbations in combination
with the eigenstates’ non-commutative nature excite two types of responses. The second
term describes the linear Hall response as in a 2D quantum Hall system, i.e. a transverse
anomalous velocity induced by the electric field. This motion in turn is accompanied by a
Lorentz force generated by the magnetic field. This gives rise to an additional non-linear
contribution, which depends on both perturbing fields and scales quadratically with the
Berry curvature. The last part vµk contains additional terms resulting from the magnetic
perturbation, including the Lorentz force due to the group velocity, which vanish for a
uniformly populated band and are therefore neglected below [101].
The resulting particle current density for the entire band can be calculated from
Eq. (5.3) by averaging over all k:
j =
1
L4
∑
k
nkr˙(k) (5.4)
assuming a homogeneous occupation of all k-states nk = n0 and with L being the size
of the system in each direction. The sum in Eq. (5.4) can be expressed as a continuous
integral using the density of states in momentum space, D(k). For a system with both
non-zero Berry curvature and a magnetic perturbation, D(k) is modified compared to
the standard form D(k) = L4/(2pi)4 because the physical and canonical position as well
as momentum are not identical any more [263–266]. Including these corrections, the
density of states in a 4D system is [101]:
D(k) =
L4
(2pi)4
(
1 +
1
2
q
~
BγδΩ
δγ +D2(k)
)
(5.5)
where the last term D2(k) is an additional second-order correction, which does not con-
tribute to the Hall response for symmetry reasons.
Combining Eqs. (5.3)–(5.5), the current density can be expressed as
j =
n0
L4
∮
BZ
d4kD(k)r˙(k) (5.6)
=
n0
(2pi)4
∮
BZ
d4k
[
q
~
EνΩ
νµ +
q2
~2
(
EδBνγΩ
δγΩνµ +
1
2
EνBγδΩ
δγΩνµ
)]
eµ
with all other terms, including the group velocity, averaging to zero for a uniformly popu-
lated band. Here, eµ denotes the unit vector in the µ-direction. The first term in Eq. (5.6)
corresponds to the linear Hall response and the second term describes the non-linear Hall
response, which contains contributions from the Lorentz force in Eq. (5.3) as well as from
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the modified density of states in Eq. (5.5). Depending on the relative orientation of the
perturbing fields, this gives rise to different types of non-linear responses, which can in
general be classified as Lorentz-type or density-type as discussed below. By using the an-
tisymmetry of the magnetic field and the Berry curvature with respect to an exchange of
the spatial indices, Eq. (5.6) can be simplified to
j =
n0
(2pi)3
q
h
Eν
∮
BZ
d4kΩνµ eµ +
n0
2
q2
h2
µγδνEνBγδ ν2 eµ (5.7)
with the 4D Levi-Civita symbol wxyz = +1 and
ν2 =
1
4pi2
∮
BZ
ΩxwΩzy + ΩxyΩwz + ΩzxΩwyd4k (5.8)
being the second Chern number of the band under consideration.
From Eq. (5.7), one can immediately identify two important properties of the non-
linear response: (i) It is a genuinely four-dimensional effect, which cannot occur in sys-
tems with less than four dimensions since the two perturbations have to be in orthogonal
subspaces and the response in turn is transverse to both of them. Mathematically, this
is ensured by the Levi-Civita symbol. (ii) The non-linear response can be related to an
integer topological invariant, the second Chern number ν2. The latter is a 4D quantity
that is obtained by integrating the second Chern form Ω ∧ Ω over the 4D Brillouin zone,
which corresponds to an integral of all possible permutations of the product of two Berry
curvatures in orthogonal 2D subspaces as in Eq. (5.8). Therefore, the non-linear response
is quantized in a similar way as the linear response.
Centre-of-Mass Response
Contrary to condensed matter systems as in [36], the current density j is in general not
directly accessible in cold atom experiments [81]. An alternative way to study transport
properties is the measurement of centre-of-mass quantities like the average velocity of the
atom cloud [267–269]. This can easily be implemented with ultracold atoms [91, 92], but
on the other hand is very difficult to obtain in intrinsically open systems as in solid-state
experiments.
The centre-of-mass velocity of an atom cloud prepared in a given band is defined as
vCOM =
1
N
∑
k
nkr˙(k) (5.9)
where N is the total number of particles and nk = n0 for a uniformly populated band. It
is thus related to the current density [Eq. (5.4)] via the particle density n = N/L4:
vCOM =
j
n
(5.10)
In absence of a perturbing magnetic field, the particle density is simply a constant pro-
portionality factor n = n0/AM , where AM is the size of the 4D magnetic unit cell. The
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Hall response thus manifests in the same way in the current density and centre-of-mass
velocity. For Bµν 6= 0, however, the particle density depends on the system’s geometric
properties due to the modified density of states [Eq. (5.5)] with
n =
1
L4
∑
k
nk =
n0
AM
+
1
2
n0
(2pi)3
q
h
Bµν
∮
BZ
d4kΩνµ (5.11)
As detailed in the next section, the centre-of-mass response can exhibit a profoundly dif-
ferent behaviour than the current density in this case [82].
Lorentz-Type and Density-Type Responses
As already mentioned above, the non-linear Hall response can be generated by the per-
turbing fields in two different ways: either through a Lorentz force acting on the parti-
cles, which move as a result of the linear Hall response, or through a modification of the
density-of-states, which in turn also affects the current density. To further illustrate these
two types of responses and how they manifest in different physical observables for probing
the transport, we will now consider the simplest possible 4D quantum Hall system that ex-
hibits a non-linear response, i.e. a non-trivial second Chern number. From Eq. (5.8), one
can see that for ν2 6= 0 the Berry curvatures in at least two orthogonal subspaces have to be
non-trivial. This can be achieved by combining two 2D quantum Hall systems in orthogo-
nal subspaces, e.g. one in the xz-plane and one in the yw-plane as illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
Such a minimal model has previously been discussed in [71, 101] and an extensive study
of the different types of Hall responses in the presence of a magnetic perturbation can be
found in [82], on which the following discussion is based.
In a 4D space, the orientation of the magnetic perturbation transverse to a given elec-
tric field, e.g. E = Ezez, is not unique. For the geometry introduced above, one can
distinguish two different types of configurations, namely a magnetic field in a plane con-
necting the 2D quantum Hall systems, e.g. Bxw 6= 0 (Fig. 5.1), or in the same plane as
the other 2D system, i.e. Byw 6= 0 (Fig. 5.2). As detailed below, the former gives rise to a
purely Lorentz-type non-linear response, which is visible in both the current density and
the centre-of-mass velocity. The latter, on the other hand, induces only a density-type re-
sponse, which appears in the current density, but does not affect centre-of-mass quantities.
Despite their different origin, both types of non-linear responses are characterized by the
same 4D topological invariant, the second Chern number [Eq. (5.7)]. Note that while Bµν
has to be in an orthogonal subspace to E for a non-linear response in the current density,
another kind of non-linear Hall response in the centre-of-mass velocity can be observed
already in a 2D quantum Hall system for Bxz 6= 0 [82].
In the configuration with Bxw 6= 0 depicted in Fig. 5.1, the magnetic perturbation is
applied in a plane with trivial Berry curvature, Ωxw = 0. From Eq. (5.5) it follows that
the density of states is not altered in this case and therefore the only contribution to the
current density arises from the Lorentz force term in Eq. (5.6). Furthermore, the resulting
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Figure 5.1 – Lorentz-type non-linear Hall response. A minimal model of a non-trivial 4D quantum Hall
system can be formed by combining two 2D quantum Hall systems in orthogonal subspaces, e.g. in the xz-
and yw -plane. The 2D systems, which are shown here in a cylindrical geometry, are pierced by uniform
magnetic fluxes Φxz and Φyw , respectively. The threading of a time-dependent magnetic flux φx(t) along
the axis of the cylinder containing the xz-plane generates an electric field Ez along the z-direction on the
cylinder’s surface and thereby induces a linear Hall response in the current density j (1)x along x [37]. Adding
a weak magnetic field in a plane connecting the 2D quantum Hall systems, e.g. Bxw , leads to a Lorentz-type
non-linear Hall response. The magnetic perturbation creates a Lorentz force, Fw in this case, that acts on the
particles moving in the x -direction. This force – which can also be interpreted as a Hall voltage generated by
the current j (1)x in the presence of the magnetic perturbation – corresponds to an effective threading of a flux
φy (t) along the axis of the second cylinder. Thereby, it couples the motion in the two 2D quantum Hall systems
and gives rise to a non-linear Hall response along y with a current density j (2)y . Figure adapted from [150].
current density and centre-of-mass velocity are directly proportional as n = n0/AM and
we obtain
j =
n0
AM
vCOM =
n0
AywM
q
h
Ezν
zx
1 ex − n0
( q
h
)2
EzBxw ν2 ey (5.12)
Here, AywM denotes the size of the magnetic unit cell in the quantum Hall system in the
yw-plane. The first term describes the linear Hall response, which in this case points in
the x-direction and is quantified by the first Chern number νzx1 of the corresponding 2D
quantum Hall system in the xz-plane. The second term is the non-linear Hall response
along y, which is orthogonal to the linear response. In the semiclassical picture, it can be
interpreted as being induced by a Lorentz force generated by Bxw for the particles moving
along x due to the linear Hall response (Fig. 5.1).
For the other type of perturbation, the magnetic field Byw 6= 0 is applied in the same
subspace as the second 2D quantum Hall system, in which the Berry curvature Ωyw is
non-trivial (Fig. 5.2). Therefore, the magnetic perturbation modifies the density of states
in Eq. (5.5), which in turn leads to an additional non-linear contribution to the current
density. The term originating from the Lorentz force, on the other hand, vanishes in this
configuration as the Berry curvature is zero in all 2D subspaces containing the electric
field with the exception of the xz-plane, i.e. Ωzγ = 0 ∀ γ 6= x. The current density is thus
given by
j =
n0
AywM
q
h
Ezν
zx
1 ex + n0
( q
h
)2
EzByw ν2 ex (5.13)
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Figure 5.2 – Density-type non-linear Hall response. A density-type non-linear Hall response in the minimal
4D quantum Hall model introduced in Fig. 5.1 is induced by applying a magnetic perturbation through the plane
of one of the 2D quantum Hall systems, while the perturbing electric field is in the orthogonal subspace of
the other 2D system, e.g. Byw 6= 0 and Ez 6= 0 as shown here. The magnetic field modifies the density of
states in the yw -plane and thereby leads to an additional Hall current j (2)x in the same direction as the linear
response j (1)x . The centre-of-mass motion, however, is not affected by the magnetic perturbation and therefore
only exhibits the linear response generated by Ez .
Unlike the Lorentz-type response in Eq. (5.12), this density-type non-linear response is
parallel to the linear Hall response as it results from a change in the number of particles
that are contained in a given band for a fixed filling factor n0 and thus contribute to the
linear Hall response. This also implies that the magnetic perturbation does not affect the
centre-of-mass response of the system. Due to the modified density of states, the particle
density in Eq. (5.11) becomes
n =
n0
AM
+
n0
AxzM
q
h
Bywν
wy
1 (5.14)
As the unperturbed 4D system is fully separable into the xz- and yw-planes, its eigenstates
can be written as product states of the two 2D quantum Hall systems. In this case, the
Berry curvature Ωµν only depends on the respective quasi-momenta kµ and kν and the
second Chern number corresponds to a product of the two first Chern numbers, ν2 =
νzx1 ν
wy
1 . With AM = A
xz
MA
yw
M , we obtain for the centre-of-mass velocity:
vCOM =
q
h
AxzMEzν
zx
1 ex (5.15)
which is identical to the linear Hall response without any magnetic perturbation.
In addition to the configurations discussed here, where the non-linear response is
solely of Lorentz- or density-type, there are also more complex geometries, in which both
the Lorentz force and the modified density of states contribute to the current density. This
applies in particular to systems with more than two non-trivial Berry curvature compo-
nents. It is important to note, however, that in all cases the non-linear Hall response is
proportional to the second Chern number of the respective band.
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5.1.4 The 4D Harper-Hofstadter Model
In the presence of sufficiently deep periodic potentials in all four dimensions, the 4D
quantum Hall system introduced in Section 5.1.3 is described by a 4D tight-binding lat-
tice model composed of two Harper-Hofstadter models [145–147] in the xz- and yw-
plane [101]. Using the Landau gauge, the Hamiltonian of this system for non-interacting
particles can be expressed as
Hˆ4D = −
∑
m
(
Jxaˆ
†
m+ex aˆm + Jze
iΦ˜xzmx aˆ†m+ez aˆm + h.c.
)
(5.16)
−
∑
m
(
Jyaˆ
†
m+ey aˆm + Jwe
iΦ˜ywmy aˆ†m+ew aˆm + h.c.
)
where the positions of the sites in the 4D lattice are labelled by m = {mx,my,mz,mw}.
The first line corresponds to the Harper-Hofstadter Hamiltonian Hˆxz for a square lattice
in the xz-plane that is penetrated by a uniform magnetic flux Φxz = Φ0Φ˜xz/(2pi) per unit
cell (see Section 2.3.2). Accordingly, the second line describes a Harper-Hofstadter model
Hˆyw in the yw-plane with a flux of Φyw = Φ0Φ˜yw/(2pi).
The eigenstates of Hˆ4D are products of the eigenstates of Hˆxz and Hˆyw since the two
Harper-Hofstadter models are in orthogonal subspaces and Hˆ4D = Hˆxz + Hˆyw. In the Lan-
dau gauge, the eigenstates of the 2D models are simple Bloch waves in the directions of the
complex tunnelling phases, which are labelled by their quasi-momenta kz and kw [145].
The 4D eigenstates are thus of the form
ψm(kz, kw) = e
ikzz eikww ψmx,my (5.17)
with z = ds,zmz and w = ds,wmw, where ds,z and ds,w indicate the lattice periods in the
respective direction. Consequently, Hˆ4D can be rewritten by performing a partial Fourier
transform of the creation and annihilation operators,
aˆm =
1√
lzlw
∑
kz ,kw
ei(kzz+kww)aˆmx,my(kz, kw) (5.18)
with lz = Lz/ds,z and lw = Lw/ds,w being the number of lattice sites along z and w, re-
spectively. This dimensional reduction [38, 71] yields a sum over the Fourier components
Hˆxy(kz, kw), each of which corresponds to the Hamiltonian governing the Bloch wave
function at a given quasi-momentum {kz, kw}:
Hˆ4D =
∑
kz ,kw
Hˆxy(kz, kw) (5.19)
Here, Hˆxy(kz, kw) is the 2D version of the Harper model [145] introduced in Section 2.3.2:
Hˆxy(kz, kw) = (5.20)
−
∑
mx,my
[(
Jxaˆ
†
mx+1,my
aˆmx,my + h.c.
)
+ 2Jz cos
(
Φ˜xzmx − kzds,z
)
nˆmx,my
]
−
∑
mx,my
[(
Jyaˆ
†
mx,my+1
aˆmx,my + h.c.
)
+ 2Jw cos
(
Φ˜ywmy − kwds,w
)
nˆmx,my
]
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with the occupation number operator nˆmx,my = aˆ
†
mx,my aˆmx,my . For simplicity, the momen-
tum dependence of the creation/annihilation operators [Eq. (5.18)] is neglected here.
The energy spectrum of the 4D Harper-Hofstadter model is given by the Minkowski
sum of the eigenenergies of the two 2D models. Due to the fractal structure of the 2D
density of states as a function of the respective magnetic flux, this gives rise to a complex
band structure. In general, it consists of a large number of different bands, each of which is
formed by combining two bands of the 2D systems (Fig. 5.3). Correspondingly, the topo-
logical invariants characterizing the transport properties of a given non-degenerate 4D
band are determined by the topology of the underlying 2D bands. In particular, its second
Chern number is given by the product of the first Chern numbers of the two orthogonal
2D Hofstadter bands, ν2 = νzx1 ν
wy
1 , as already discussed in Section 5.1.3.
5.2 Exploring 4D Quantum Hall Physics with a 2D Topological
Charge Pump
Despite the great interest in 4D quantum Hall physics from disciplines as diverse as con-
densed matter physics and cosmology, a 4D quantum Hall system has so far never been
realized experimentally in any physical setting. One obvious reason for this is the fact
that there are only three spatial dimensions, which precludes a direct implementation for
example in solid state devices. Artificially engineered systems like ultracold atoms and
photonics, on the other hand, offer unparalleled possibilities for designing physical sys-
tems, including ones that at first appear to be impossible to realize. In particular, with
respect to a system’s dimensionality, a range of new options are provided by techniques
for implementing so-called synthetic dimensions, where an additional degree of freedom
serves as the equivalent of an extra spatial dimensions [97, 98]. This has recently been
demonstrated with nuclear spin states of fermionic 173Yb [99] and hyperfine states of
bosonic 87Rb [100] as well as in photonic systems using the orbital angular momentum of
photons [270]. Based on these results, experimental schemes for realizing 4D quantum
Hall systems have been proposed [101, 271], which up to now have remained out of reach
for state-of-the-art experiments – even though they are feasible in principle.
Topological charge pumps provide another way to study higher-dimensional quantum
Hall physics in lower-dimensional time-dependent systems, in which external parameters
can play the role of additional dimensions as illustrated by the relation between a 1D topo-
logical charge pump and 2D quantum Hall systems. Extending this concept to two dimen-
sions allows for the realization of a dynamical version of the 4D integer quantum Hall ef-
fect in an experimentally accessible system as first proposed in [71]. Similar to a 1D charge
pump, the underlying idea is to engineer a 2D system with a Hamiltonian Hˆ2D(ϕx,ϕy)
that depends periodically on two external pump parameters ϕx and ϕy and for each set
of parameters {ϕx,ϕy} resembles a Fourier component {kz, kw} of the higher-dimensional
quantum Hall system. As a function of ϕx and ϕy, all Fourier components of the 4D model
are sampled sequentially and the 2D topological charge pump therefore exhibits a particle
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Figure 5.3 – Energy spectrum of the 4D Harper-Hofstadter model. (a) Density of states of the 2D Harper-
Hofstadter model in the xz-plane, D2D, as a function of the energy E and the magnetic flux per unit cell Φxz
for Jz = Jx . The competition between the lattice period and the length scale associated with the magnetic
flux causes a splitting of the lowest Bloch band into subbands, leading to a fractal energy spectrum – the well-
known Hofstadter butterfly [147]. (b) Density of states in the 4D Harper-Hofstadter model, D4D, versus energy
E and magnetic flux, assuming the same flux per unit cell in the xz- and yw -plane, Φ = Φxz = Φyw , and with
equal tunnelling rates in all four directions. The presence of the additional magnetic flux Φyw leads to a further
fractionalization of the band structure, where each subbands separates into even more subbands. (c) Density
of states in the 4D Harper-Hofstadter model, D4D, as a function of the energy E and the magnetic flux in the
yw -plane, Φyw , for Φxz = 9/10 with Jy = Jw = 0.05Jx and Jz = Jx . (d) As (c), but with Φxz = 1/4.
transport in response to a change of the pump parameters, which has the same geomet-
rical and topological properties as the Hall response of the 4D system. Note that already
in 1986 higher-dimensional generalizations of the 1D Thouless pump and the relation
between the resulting quantized transport and the Chern numbers were studied in [272].
In this section, we first demonstrate how the minimal model of a 4D quantum Hall
system with broken time-reversal symmetry introduced in Section 5.1.3 can be mapped
onto a dynamical 2D lattice model (Section 5.2.1), following the procedure for the time-
reversal invariant case introduced in [71]. Afterwards, the transport properties of such a
2D topological charge pump (Section 5.2.2) are studied and the different types of non-
linear Hall responses in this setting are discussed (Section 5.2.3-5.2.5).
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5.2.1 Mapping a 4D Quantum Hall System to a Topological Charge Pump
Dimensional Reduction of the 4D Harper-Hofstadter Model to a Dynamical 2D Superlattice
The Fourier components of the 4D Harper-Hofstadter model obtained by dimensional re-
duction along the z- and w-axes are described by the two-dimensional extension of the
Harper model [Eq. (5.20)]. The latter is identical to the Hamiltonian of a two-dimensional
square lattice in the xy-plane with tunnel coupling in both directions between neighbour-
ing sites, whose on-site energy is modulated periodically. In analogy to the discussion for
a 1D topological charge pump in Section 2.3.2, this is precisely the situation realized by a
2D superlattice potential in the extreme tight-binding limit, which is created by combining
two orthogonal 1D superlattices along x and y with lattice constants dl,µ > ds,µ and lattice
depths Vs,µ≫ Vl,µ for µ ∈ {x, y}:
V (x, y) =
∑
µ∈{x,y}
[
Vs,µ sin
2 (piµ/ds,µ) + Vl,µ sin
2 (piµ/dl,µ − ϕµ/2)
]
(5.21)
with ϕµ denoting the superlattice phases. In the tight binding regime, non-interacting
particles in such a superlattice are described by the following Hamiltonian (see also Sec-
tion 3.2.2):
Hˆ2D(ϕx,ϕy) =−
∑
mx,my
[Jx(ϕx) + δJ
mx
x (ϕx)] aˆ
†
mx+1,my
aˆmx,my + h.c. (5.22)
−
∑
mx,my
[
Jy(ϕy) + δJ
my
y (ϕy)
]
aˆ†mx,my+1aˆmx,my + h.c.
+
∑
mx,my
[
∆mxx (ϕx) + ∆
my
y (ϕy)
]
aˆ†mx,my aˆmx,my
In general, unlike in the 2D Harper model, both the tunnelling matrix elements in the first
two rows as well as the potential energies of the lattices sites in the last row are modulated
periodically in space due to the presence of the long lattices and thus depend on the
superlattice phases. For Vs,µ  Vl,µ, the tight-binding parameters can be approximated
as [160] (see Section 2.3.2 for details):
Jµ(ϕµ) = Jµ (5.23)
δJ
mµ
µ (ϕµ) =
δJ
(0)
µ
2
cos
[
2pi
ds,µ
dl,µ
(mµ + 1/2)− ϕµ
]
(5.24)
∆
mµ
µ (ϕµ) = −∆
(0)
µ
2
cos
[
2pi
ds,µ
dl,µ
mµ − ϕµ
]
(5.25)
In the extreme tight-binding limit for Vs,µ ≫ Vl,µ, the modulation of the tunnelling
rates becomes negligible and Eq. (5.22) reduces to the 2D Harper model of Eq. (5.20),
i.e. Hˆ2D(ϕx,ϕy) becomes identical to a Fourier component Hˆxy(kz, kw) of the 4D Harper-
Hofstadter model. As the 4D quantum Hall system is fully separable into the orthogonal
2D subspaces, the relation between the quantities in the 4D model and the 2D topological
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charge pump is analogous to the mapping between a 2D quantum Hall system and a 1D
charge pump (see Section 2.3.2). The position of a long lattice giving rise to the modula-
tion of the on-site energies is determined by the respective superlattice phase ϕµ, similar
to the transverse quasi-momentum kν , ν ∈ {z,w} in the 2D Harper model. By changing
ϕx and ϕy, all Fourier components can be realized individually as a change by 2pi covers
the entire Brillouin zone in the respective direction. The ratio of the short and long lattice
constants, i.e. the period of the modulation, plays the same role as the magnetic flux per
unit cell with ds,µ/dl,µ = Φµν/Φ0.
Dynamical 4D Integer Quantum Hall Effect
A 2D topological charge pump that corresponds to a dynamical version of the 4D Harper-
Hofstadter model can therefore be implemented in a 2D superlattice potential with con-
trollable superlattice phases (Fig. 5.4). In analogy to the 1D charge pump, ϕx and ϕy are
the pump parameters and pumping is performed by changing them adiabatically. This is
equivalent to a threading of magnetic flux along the axes of the quantum Hall cylinders,
which generates the electric perturbation in the 4D model (Fig. 5.1, see also Section 2.3).
To induce a non-linear Hall response, a magnetic perturbation is required in addition. Its
equivalent for the 2D charge pump can be found by applying the partial Fourier transform
of Eq. (5.18) to the corresponding term in the Hamiltonian of the 4D system.
The vector potential creating the magnetic field Bxw in the Lorentz-type configuration
can for example be chosen in such a way that the tunnelling matrix elements in the w-
direction in the 4D Harper-Hofstadter model of Eq. (5.16) contain an additional phase
factor that depends on the position along x:
Jwe
i(Φ˜ywmy+B˜xwmx)aˆ†m+ew aˆm + h.c. (5.26)
with B˜xw = 2pids,xds,wBxw/Φ0. This translates to a linear shift of the respective modu-
lating potential as a function of mx in the Fourier components Hˆxy(kz, kw). For the 2D
superlattice, the magnetic perturbation Bxw therefore corresponds to a phase along y that
changes linearly with x:
ϕy = ϕ
(0)
y − 2pibxwx (5.27)
with bxw = B˜xw/(2pids,x) and ϕ
(0)
y being the global superlattice phase of the unperturbed
superlattice. When adiabatically varying ϕx, this position dependence of ϕy induces a
non-linear pumping response that is equivalent to a Lorentz-type non-linear Hall response
as detailed in Section 5.2.3.
Similarly, a density-type magnetic perturbation Byw 6= 0 can be added by modifying
the phase factor Φ˜yw that creates the magnetic flux in the yw-plane:
Φ˜yw → Φ˜yw + B˜yw (5.28)
where B˜yw = 2pids,yds,wByw/Φ0. This in turn leads to a linear dependence of ϕy on the
position along y:
ϕy = ϕ
(0)
y − 2pibywy (5.29)
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Figure 5.4 – Mapping of the 4D Harper-Hofstadter model to a 2D topological charge pump. In analogy
to the relation between a 2D quantum Hall system and a 1D charge pump, the 2D Harper-Hofstadter models
in the xz-plane and yw -plane each map onto a dynamical 1D superlattice along x and y , respectively. The
ratio of the lattice constants ds,µ/dl,µ with µ ∈ {x , y} corresponds to the flux per unit cell Φµν and a shift of
the superlattice phase ϕx is equivalent to the threading of a magnetic flux φx along the axis of the quantum
Hall cylinder in the xz-plane. The magnetic perturbation Bxw maps onto a transverse superlattice phase ϕy
that depends linearly on x with bxw = ds,wBxw/Φ0 [Eq. (5.27)]. The magnetic field Byw , on the other hand,
changes the period of the long lattice along y with byw = ds,wByw/Φ0 [Eq. (5.29)].
for byw = B˜yw/(2pids,y). Such a situation can be realized by slightly modifying the lattice
constant of the long y-lattice compared to its value in the unperturbed system d(0)l,y =
(Φ0/Φyw)ds,y:
dl,y =
Φ0
Φyw + ds,yds,wByw
ds,y =
d
(0)
l,y
1 + d
(0)
l,y byw
(5.30)
Upon a change of ϕx, this generates a non-linear pumping response corresponding to a
density-type non-linear Hall response (see Section 5.2.4).
Off-Diagonal Harper Model
As discussed above, the Hamiltonian of a 2D superlattice Hˆ2D(ϕx,ϕy) in Eq. (5.22) real-
izes the 2D Harper model of Eq. (5.20) only for very deep short lattices Vs,µ≫ Vl,µ, for
which the on-site energies ∆mµµ are modulated sinusoidally [Eq. (5.25)] and the modula-
tion of the tunnelling rates is negligible, δJmµµ ≈ 0. For shallower lattices, the off-diagonal
terms δJmµµ become relevant, which leads to modifications of the 4D model that the 2D
topological charge pump corresponds to analogous to the case of the 1D pump. Following
the dimensional extension procedure introduced in Section 2.3.2, these can be determined
by the inverse Fourier transform
aˆmx,my =
∑
mz ,mw
e−i(ϕxmz+ϕ
(0)
y mw)aˆm (5.31)
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A subsequent integration over all Fourier components yields the 4D parent Hamiltoni-
an [71]
Hˆ4D =
1
4pi2
∫ 2pi
0
Hˆ2D(ϕx,ϕy)dϕxdϕ
(0)
y (5.32)
Compared to the 4D Harper-Hofstadter model [Eq. (5.16)], this leads to the appearance
of two additional terms HˆxzδJ + Hˆ
yw
δJ with
HˆµνδJ = (5.33)
− δJ
(0)
µ
4
∑
m
(
eiΦ˜µν(mµ+1/2)aˆ†m+eµ+eν aˆm + e
−iΦ˜µν(mµ+1/2)aˆ†m+eµ−eν aˆm
)
+ h.c.
One readily verifies that these terms describe diagonal tunnel couplings between next-
nearest neighbour sites in each 2D quantum Hall system, thereby changing the Harper-
Hofstadter models to Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai model [162] with the same uniform flux
Φµν per unit cell of the square lattice.
As in the 1D case (Section 2.3.2), the modulation of the tunnelling rates can cause
spectral changes to the model. In the configuration realized in the experiment (Sec-
tion 6.1) with dl,µ = 2ds,µ, for example, the diagonal hopping creates an additional band
gap that separates the lowest band into two distinct subbands and is proportional to δJ (0)µ .
Additionally, when the depth of the short lattice is decreased further, Eq. (5.23)-(5.25) do
not hold any more and the direct mapping to the 4D tight-binding model breaks down.
Nonetheless, the modulations are still periodic in both space and the superlattice phase.
As long as the corresponding pump cycles can be transformed into each without closing
a gap in the band structure, the topology of the cycle and thus the response of a ho-
mogeneously filled band remains invariant. In particular, as for the 1D pump, the gap
between the ground state and first excited band does not close even for Vs,µ → 0 and all
configurations of the lowest band are thus topologically equivalent.
5.2.2 Transport Properties
A 2D topological charge pump can be described in a 4D generalized Brillouin zone that
is formed by the two quasi-momenta along the lattice directions, kx and ky, and the two
superlattice phases, ϕx and ϕy (see also Section 2.1.2). Due to the periodicity of the long
lattices, the single particle Hamiltonian Eq. (5.22) is periodic in space as well as the su-
perlattice phases, provided that the lattice constants in each direction are commensurate.
The generalized Brillouin zone thus has the same geometry as the Brillouin zone in the 4D
Harper-Hofstadter model because it is spanned by four cyclic variables with the external
parameters ϕx and ϕy replacing the additional quasi-momenta kz and kw.
The system’s transport properties can therefore be obtained analogous to a 4D quan-
tum Hall system from the semiclassical equations of motion (see Section 5.1.3). For the
sake of simplicity, we fill focus on a single band and omit the band index in the following.
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Assuming that no additional forces are applied (~k˙µ = 0), the equations of motion for a
wave packet localized at position r in a 2D superlattice are
r˙µ(k,ϕ) =
1
~
∂E(k,ϕ)
∂kµ
+ ϕ˙µ Ω
µ(k,ϕ) (5.34)
ϕ˙µ = ϕ˙
(0)
µ +
∂δϕµ(r)
∂rν
r˙ν (5.35)
with dynamical phases ϕ = {ϕx(t),ϕy(t)} that can depend linearly on r, ϕµ = ϕ(0)µ +
δϕµ(r), as derived in Section 5.2.1. In this case, the Berry curvatures Ωµ are defined in
the generalized Brillouin zone in the same way as for a 1D charge pump:
Ωµ(k,ϕ) = i
(〈∂ϕµu|∂kµu〉 − 〈∂kµu|∂ϕµu〉) (5.36)
with |u(k,ϕ)〉 denoting the eigenstate of Hˆ2D(ϕx,ϕy) with quasi-momentum k. Note that
even for a tiny magnetic perturbation, the perturbed system is in general not translation-
ally invariant any more due to the position dependence of ϕµ. Moreover, the local super-
lattice potential can change quite drastically as ϕµ eventually covers the full range [0, 2pi[.
In the following, however, it is assumed that the perturbation is sufficiently small such that
locally the system can be considered as homogeneous and the |u(k,ϕ)〉 are well-defined
as a function of the local superlattice phase ϕ(r).
Comparing the equations above to the equations of motion in a 4D quantum Hall
system, Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2), one can see that the position dependence of δϕµ(r) plays
the same role as the magnetic perturbation, which generates the Lorentz force in the
4D model. It induces a velocity-dependent change of the superlattice phase, which in
turn leads to an anomalous velocity ϕ˙µ Ωµ(k,ϕ). A change of ϕ
(0)
µ , on the other hand, is
equivalent to an electric perturbation as for a 1D charge pump. By solving the equations of
motion, the pumping response of the system can be determined and the resulting centre-
of-mass velocity and current density can be calculated by summing over all occupied k-
states. In the following, this is first discussed for a Lorentz-type and then a density-type
superlattice configuration, before presenting the general result.
5.2.3 Lorentz-Type Pumping Response
We now consider a 2D topological charge pump with a Lorentz-type perturbation and
study its response upon pumping in the x-direction by an adiabatic change of the pump
parameter ϕx. As derived in Section 5.2.1, such a perturbation is created by a transverse
superlattice phase ϕy that depends linearly on the position along xwith δϕy(r) = −2pibxwx
[Eq. (5.27)], while δϕx(r) = 0. The pumping along x, dϕx/dt, gives rise to an anomalous
velocity ϕ˙x Ωxex in the x-direction – the linear pumping response. For a uniformly occu-
pied band, as in the 1D case, the resulting centre-of-mass displacement during one pump
cycle ϕx = 0→ 2pi is given by an integral of the anomalous velocity over a 2D generalized
Brillouin zone spanned by kx and ϕx and can thus be expressed in terms of the first Chern
number of the 1D pump along x (see Section 2.1.3).
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For bxw 6= 0, this motion leads to a change of ϕy due to its dependence on the position
along x. This effective threading of ϕy causes an additional anomalous velocity in the
y-direction – the non-linear pumping response. For a given wave packet, the resulting
velocity along y is equal to
vy(k,ϕ) = ϕ˙y Ω
yey = −2pibxwΩxΩyϕ˙xey (5.37)
Here, the group velocity is neglected since it does not contribute to the total velocity vy for
a uniformly filled band. Note that the Berry curvature Ωy depends on x via the transverse
phase ϕy(x) and the above expression therefore not only depends on the momentum of
the wave packet, but also its position in real space.
In this configuration, the perturbation bxw does not change the density of statesD(k) =
L2/(4pi2) in the superlattice with length L in both directions. The centre-of-mass velocity
for a homogeneously populated band [Eq. (5.9)] at a given position can be obtained by
integrating Eq. (5.37) over both quasi-momenta kx and ky:
vy,COM =
n0
N
∮
d2kD(k)vy(k,ϕ) = −bxwAxy
2pi
∮
d2kΩxΩy ϕ˙x (5.38)
Here, n0 is the occupation of each k-state, N the total particle number and Axy = axay
denotes the size of the unit cell in the 2D superlattice. From this, the average displacement
after one pump cycle δyCOM can be calculated by integrating over ϕx ∈ [0, 2pi[, yielding
δyCOM = −bxw Axy 1
2pi
∮
d2k dϕx Ω
xΩy︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω(ϕy)
(5.39)
This describes the centre-of-mass motion per cycle for a uniformly populated band, which
is assumed to be confined to a small region along x, within which the change of ϕy(x) and
thus Ωy(k,ϕ) is negligible.
In an infinite system, on the other hand, the entire range of ϕy ∈ [0, 2pi[ is sampled
simultaneously and the average displacement along y is thus proportional to the integral
of the anomalous velocity in Eq. (5.37) over the entire 4D generalized Brillouin zone.
Therefore, it can be expressed in terms of the pump’s second Chern number defined as
ν2 = 1/(4pi
2)
∮
BZ
dkxdkydϕxdϕy Ω
xΩy (5.40)
The mean displacement per pump cycle in an infinite system including the contribution
from the linear response δxCOM = νx1ax is then given by
δr¯COM =
1
2pi
∮
dϕy (δxCOM ex + δyCOM ey) = ν
x
1ax ex − bxw Axy ν2 ey (5.41)
Here, νx1 =
∮
dkxdϕxΩ
x/(2pi) denotes the first Chern number of the superlattice along x.
The corresponding current density integrated over one pump cycle can be calculated from
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the centre-of-mass shift by multiplying it with the particle density of the homogeneously
populated band n0/Axy:
j¯ =
n0
Axy
δr¯COM =
n0
ay
νx1 ex − n0 bxw ν2 ey (5.42)
Analogous to the quantum Hall effect in 4D, the magnetic field-like perturbation bxw thus
indeed induces a non-linear response in addition to the linear pumping response. As
expected, the linear and non-linear responses point in orthogonal directions in this con-
figuration. Similar to a 4D quantum Hall system, both responses are characterized by a
topological invariant, the pump’s first Chern number along x and its second Chern number,
respectively and are therefore quantized.
This pumping response is equivalent to the Lorentz-type non-linear Hall response in
the minimal model for a 4D quantum Hall system introduced in Section 5.1.3. For the
latter, the current density of a uniformly populated band is given by Eq. (5.12). Integrating
this current density over one period of the Bloch oscillations induced by the perturbing
electric field τB = h/(qEzds,z), which is the equivalent of a pump cycle, one obtains
j¯QH = jQHτB =
n0
ds,zA
yw
M
νzx1 ex −
n0
ds,wds,z
bxwν2ey (5.43)
Following the mapping derived in Section 5.2.1, the size of the 2D magnetic unit cell in
the Landau gauge corresponds to AywM = ds,way. The two current densities are thus related
by the size of the lattice unit cell in the wz-plane ds,wds,z:
j¯ = ds,wds,z j¯QH (5.44)
5.2.4 Density-Type Pumping Response
The equivalent of a density-type response can be realized with a 2D charge pump by
adding a y-dependent perturbation of the form δϕy(r) = −2pibywy to the superlattice
phase along y [Eq. (5.29)]. When pumping in the x-direction, the motion of the particles
as a result of the linear response does not give rise to a Lorentz-like term in Eq. (5.35) in
this case because – unlike for the Lorentz-type perturbation – ϕy is now independent of x.
Therefore, the centre-of-mass motion is not affected by byw and it only exhibits the linear
response along x,
δr¯COM = ν
x
1ax ex (5.45)
However, similar to the corresponding situation in a 4D quantum Hall system, this pertur-
bation modifies the density of states in the superlattice along y. Thereby, it changes the
number of particles that are transported in the x-direction (Fig. 5.5) and gives rise to a
non-linear pumping response in the current density.
For a given eigenstate at k, the particle density in real space can be determined by
calculating the distance between the cell-periodic parts of the Bloch wave function in
neighbouring unit cells. In the unperturbed lattice, all unit cells are identical and this
distance is thus equal to the size of unit cell in the y-direction, ay. For byw 6= 0, however,
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Figure 5.5 – Density-type perturbation in a 2D superlattice. (a) A change of the long lattice constant in the
y -direction dl,y from its unperturbed value d
(0)
l,y makes the superlattice phase ϕy dependent on the position
along y , creating a density-type perturbation byw 6= 0 as in Eq. (5.29). This perturbation changes the particle
density in the y -superlattice as illustrated here for byw < 0 (dl,y > d
(0)
l,y ) with d
(0)
l,y = 2ds,y. The change of ϕy
between neighbouring double wells, which are indicated by the dashed lines, shifts the centre-of-mass position
of the cell-periodic part of a given eigenstate in the unperturbed lattice, shown here for the lowest (red) and first
excited subband (blue). This shift is determined by the Berry curvature Ωy and thus has opposite signs for two
bands, reducing the density of ground state atoms while increasing the one of excited atoms. In the staggered
configurations for ϕy = lpi, l ∈ Z this leads to the appearance of an "unpaired" state in the excited band as
shown on the right. (b) As in (a) but with byw > 0 (dl,y < d
(0)
l,y ). In this case, the density in the lowest band
is increased and lowered in the excited band such that the "unpaired" states in the staggered configurations
belong to the ground state band.
the superlattice phase in neighbouring unit cells is slightly different, leading to a small
shift of the wave function’s centre of mass. This shift can be evaluated in analogy to the
linear pumping response:
δay =
∫ ϕy(ym+ay)
ϕy(ym)
dϕy Ω
y(k,ϕ) ≈ −2pibyway Ωy (ϕy(ym)) (5.46)
assuming that the phase shift between neighbouring sites is sufficiently small such that
the variation of Ωy is negligible. To first order in byw, the local particle density of this state
is then given by
n(k,ϕ) =
nk
L2
ay
ay + δay
≈ nk
L2
[1 + 2pibywΩ
y(k,ϕ)] (5.47)
This expression has exactly the same form like the density of states in a 4D quantum Hall
system in Eq. (5.5). As ϕy changes with y, this density depends on the position in the
lattice. In an infinite system, the mean density can be obtained by averaging Eq. (5.47)
over ϕy. For a uniformly occupied band, nk = n0, the total particle density can be calcu-
lated by additionally summing over all kx and ky:
n =
1
2pi
∮
d2kdϕy
L2
4pi2
n(k,ϕ) =
n0
Axy
+
n0byw
ax
νy1 (5.48)
with νy1 =
∮
dkydϕyΩ
y/(2pi) denoting the first Chern number of the superlattice in the
y-direction.
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The current density is given by the product of the centre-of-mass velocity and the
particle density [Eq. (5.10)]. When integrating this over one pump cycle, the current
density is thus proportional to the centre-of-mass displacement and we obtain
j¯ =
∮
dϕx nvCOM(ϕx) =
n0
ay
νx1 ex + n0bywν2ex (5.49)
using the fact that ν2 = νx1 ν
y
1 since the unperturbed superlattice is separable into the x-
and y-direction. Therefore, also a density-type magnetic field-like perturbation byw leads
to the appearance of a non-linear quantized pumping response. Unlike for a Lorentz-type
perturbation, the linear and the non-linear response are aligned in this case with the non-
linear one only affecting the current density. Even though the two types of perturbations
appear unrelated from a 2D point of view, the respective responses are quantified by the
same 4D topological invariant ν2. This highlights the intrinsic 4D symmetries of a 2D
topological charge pump, which it inherits from its "parent" model, a 4D quantum Hall
system.
In the corresponding configuration in the minimal 4D quantum Hall model (Sec-
tion 5.1.3), the current density integrated over one Bloch period is
j¯QH = jQHτB =
n0
ds,zA
yw
M
νzx1 ex +
n0
ds,wds,z
bywν2ex (5.50)
As for the Lorentz-type response, the two current densities only differ by the size of the
unit cell in the wz-plane, j¯ = ds,wds,z j¯QH .
5.2.5 General Pumping Response
The response of a 2D topological charge pump can be generalized by combining the two
types of pumping responses discussed above. To highlight the analogy to the 4D quantum
Hall effect, we use the following notation for this: the pumping direction is indicated by
its electric field equivalent, εz = 1 for pumping along x and εw = 1 for the y-direction, and
the pump’s first Chern numbers are indexed by the corresponding plane in the quantum
Hall system, i.e. νx1 → νzx1 and νy1 → νwy1 . With this, the total integrated current density
can be expressed as
j¯ =
n0
Axy
aµενν
νµ
1 eµ +
n0
2
µγδνενbγδν2 eµ (5.51)
Up to the proportionality factor ds,wds,z, this is identical to the general expression for the
current density in a 4D quantum Hall system in Eq. (5.7) upon integration over a Bloch
period and assuming the geometry of the minimal model introduced in Section 5.1.3,
i.e. only the two Berry curvatures Ωzx and Ωwy are non-zero and the system is separable
into the two orthogonal 2D subspaces.
The expression above again shows the equivalence of the non-linear pumping response
of a 2D topological charge pump and the non-linear Hall response in a 4D quantum Hall
system. Both responses are induced by two independent perturbations applied in orthogo-
nal subspaces, i.e. the perturbing electric and magnetic fields Eν and Bγδ or the pumping
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dϕµ/dt and the magnetic field-like perturbation bγδ in the superlattice phases, respectively.
Furthermore, Eq. (5.51) illustrates the 4D character of the non-linear response, resulting
from the higher-dimensional non-commutative geometry of the 4D quantum Hall model
that the 2D topological charge pump can be derived from. This explicitly manifests in the
4D Levi-Civita symbol in Eq. (5.51) as well as the second Chern number, which is a 4D
topological invariant defined in the 4D generalized Brillouin zone of the charge pump.
An equivalent non-linear response can therefore not be observed in any time-independent
lower-dimensional system.
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CHAPTER 6
Implementation of a 2D Topological Charge
Pump
In this chapter, the experimental realization of a dynamical 4D quantum Hall system and
the observation of its quantized non-linear bulk response with 4D topology is presented.
Based on the proposal in [71], a 2D topological charge pump is implemented with bosonic
87Rb atoms forming a quarter-filled fractional Mott insulator in the lowest subband of an
angled 2D superlattice. The response to the pumping, an adiabatic periodic modulation
of the superlattice potential along one axis, is probed locally with a small atom cloud.
Using in-situ imaging, signatures of the non-linear centre-of-mass response in the direc-
tion orthogonal to the pumping are observed – the key feature of the 4D Hall effect. This
response is quantified by measuring the double-well imbalance transverse to the pumping
with site-resolved band mapping. From the local geometric properties, the quantized bulk
response of an infinite system can be reconstructed and its quantization is demonstrated
by extracting the associated topological invariant, the second Chern number. The inte-
grated response amounts to 80% of the expected quantized value, which shows that the
experiment is very close to the quantum Hall regime. By identifying and independently
quantifying the predominant experimental imperfections, the response of the lowest sub-
band can be isolated. Its quantization is verified with high precision, thereby revealing the
quantum nature of the 4D quantum Hall effect.
In Section 6.1, the experimental setup as well as the properties and the characteri-
zation of the angled 2D superlattice are discussed. Furthermore, we introduce the im-
plementation of the pumping scheme and the local probing of the resulting non-linear
response. The initial state preparation and the double-differential imaging technique for
resolving the pumping response in-situ are described in Section 6.2 and the experimental
observation of the non-linear centre-of-mass drift is presented. Section 6.3 focuses on the
measurement of the non-linear response by site-resolved band mapping and the modelling
of the system’s transport properties including the experimental imperfections caused by
heating. In Section 6.4, the reconstruction of the quantized response of an infinite system
from the local measurements is discussed. With this method, the second Chern number of
the lowest subband is determined. In addition, the non-linear character of the transverse
response is demonstrated by studying its scaling with the perturbing superlattice angle.
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6.1 Experimental Implementation in a 2D Optical Superlattice
A 2D topological charge pump, which can be interpreted as a dynamical version of the 4D
integer quantum Hall effect as discussed in Section 5.2, can be implemented with ultracold
atoms in a 2D optical superlattice. Analogous to a 4D quantum Hall system, a non-linear
bulk response is induced by two perturbations in orthogonal subspaces: the pumping in
one direction, which is performed by adiabatically shifting the corresponding superlattice
phase ϕx(t), as well as a position-dependent superlattice phase in the transverse direction
ϕy(r). Here, we focus on a Lorentz-type configuration (see Section 5.2.3), in which the
transverse phase couples the motion between the two orthogonal directions similar to the
Lorentz force generated by a magnetic perturbation in a 4D quantum Hall model (see Sec-
tion 5.1.3). In this section, we show how such a situation can be created in an angled 2D
superlattice for the specific case of dl = 2ds used in the experiment. The properties of the
resulting 2D Rice-Mele model [130] and a method for determining the tilt angle via Bloch
oscillations are discussed. The pump cycle in the 4D tight-binding parameters space and
its experimental implementation are introduced. Furthermore, we delineate how a small
atom cloud can serve as a local probe of the geometric transport properties of this system.
6.1.1 Angled 2D Superlattice
A position-dependent transverse superlattice phase mimicking a Lorentz-type magnetic
perturbation in a 4D quantum Hall system can be realized in an angled 2D superlattice,
in which the long lattice along y is tilted by a small angle θ  1 with respect to the short
lattice. In this case, the wave vector of the long lattice acquires a small component along x,
kl,y = kl,y (cos θ ey + sin θ ex). To first order in θ, the resulting lattice potential is described
by a superlattice phase that depends linearly on the position along x:
ϕy(x) = ϕ
(0)
y + 2piθx/dl,y (6.1)
The lattice spacing in the y-direction, on the other hand, remains approximately un-
changed. It thus realizes precisely the situation described in Section 5.2 with the strength
of the magnetic perturbation given by
Bxw = − Φ0
ds,wdl,y
θ (6.2)
A tilt of the long lattice can be implemented experimentally with a glass block in the path
of the incoming long lattice beam. Rotating this block introduces a parallel displacement
from the optical axis, which is translated into an angle relative to the short lattice by the
lens in front of the atom cloud (Fig. 6.1).
In the experiment, a 2D superlattice with ds ≡ ds,x = ds,y and dl ≡ dl,x = dl,y = 2ds is
used (Fig. 6.2a, see also Section 3.2.1). Each superlattice is created by superimposing two
retro-reflected lattices, a short lattice with λs = 767 nm and a long lattice with λl = 2λs.
In this case, the superlattice potential consists of double wells in the x- and y-direction
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Figure 6.1 – Setup for the angled superlattice. To introduce a tilt angle θ of the long y -lattice relative to the
short one, a glass block (GB) with thickness 25 mm is placed in the beam path of the incoming long lattice beam
(red) in front of the dichroic mirror (D), where the beam is overlapped with the one for the short lattice (blue). If
the glass block is rotated by an angle θ0 with respect to the optical axes (black dashed line), the incoming beam
is displaced parallel to the optical axis. This displacement is translated to an angle θ relative to the short lattice
beam by the first lens (L1). The two beams intersect at the focus point of L1, which corresponds to the position
of the atom cloud (grey circle). They are retroreflected by the mirror R after passing through the second lens
L2, thereby creating the lattice potentials with the same relative angle θ. Note that this schematic is not to scale
and that the additional mirrors in the incoming short and long lattice beams for controlling their positions at the
location of the atom cloud are not shown (see Section 3.2.1).
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Figure 6.2 – Angled 2D superlattice and its band structure. (a) 2D superlattice potential (blue) with dl = 2ds
as used in the experiment. The wave vector kl,y of the long lattice along y (red arrow) is tilted by an angle θ
compared to the short lattice ks,y (grey arrow). This leads to a transverse superlattice phase ϕy that depends
linearly on the position along x as indicated by the potential minima of the long y -lattice (red dashed lines).
Therefore, the form of the double wells along y changes with x . The presence of the long lattices gives rise to
dimerized tunnel couplings between neighbouring lattice sites (black circles) with black (grey) lines indicating
strong (weak) coupling. The unit cell (light red square) thus contains four non-equivalent sites. Figure adapted
from [150]. (b) Band structure of the unperturbed 2D superlattice (θ = 0) for Vs,x = Vs,y = 13Er,s and
Vl,x = Vl,y = 13Er,l with dl = 2ds. Due to the enlarged unit cell, the lowest Bloch band of the short lattices
splits into four subbands.
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and its unit cell is thus a four-site plaquette with ax = ay = 2ds. Correspondingly, the
lowest Bloch band in the two short lattices splits into four subbands, two of which are
degenerate if the lattice configuration is symmetric along x and y (Fig. 6.2b). In the
tight-binding limit, in which these subbands are well separated from all other bands, non-
interacting atoms in this lattice configuration are described by a 2D extension of the Rice-
Mele Hamiltonian [130] (see also Section 3.2.2):
Hˆ2D(ϕx,ϕy) = −
∑
mx,my
[Jx(ϕx) + (−1)mxδJx(ϕx)/2] aˆ†mx+1,my aˆmx,my + h.c. (6.3)
−
∑
mx,my
[Jy(ϕy) + (−1)myδJy(ϕy)/2] aˆ†mx,my+1aˆmx,my + h.c.
+
∑
mx,my
1
2
[(−1)mx∆x(ϕx) + (−1)my∆y(ϕy)] aˆ†mx,my aˆmx,my
For dl = 2ds, the long lattices generate an alternating modulation of the on-site energies
with amplitudes ∆x and ∆y as well as a dimerization of the tunnelling matrix elements
between neighbouring sites, which differ by δJx and δJy, respectively. Both modifications
depend on the corresponding superlattice phase ϕµ with µ ∈ {x, y}. The unperturbed sys-
tem (θ = 0) can be expressed as a direct sum of two 1D Rice-Mele models along x and y. Its
eigenstates are products of the 1D eigenstates and their eigenenergy is given by the sum of
the respective 1D eigenenergies. The structure of the energy spectrum of Hˆ2D(ϕx,ϕy) can
thus be inferred from the one of 1D Rice-Mele Hamiltonian (see Section 3.2.2 and 4.1.1).
In particular, the second Chern number of the lowest subband is equal to the product of
the corresponding first Chern numbers along x and y, ν2 = νx1 ν
y
1 = +1.
Edge and Corner States
In a system with open boundary conditions in both directions, there are three distinct types
of eigenstates (Fig. 6.3). The majority of eigenstates extend over the entire 2D system,
which are the bulk states corresponding to the four subbands in an infinite system. The
number of these states scales quadratically with the length of the system, Nbulk ∼ lxly,
where lµ = Lµ/ds,µ is the number of lattice sites along µ. Furthermore, there are Nedge =
2(lx+ly−4) edge states, which are confined to one of the 1D boundaries of the system. The
third kind of eigenstates are the four corner states, which are fully localized in one of the
corners. The latter are very peculiar as they constitute topologically protected boundary
states with a dimensionality that is not – as usual – one, but two lower than that of the
full system [273, 274]. Similar modes, which have potential applications in photonic
crystal materials like fibres and cavities, have recently been observed in 2D time-reversal
invariant photonic waveguide arrays with chiral symmetry [275].
The appearance of edge and corner states is a consequence of the non-trivial topology
of the underlying 4D model. These states only occur in certain lattice configurations and
are localized in the band gaps of the energy spectrum (Fig. 6.3a). When the superlattice
phases are varied, they cross the gaps before disappearing into the bulk of the system.
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Figure 6.3 – Edge states in a 2D superlattice with open boundary conditions and θ = 0. (a) Energy spec-
trum versus superlattice phase ϕ ≡ ϕx = ϕy for a system with size Lx = Ly = 30ds, Vs,x = Vs,y = 10Er,s
and Vl,x = Vl,y = 20Er,l. The eigenenergies are calculated by diagonalizing the tight-binding Hamiltonian
of the system numerically, for which the double-well tilts ∆µ, µ ∈ {x , y}, are rescaled by a factor of 0.05 for
better illustration. The spectrum contains three different kinds of eigenstates: bulk states (black), edge states
(blue) and corner states (red). (b) Four examples of eigenstates at ϕ = −pi/2 showing the density ∣∣ψmx ,my ∣∣2
on each lattice site. Most eigenstates are bulk states (upper left), which are delocalized over the entire system
and form the four subbands of the band structure. In the vicinity of ϕ = −pi/2, edge states (upper right and
lower left) appear in the band gaps. These states are localized on one edge of the system, but delocalized
along the perpendicular direction. In addition, there are corner states (lower right), which are confined to one
of the system’s corners.
In analogy to the 1D topological charge pump (see Section 2.2.1), these states can be
interpreted as ensuring the quantization of the bulk pumping response [122]. Simulta-
neously with the work presented here, the existence and topological pumping of such
localized states has been demonstrated in a 2D photonic system [276]. Similar to the 1D
case, the evolution of the edge and corner states during the pumping is directly related
to the boundary modes occurring in 4D quantum Hall systems, namely chiral states that
are confined to 3D hypersurfaces and 2D hyperedges, respectively. Therefore, the intrinsic
4D symmetries of a 2D topological charge pump also become apparent in these bound-
ary phenomena. In particular, the non-linear transport associated with the edge states is
equivalent to a density-type response in the 4D model: a magnetic perturbation in the
direction of the respective edge, which changes the corresponding density of states, im-
mediately affects the charge that is transported by these modes. The pumping of corner
states in the presence of a perturbing tilt, on the other hand, is the analogue of a 4D
Lorentz-type response, coupling the motion in two orthogonal directions.
6.1.2 Determination of the Tilt Angle
To study the non-linear pumping response, which scales linearly with the perturbing angle,
a precise knowledge of the size of θ is required. It can be determined by taking advan-
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tage of the modified on-site energies due to the position-dependent superlattice phase
(Fig. 6.4a). For small angles θ  dl,y/Lx, the change of ϕy over the size of the cloud is
very small and the double-well tilt in the y-direction can be approximated as:
∆
my
y (ϕy) ≈ ∆myy (ϕ(0)y ) + (−1)my
∂∆y
∂ϕy
∣∣∣∣∣
x=0
pi θ x/dl,y (6.4)
assuming that the atom cloud is centred around x = 0. This corresponds to a linear
gradient, which has opposite signs on even and odd sites along y and a strength of δ =
∂∆y/∂ϕy
∣∣
x=0
pi θ ds,x/dl,y per lattice constant ds,x for a given superlattice phase ϕ
(0)
y . By
measuring the strength of the gradient, one can thus determine the superlattice angle θ.
This can for example be done by observing the Bloch oscillations that are induced by
this additional gradient for particles which are localized on either even or odd sites. For
a given Bloch wave that is an eigenstate of the superlattice Hamiltonian for θ = 0, the
gradient leads to a linear increase of the quasi-momentum in the x-direction. For Vl,x = 0,
the time evolution of a 1D Bloch wave in the short lattice along x with quasi-momentum
kx can be expressed as
ψ±kx(x, t) =
1√
lx
∑
mx
eikxds,xmx e−i∆
±
y (ϕy)t/~ wmx(x) (6.5)
=
1√
lx
∑
mx
e
i
(
kx∓ 2pids,x
δ
h
t
)
ds,xmx
wmx(x)
neglecting the global phase resulting from ∆±y (ϕ
(0)
y ). Here, ψ+kx (ψ
−
kx
) denotes the wave
function for particles on even (odd) sites in the y-direction and wmx the Wannier function
on the mx-th site along x. Depending on which sites the atoms are localized on, the quasi-
momentum thus either increases or decreases with a rate of 2ks,x/τB, where ks,x = pi/ds,x
is the wave vector of the short x-lattice and τB = h/δ the period of the Bloch oscillations.
To determine δ experimentally, the Bloch oscillation period is measured independently
in two different lattice configurations, in which all of the atoms are on even or odd sites
along y, respectively. For this, a superfluid atom cloud is prepared at k = 0 in a 2D
lattice formed by the short x-lattice with Vs,x = 13.0(4)Er,s and the long y-lattice at Vl,y =
10.0(3)Er,l. The lattice sites are then split along the y-direction by first increasing Vl,y to
70(2)Er,l in 0.2 ms and subsequently ramping up the short y-lattice to Vs,x = 20.0(6)Er,s
in 0.4 ms. The superlattice phase ϕ(0)y is set to either 0.344(5)pi or 0.656(5)pi to completely
localize the atoms on even or odd sites along y, respectively. After a variable hold time, the
momentum distribution is measured by switching off all lattice potentials instantaneously
and imaging the atoms after 10 ms time-of-flight. The gradient δ is determined from the
average of the Bloch oscillation periods for both phases, which minimizes the effect of any
residual gradients that might be present in addition to the lattice potential. Two examples
for such a measurement are shown in Fig. 6.4b and c. From this, one can then extract a
value for θ by calculating ∂∆y/∂ϕy
∣∣
x=0
for the experimental lattice parameters.
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Figure 6.4 – Measurement of the superlattice tilt angle. (a) The perturbing superlattice angle θ leads to
a position-dependent superlattice phase along y . Therefore, the corresponding double-well tilt depends on
the position in the x -direction as illustrated for the two neighbouring double wells marked in red and blue
(magnified frame). This leads to an energy difference ±δ between neighbouring sites in the x -direction, which
has opposite signs for even and odd sites along y . If θ is sufficiently small, δ is approximately constant over
the size of the system and the additional potential is a linear gradient along x . (b) This gradient can be
probed by studying the Bloch oscillations that it induces for a cloud which is initially prepared at k = 0 in a
2D lattice with Vs,x = 13.0(4)Er,s, Vs,y = 20.0(6)Er,s and Vl,y = 70(2)Er,l. For this, the quasi-momentum
along x , kx , is measured as a function of the hold time t. The transverse superlattice phase ϕ
(0)
y is either
0.344(5)pi (blue points) or 0.656(5)pi (red points) such that the atoms occupy only even or odd sites along
y , respectively, and thus experience a gradient in opposite directions. The plot shows two examples of such
a measurement for a smaller positive (diamonds) and larger negative tilt angle (circles). kx is determined
by a Gaussian fit to the central superfluid peak after 10 ms time-of-flight. Each data point is the average
of 12 measurements and the statistical error is smaller than the size of the data points. (c) The effect of
residual gradients can be removed by calculating the differential displacement between the two phases as
shown here for the measurements from (b). The gradient δ is determined by a linear fit to the data points
yielding δ = 15.1(8)Hz and δ = −65.7(1.2)Hz with the error indicating the fit error. This corresponds to a tilt
angle of θ = 0.196(10)mrad and θ = −0.852(16)mrad, respectively. Note that the small offset at t = 0 is
due to the finite ramp-up time of the short y -lattice for the preparation of the initial state (see text).
6.1.3 The Pump Cycle
To probe the non-linear pumping response of the lattice geometry shown in Fig. 6.2, the
pump parameter ϕx is varied adiabatically, leading to a periodic modulation of the sys-
tem’s Hamiltonian. As for the 1D topological charge pump (see Section 4.1.1), a change
by 2pi constitutes one pump cycle, after which the Hamiltonian becomes identical to the
initial state again. During this cycle, both δJx and ∆x are modulated in such a way that the
system evolves along a closed trajectory in the δJx-∆x parameter space (Fig. 6.5a). This
pump path encloses the degeneracy point at (δJx = 0, ∆x = 0), where the two lowest
subbands of the Rice-Mele Hamiltonian touch at kx = ±pi/dl. As detailed in Section 2.1.3
for the 1D case, this singularity can be thought of as the origin of the non-trivial distribu-
tion of the Berry curvature Ωx. All paths enclosing the origin are therefore topologically
equivalent in terms of the linear pumping response, i.e. are characterized by the same first
Chern number.
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Figure 6.5 – Pump cycle of the 2D topological charge pump in the 4D tight-binding parameter space.
The tight-binding parameters δJx , ∆x , δJy and ∆x of the 2D superlattice Hamiltonian are calculated for Vs,x =
Vs,y = 7Er,s and Vl,x = Vl,y = 20Er,l and transformed using Eq. (6.6) for visualization. (a) The inset shows
the pump path (green) in the δJx -∆x parameter space when varying the pump parameter ϕx = 0→ 2pi. This
modulates δJx and ∆x periodically, corresponding to a closed loop surrounding the singularity at the origin
(grey). For a given value of ϕy , the transformed pump path in the 4D parameter space is a closed line as well,
depicted in the main plot for ϕy ∈ [0.46pi, 0.54pi]. The mesh grid indicates ϕx with a spacing of pi/10 between
the lines. (b) In the same way, a variation of ϕy changes δJy and ∆y along a closed path as shown in the inset.
In this parameter space, another band closing point exists at the origin. The transformed trajectory is depicted
in the main plot for ϕx ∈ [0.46pi, 0.54pi] with the mesh grid illustrating ϕy in steps of pi/10. (c) 4D pump path
mapped out by a large system of length Lx  dl,y/θ during one pump cycle. In this case, ϕy extends over the
full range [0, 2pi[, realizing all combinations of δJy and ∆y on the path shown in (b) at the same time. When
performing the pumping by changing ϕx , this trajectory is translated along the pump path shown in (a) and the
system maps out a closed surface in the 4D parameter space. (d) Degeneracy planes at (δJx = 0,∆x = 0)
and (δJy = 0,∆y = 0) in the transformed 4D parameter space, in which they correspond to perpendicular
planes in the (r1, r2, r3)-space and intersect at the origin. (e) The 4D pump path from (c) (red/blue) and the
degeneracy planes from (d) (grey) in the vicinity of r3 = 0. In 4D, the pump path can completely surround the
extended singularities. Even though they intersect in the 3D (r1, r2, r3)-space, the value of r4 is different for the
pump path as compared to the degeneracy planes. Figure taken from on [150].
The lattice configuration in the y-direction in a given unit cell is described by a set of
parameters δJy(ϕy), ∆y(ϕy), which are determined by the local superlattice phase along y,
ϕy(x). As a result of the motion along x induced by the pumping, a particle that is initially
localized in one unit cell sequentially samples different values of ϕy, eventually covering
the entire range [0, 2pi[ after 1/(νx1 θ) pump cycles. During this evolution, analogous to
the x-direction, δJy and ∆y trace out a closed loop in the corresponding parameter space
(Fig. 6.5b), in which another degeneracy point exists at (δJy = 0, ∆y = 0).
In the full 4D parameter space spanned by δJx, ∆x, δJy and ∆y, the particle thus covers
the closed surface that is obtained by translating the 1D pump path
(
δJx(ϕx), ∆x(ϕx)
)
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along the trajectory
(
δJy(ϕy), ∆y(ϕy)
)
. Note that in a large system of length Lx  dl,y/θ,
all possible configurations (δJy(ϕy), ∆y(ϕy)) are realized simultaneously and therefore
the entire surface is sampled in a single pump cycle ϕx = 0 → 2pi. To illustrate this 4D
pump path in Fig. 6.5c, the tight-binding parameters are normalized by their respective
maximum values and transformed as
r1
r2
r3
r4
 = 14

1 1 −1 −1
1 1 1 1
1 −1 −1 1
1 −1 1 −1
 ·

δJx/δJ
(0)
x
∆x/∆
(0)
x
δJy/δJ
(0)
y
∆y/∆
(0)
y
 (6.6)
The singularities at (δJx = 0, ∆x = 0) and (δJy = 0, ∆y = 0) correspond to two perpen-
dicular planes in the 4D tight-binding parameter space that intersect at a single point – the
origin. The transformation is chosen such that the two degeneracy planes are transformed
to orthogonal planes in the (r1, r2, r3)-space, which are the three spatial dimensions in
Fig. 6.5. The singularities can then be expressed as r1 = −r2, r3 = −r4 and r1 = r2,
r3 = r4 (Fig. 6.5d).
If the trajectories in the δJx-∆x and δJy-∆y parameter spaces each enclose the respec-
tive singularity, the 4D pump path encompasses the degeneracy planes (Fig. 6.5e). This is
possible only due to the 4D nature of the parameter space. In analogy to the linear pump-
ing response, these singularities can be interpreted as the source of the non-vanishing
product of Berry curvatures ΩxΩy in the 4D generalized Brillouin zone, which induces the
non-linear response along y. All pump paths that surround the singularities can be con-
nected by a smooth transformation during which the gap between the ground-state band
and the excited bands remains open. Even though the local distribution of ΩxΩy might
change, these paths are thus characterized by the same value of the second Chern num-
ber and exhibit the same quantized non-linear pumping response. The latter is therefore
topologically protected against all kinds of local and global perturbations as long as they
do not cause a closing of the band gap, i.e. move the pump path across the singularities
(see also Sections 2.1.3 and 2.2.3).
In the experiment, the pump parameter ϕx is changed by varying the frequency of
the laser for the long x-lattice, which determines its position relative to the short lattice
as detailed in Section 3.2. The cycle starts at ϕx = ϕ
(0)
x = 0.000(5) in the staggered
configuration with equal tunnel couplings δJx = 0 and the maximum energy difference
between neighbouring sites |∆x|. One pump cycle ϕx = 0 → 2pi, i.e. a shift by one long
lattice constant, is equivalent to a frequency difference of 1229 MHz. As the laser used
for the long x-lattice (RIO ORION 3135) has a limited tuning range of about 1.8 GHz, an
additional laser is required for performing multiple cycles similar to the experiments in
Chapter 4. This second laser operates at a fixed frequency corresponding to a constant
phase of ϕx = 0.000(5). It is used to hold the atoms in a static lattice configuration while
the frequency of the primary laser is ramped back to its initial value. With this, one can
connect multiple cycles by performing an instantaneous switch from the primary laser to
the secondary one at the end of each cycle, which leaves the lattice configuration invariant.
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It was confirmed experimentally that the switching between the lasers does not cause any
measurable band excitations. With the primary laser off, its frequency is changed to the
starting point (ϕx = 0) within 5 ms and – after switching back from the secondary laser to
the primary one – the next cycle begins.
To reduce non-adiabatic transitions to higher bands, which can be induced by the
pumping, each cycle is split into three segments ϕx ∈ [0, 0.5pi], [0.5pi, 1.5pi] and [1.5pi, 2pi]
with s-shaped phase ramps. This minimizes the speed around the symmetric double-well
configurations at ϕx = (l + 1/2)pi, l ∈ Z, where the spatial overlap between the Wannier
functions of the ground and first excited band along x is largest and the respective band
gap is smallest. The duration is 7 ms for the pi/2-ramps and 14 ms for the pi-ramp. For the
lattice parameters used for the measurements in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 (Vs,x = 7.0(2)Er,s,
Vl,x = 20.0(6)Er,l), this ramp speed minimizes the band excitations that are created during
one cycle by pumping-induced transitions and technical heating in the superlattice.
6.1.4 Local Probing
For a given eigenstate at kx and ky in a lattice configuration defined by the local su-
perlattice phases ϕx and ϕy(x), the anomalous velocity along y is vy(kx,ϕx, ky,ϕy) =
2pi
dl,y
θΩxΩyϕ˙x as derived in Section 5.2.2. This geometric property can be probed locally
by studying the non-linear pumping response with a small atom cloud that is localized in
momentum space. If the extent of the system in the x-direction is very small compared
to dl,y/θ, the change of ΩxΩy over the cloud size is negligible and its response is char-
acterized by ΩxΩy(ϕ(0)y ). An example for the distribution of ΩxΩy in the 4D generalized
Brillouin zone is shown in Fig. 6.6a for Vs,x = Vs,y = 7Er,s and Vl,x = Vl,y = 20Er,l. In
the tight-binding regime, ΩxΩy varies quite strongly throughout the Brillouin zone and, in
particular, exhibits two pronounced peaks along both ϕx and ϕy for dl = 2ds. They occur
at ϕµ = (l + 1/2)pi with l ∈ Z and µ ∈ {x, y}. These are the symmetric double-well con-
figurations, in the vicinity of which the particles tunnel from one site to the neighbouring
one during the pumping.
In the same way, one can observe the local transport properties of an entire band. This
can either be done with fermionic atoms that completely fill the respective band or – as in
the present work – with bosonic ones that populate the band homogeneously. In analogy to
the 1D case, the latter can for example be achieved by localizing the particles in individual
unit cells of the lattice. For each atom, the localization in real space then leads to a uniform
occupation of the entire subband corresponding to the state that the atom is prepared
in. Its anomalous velocity is thus determined by the integrated quantity ΩxΩy(ϕx,ϕy) =∫
ΩxΩyd2k, which is depicted in Fig. 6.6b. The peaks of the Berry curvature in the 4D
generalized Brillouin zone also manifest in the motion of a localized particle as the non-
linear drift per pump cycle shows a clear maximum at ϕy = (l + 1/2)pi. In its vicinity,
the response can be substantially larger than the quantized response of an infinite system.
The latter can be obtained from the local transport measurements by repeating them for
different values of ϕ(0)y as detailed in Section 6.4.1.
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Figure 6.6 – Product of Berry curvatures ΩxΩy in the 4D generalized Brillouin zone. (a) 2D cuts through
the generalized Brillouin zone showing ΩxΩy in the lowest subband for Vs,x = Vs,y = 7Er,s, Vl,x = Vl,y =
20Er,l and dl = 2ds. The torus on the left is a cut along kx and ϕx at ky = 0 and ϕy = pi/2, whereas the
right one is a cut along ky and ϕy for kx = pi/(2dl) and ϕx = pi/2. Figure adapted from [150]. (b) Integrated
Berry curvature ΩxΩy (ϕx ,ϕy ) =
∫
ΩxΩyd2k versus ϕx as seen by a particle that is localized in a single
unit cell for θ = 1mrad and ϕ(0)y = pi/2. As ϕx is varied, the linear pumping response leads to a motion of the
particle along x , starting from its initial position at x = 0. Thereby the particle sequentially samples different
local lattice configurations ϕy (x), which induces the non-linear response along y with an anomalous velocity
determined by ΩxΩy . Since ΩxΩy is strongly peaked as a function of both ϕx and ϕy in the tight-binding
limit, the non-linear motion occurs in steps, corresponding to the pronounced peaks in the main plot. These in
turn consist of many sharp peaks resulting from the step-like tunnelling of the particle between neighbouring
sites along x in response to the pumping (zoom in insets).
6.2 Resolving the Non-Linear Response In-Situ
In the experiment, the pumping response of the lowest subband with ν2 = +1 is stud-
ied using a small Mott-insulating atom cloud. To directly observe the non-linear bulk
response in the transverse direction, which is orders of magnitudes smaller than the lin-
ear response, the centre-of-mass displacement is measured in-situ using a novel double-
differential imaging technique. Signatures of this new physical phenomenon and its non-
linear 4D-like character are revealed by local probing of the transverse response. In Sec-
tion 6.2.1, we discuss the preparation and characterization of the initial fractional Mott
insulator, which creates a uniform distribution of atoms in the lowest subband. Subse-
quently, the double-differential imaging technique is introduced (Section 6.2.2) and the
measurements of the in-situ centre-of-mass response are presented (Section 6.2.3).
6.2.1 Initial State Preparation
To experimentally probe the non-linear pumping response of the lowest subband, a Mott
insulator with quarter filling and about 5000 atoms is prepared as an initial state, in which
one atom is localized in the ground state of each 2x2 plaquette and thus samples all single-
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Figure 6.7 – Preparation of the initial state. The sequence for preparing the initial state consists of four parts.
The corresponding ramps of the lattice depths are shown in the plot on the left (in units of the respective recoil
energy). In the beginning (1), a Mott insulator with unit filling and a small residual doublon fraction is prepared
in the long lattices along x and y as well as the vertical z-lattice. After that, atoms on doubly-occupied sites
are transferred to different spin states (F = 1,mF = ±1) via microwave-dressed spin-changing collisions (2).
For this, the lattice depths are increased to maximize the on-site interaction energy. Subsequently, the lattices
are lowered again to remove atoms in the mF = −1 state by a resonant optical push-out, thereby converting
doublons to singly-occupied sites (3). Finally, to obtain the Mott-insulating state with quarter filling in the desired
superlattice configuration, each site in the long lattices is split to a 2x2 plaquette by ramping up the short lattices
to their final depths and simultaneously changing the depths of long lattices to the respective final values.
particle eigenstates of the lowest subband. An overview of the entire loading sequence is
given in Fig. 6.7. It consists of four parts: (1) loading of an n = 1 Mott insulator in the
long lattices, (2) transfer of atoms on doubly-occupied sites to different hyperfine states
by spin-changing collisions, (3) conversion to singly-occupied sites by an optical push-out
pulse and (4) preparation of the final state in the 2D superlattice.
Starting from a Bose-Einstein condensate in the crossed dipole trap, a Mott-insulating
state with unit filling is initially prepared in the two long lattices along x and y as well as
the vertical z-lattice. For this, the blue-detuned short lattices are first increased to Vs,x =
Vs,y = 3.0(1)Er,s within 50 ms to reduce the density of the atom cloud. Subsequently, the
long lattices and the z-lattice are ramped up to Vl,x = Vl,y = 30(1)Er,l and Vz = 30(1)Er,z
during 50 ms, while simultaneously switching off the short lattices. The superlattice phase
along x is in the staggered configuration, ϕx = ϕ
(0)
x = 0.000(5)pi, while the one along y is
set to its final value ϕ(0)y . The latter is referenced to the initial position of the atom cloud
along x, which is defined as xi = 0 such that ϕy = ϕ
(0)
y initially.
Removal of Doubly-Occupied Sites
Due to the low density of the unit-filled Mott insulator in the long lattices and the much
smaller on-site interaction compared to the short lattices, doubly-occupied sites are eas-
ily created during this loading procedure. Typically, a doublon fraction, i.e. fraction of
atoms in doubly-occupied unit cells, of about 25% is observed despite the reduction of the
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initial density by the blue-detuned lattices. Therefore, the initial loading is followed by a
cleaning sequence to convert doubly-occupied sites to singly-occupied ones via microwave-
mediated spin-changing collisions (SCC) and a resonant optical push-out pulse [277].
Spin-changing collisions arise from the spin dependence of the interaction potential be-
tween two atoms [278–281]. Due to the exchange interaction, it has a different strength
depending on the total angular momentum of the two-particle state. This leads to transi-
tions between different atomic hyperfine states during a scattering process, which preserve
the total angular momentum as well as its component along the quantization axis. For s-
wave scattering, the transitions are driven by the difference between the scattering lengths
for different total angular momenta. The coupling strength also depends on the overlap of
the spatial wave functions of both particles and is about two orders of magnitude smaller
than the on-site interaction energy for 87Rb. The transitions are thus usually strongly
suppressed due to the detuning induced by the quadratic Zeeman effect and the spin de-
pendence of the on-site interaction energy, which have the same sign for 87Rb. This can
be compensated e.g. by a microwave dressing field that induces an additional AC Stark
shift by a weak coupling to a different hyperfine manifold [277].
In the experiment, the lattices are raised to Vs,x = 70(2)Er,s, Vl,x = 30(1)Er,s, Vl,y =
70(2)Er,s and Vz = 100(3)Er,z after the initial loading to increase the on-site interaction
energy, which in turn increases the coupling for the spin-changing collisions. At this point,
all atoms are in the (F = 1,mF = −1) hyperfine state. To allow for the spin-changing
collisions to take place, the atoms are brought to the mF = 0 state by an adiabatic Landau-
Zener transfer with a radio-frequency wave (see Fig. 6.8a for details). To turn the atoms
on doubly-occupied sites into pairs of mF = ±1 atoms, a weak microwave dressing field is
switched on. It is slightly red-detuned from the (F = 1,mF = −1) → (F = 2,mF = −2)
transition to compensate the quadratic Zeeman shift and the difference in the on-site in-
teraction energy. The microwave frequency and power are chosen such that the two spin
configurations become degenerate at a magnetic bias field of 1.59 G, where the detuning of
the microwave is -0.2 MHz. The magnetic field is slowly ramped across the SCC resonance
to adiabatically transfer the doublons from |mF = 0,mF = 0〉 and |mF = ±1,mF = ∓1〉
(Fig. 6.8a). The conversion efficiency can be determined by measuring the doublon frac-
tion that remains in mF = 0 (see Section 6.3.2) and amounts to 98.2(1.0)%.
To remove one atom from each doubly-occupied site, the atoms in (F = 1,mF = −1)
are transferred to (F = 2,mF = −2) by ramping the magnetic field over the corresponding
resonance within 5 ms while the dressing microwave field is still on (Fig. 6.8a). The ramp
time is chosen to be fast compared to the coupling of the spin-changing collisions, but slow
with respect to the much larger microwave Rabi frequency. Afterwards, the microwave is
switched off and the magnetic field is lowered to a small offset value to maintain the
quantization axis. The lattices are ramped down to Vs,x = 0Er,s, Vl,x = 30(1)Er,l, Vl,y =
40(1)Er,l and Vz = 40(1)Er,z to allow for an efficient removal of the F = 2 atoms by a
subsequent resonant optical push-out pulse, driving the F = 2 → F = 3 D2 transition,
with a length of 2 ms (Fig. 6.8b). This push-out sequence is used for all measurements
of the non-linear response with the exception of the in-situ data in Section 6.2.3, for
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Figure 6.8 – Removal of doubly-occupied sites. (a) Sequence for microwave-dressed spin-changing colli-
sions. In the first part, the atoms are transferred from the (F = 1,mF = −1) hyperfine state, which they
are initially prepared in, to the (F = 1,mF = 0) state by an adiabatic Landau-Zener transfer. To this end,
the magnetic field (blue solid line, not to scale) is first increased to B(i)rf = 21.8(3) G and then slowly low-
ered to B(f)rf = 21.0(3) G in the presence of a radio-frequency field (rf) at 15.0 MHz. Subsequently, pairs
of mF = 0 atoms are converted to an mF = +1 and mF = −1 atom each by microwave-mediated spin-
changing collisions. For this, the magnetic field is decreased to B(i)scc = 1.64(3) G and – after switching on the
microwave dressing field (mw) at 6831.14 MHz – adiabatically ramped over the spin-changing collision reso-
nance to B(f)scc = 1.54(3) G within 100 ms. Finally, the mF = −1 atoms are transferred to (F = 2,mF = −2)
by quickly increasing B to Bmw = 1.78(3) G while the microwave is still on, thereby crossing the resonance at
1.69 G. (b) Standard sequence for the push-out of F = 2 atoms used for all band mapping measurements. Af-
ter the spin-changing collisions, the lattice depths are lowered to facilitate the push-out by a 2 ms optical pulse
(po) resonant on the F = 2 → F = 3 D2 transition. This converts doubly-occupied sites to singly-occupied
ones by removing all F = 2 atoms from the lattice. Afterwards, the lattices are ramped to their final depths
within 5 ms, splitting each long lattice site into a 2x2 superlattice plaquette.
which the initial centre-of-mass position is determined in addition (see Section 6.2.2 and
Fig. 6.10b for details). It was confirmed experimentally that the push-out pulse does not
lead to a significant loss of the (F = 1,mF = +1) atoms located on the same sites due to
light-assisted collisions [282–284].
As the last step of the initial state preparation, the lattices depths are changed to their
final values for the respective sequence within 5 ms. In particular, the short lattices are
ramped up, which splits each site of the long lattices to a four-site plaquette forming the
unit cell of the 2D superlattice. This creates a Mott-insulating state with quarter filling,
where each plaquette is occupied by a single atom in the ground state. The doublon frac-
tion in this state is negligible and the fraction of atoms in the first excited band along both
x and y is about 2% each, which is mostly due to excitations created during the push-out.
Determination of the System Size
To locally probe the transport properties of the tilted superlattice, the atom cloud has to
be sufficiently small such that the position-dependent transverse superlattice phase ϕy(x)
is approximately constant throughout the cloud (see Section 6.1.4). While the size of
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Figure 6.9 – Determination of the system size along x by lattice modulation spectroscopy. (a) Schematic
illustration of the lattice modulation. The depth of the long y -lattice is modulated periodically with a frequency
f and amplitude δVl,y in a tilted double-well configuration at a fixed phase ϕ
(0)
y . This leads to a modulation of
the double-well tilt ∆y , which can induce transitions between the ground and first excited state in the double
well along y . (b) Measurement of the energy gap distribution within the atom cloud for Vs,y = 7.0(2)Er,s,
Vl,y = 20.0(6)Er,l, ϕ
(0)
y = 0.421(5)pi and θ = 0.56(4)mrad. The fraction of atoms in the first excited
band along y , nyexc, is depicted as a function of the modulation frequency for a modulation time of 100 ms
and amplitude δVl,y = 0.64(2)Er,l. The solid line is a fit to the data assuming an ellipsoidal cloud shape as
detailed in the main text, yielding an average length of Lx = 21(2)ds. The data points are the average of 3-13
measurements with a mean atom number of 4000(900) and the error bars illustrate the error of the mean.
the system in the pumping direction after the initial loading procedure could in principle
be inferred directly from the in-situ images, the optical resolution of the imaging system
is not sufficient to do this accurately. An estimate for the system size can instead be
obtained from the distribution of energy gaps in the double wells along y, which results
from the position dependence of ϕy(x) itself. This can be done using lattice modulation
spectroscopy, where transitions between the two lowest subbands along y are induced by
modulating the depth of the long y-lattice with a frequency f (Fig. 6.9a). To this end,
localized atoms are prepared in the lowest subband as discussed above with final lattice
depths of Vs,x = Vs,y = 7.0(2)Er,s and Vs,x = Vs,y = 20.0(6)Er,l at ϕx = 0.000(5)pi and
ϕy = 0.421(5)pi. In this lattice configuration, the ground-state atoms are fully localized on
the lower-lying even sites along both x and y. By measuring the fraction of atoms on odd
sites along y, which is equivalent to the fraction in the excited band, as a function of the
modulation frequency after a fixed modulation time, one can determine the distribution
of double-well energy gaps in the system (Fig. 6.9b).
Assuming that the initial Mott insulator has an ellipsoidal shape with a homogeneous
density and neglecting effects of the discrete lattice structure and any surrounding super-
fluid atoms, the density of atoms at a given position x integrated along y and z is given
by
nx(x) =
6N
L3x
(
Lx
2
− x
)(
Lx
2
+ x
)
(6.7)
for |x| ≤ Lx/2 and a total atom numberN . As ϕy depends linearly on x, the same holds for
the distribution of the energy difference between the ground and first excited state of the
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double wells along y if the system is sufficiently small such that the variation of ϕy is very
small, ϕy(Lx/2) − ϕy(−Lx/2)  1. The measured fraction of excited atoms can thus be
fitted by a function of the form of Eq. (6.7) to determine the range of frequencies. Knowing
the tilt angle and the dependence of the double-well gap on the superlattice phase, one can
obtain an estimate for the extent of the system along x. For the measurement in Fig. 6.9,
this gives an average length of Lx/ds = 21(2) lattice sites. This corresponds to a difference
of ϕy of about 0.01pi between the left and right edge of the system, which is comparable
to the experimental uncertainty of the superlattice phase of ±0.005pi. A cloud of this size
is therefore very well suited to locally probe the pumping response of the system.
6.2.2 Double-Differential In-Situ Imaging
As the non-linear response is induced by two weak perturbations – the pumping and the
tilt angle – it is orders of magnitude smaller than the linear response. For typical lattice
parameters, the displacement along y is only a fraction of a lattice constant per cycle. This
makes it very challenging to resolve the centre-of-mass motion via in-situ measurements,
in particular since the number of pump cycles in the experiment is limited by heating (see
Section 6.3.2). The limiting factor for resolving changes in the centre-of-mass position
are shot-to-shot fluctuations and long-term drifts of the initial position of the atom cloud,
which are on the order of ±2ds in the experiment (Fig. 6.10c). To minimize their effect
on the measurement, a double-differential imaging technique is employed: the centre-of-
mass position is determined for the initial state (yi) and the final one after the pumping
(yf ) and compared to a reference system that does not exhibit a non-linear response (y
(0)
i
and y(0)f ). For the latter, an identical sequence with the same number of pump cycles is
used, but instead of the superlattice along y only the short y-lattice with Vs,y = 40(1)Er,s
is on during the pumping.
To obtain the initial and final position in a single sequence, a part of the atom cloud
is imaged during the push-out sequence, whereas the remaining atoms are imaged af-
ter performing the pumping (Fig. 6.10a). For this, the push-out sequence is modified
compared to the one for the band mapping measurements as shown in Fig. 6.10b. In
addition to the atoms from doubly-occupied sites that are transferred to the F = 2 hy-
perfine manifold after the spin-changing collisions, a microwave pi-pulse resonant on the
(F = 1,mF = 0) → (F = 2,mF = 0) is applied for the atoms on singly-occupied sites.
The density distribution imaged by the following imaging pulse, which together with the
subsequent push-out pulse removes all F = 2 atoms from the lattice, is thus identical to
the one of the atoms that remain in the lattice.
As the removal of F = 2 atoms creates holes on half of the singly-occupied sites, the
initial atom number is doubled to about 10000 atoms compared to the band mapping
measurements. This leads to an increase of the initial doublon fraction to about 50%
such that roughly one third of the lattice sites contain holes in the initial state for the
pumping. However, since the other atoms remain localized during the imaging and push-
out, their distribution in momentum space is still homogeneous and the pumping response
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Figure 6.10 – Differential in-situ imaging with reference position. (a) Schematic illustration of the differ-
ential measurement of the non-linear centre-of-mass drift. Prior to the pumping, half of the atoms (red) are
imaged during the push-out to obtain an initial reference position yi . The centre-of-mass position of the re-
maining atoms is measured after the pumping (yf ) to determine the differential shift δy = yf −yi . (b) Push-out
sequence for the differential in-situ measurements. After the spin-changing collisions, the lattice depths are
reduced and atoms on singly-occupied sites, which remained in (F = 1,mF = 0), are partially transferred
to (F = 2,mF = 0) by a microwave pi-pulse (mw). All F = 2 atoms, including the ones originating from
doubly-occupied sites, are then imaged by an imaging pulse (img), which is resonant on the F = 2→ F = 3
D2 transition. Subsequently, a 1 ms push-out pulse (po) is applied to completely remove all remaining F = 2
atoms, before taking the dark image with a second imaging pulse. At the end, the initial state for the pumping
sequence is prepared by ramping up the lattices to their final values in 5 ms and splitting the long lattice sites
into 2x2 plaquettes. (c) Comparison of the initial (red )and final (blue) centre-of-mass position for a sequence
without pumping (ϕx = 0). The standard deviation over the entire set of points is 2.0ds (1.9ds) for the final
(initial) position, whereas the one of the differential position δy is only 0.7ds.
should not be affected. This was confirmed by an independent measurement of the non-
linear response using site-resolved band mapping as in Section 6.3.1. Furthermore, it was
verified experimentally that the modified push-out sequence does not create more band
excitations than the standard one without the reference image.
6.2.3 In-Situ Measurement of the Non-Linear Response
In an infinite system, the quantized centre-of-mass drift along y is a factor of θν2/νx1
smaller than the linear response. Given the experimental heating rates and an angle θ
on the order of 1 mrad, it would thus require the ability to resolve a displacement of less
than 1% of a lattice constant. This is significantly smaller than the precision achieved
by the double-differential imaging technique introduced in Section 6.2.2. However, as
explained in Section 6.1.4, using a small atom cloud allows one to locally probe the trans-
port at different points in the 4D generalized Brillouin zone. Locally, the response can be
substantially larger than the quantized average due to the peaked structure of the Berry
curvatures ΩxΩy (Fig. 6.6). In particular – unlike the integrated response – the local
transport properties depend on the specific choice of lattice depths.
For suitable parameters, signatures of the non-linear centre-of-mass displacement can
be observed at ϕ(0)y = 0.500(5)pi with the double-differential in-situ measurement as shown
in Fig. 6.11a. When the pump parameter ϕx is varied starting from ϕ
(0)
x = 0.000(5)pi,
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Figure 6.11 – Non-linear centre-of-mass response. (a) Double-differential centre-of-mass displacement
along y , ∆y = (yf − yi )− (y (0)f − y (0)i ), as a function of the pump parameter ϕx for θ1 = 0.78(2)mrad (red)
and θ2 = −0.85(2)mrad (blue) at ϕ(0)y = 0.500(5)pi. The non-linear response is measured for Vs,x =
7.0(2)Er,s, Vs,y = 17.0(5)Er,s, Vl,x = 20.0(6)Er,l and Vl,y = 80(3)Er,l and compared to a reference con-
figuration with Vs,y = 40(1)Er,s and Vl,y = 0Er,l. The data points are the average of 100 measurements
with the error bars indicating the total uncertainty resulting from the error of the mean and a systematic error
of ±0.3ds (b) Difference of the centre-of-mass displacement for θ1 and θ2 in the x - (grey) and y -direction
(green), ∆rµ = ∆µ(θ1) −∆µ(θ2) with µ ∈ {x , y}. The data points are calculated from the measurements
shown in (a) using the double-differential displacement for the transverse response. For the linear response,
∆rx is determined directly without comparison to the reference sequence using ∆x = (xi − xf )− δx with δx
being the mean displacement of all points for the respective angle. This accounts for a residual constant offset
between the measured initial and final position, which is possibly due to the different lattice configurations in
which the two images are taken. Figure adapted from [150].
a drift in the y-direction can be seen in addition to the linear response along x. The
sign of this transverse response depends on the pumping direction as expected, going
to positive y for ϕx > 0 and to negative ones when ϕx < 0 at θ > 0. Moreover, the
sign of ∆y = (yf − yi) − (y(0)f − y(0)i ) reverses when the angle θ is inverted. The linear
response along x, on the other hand, does not depend on θ (Fig. 6.11b). This constitutes
the first observation of such a dynamical transverse bulk phenomenon and demonstrates
the intrinsically 4D, non-linear nature of the transverse response as it originates from two
independent perturbations in orthogonal subspaces.
6.3 Local Probing of the Non-Linear Response by Site-Resol-
ved Band Mapping
To systematically study the local geometric properties of the non-linear response, the evo-
lution of the transverse double-well imbalance is examined using site-resolved band map-
ping and compared to theoretical predictions. In Section 6.3.1, this method is presented
and the relation between the measured imbalance and the centre-of-mass response is dis-
cussed. The response of the lowest subband can be isolated by carefully characterizing the
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main contributions that cause a reduction of the response compared to an ideal system.
In Section 6.3.2, a model is developed that accounts for these experimental imperfections,
allowing for a precise quantitative study of the local ground-state transport properties.
This is demonstrated in Section 6.3.3 by determining the non-linear response for different
lattice configurations ranging from the Landau limit to the Hofstadter regime.
6.3.1 Measurement of the Double-Well Imbalance
While the non-linear response can be observed in-situ, it is too small to be quantified reli-
ably, in particular when trying to locally probe it at different points in the 4D generalized
Brillouin zone, where its magnitude can be substantially smaller. To this end, the site-
resolved band mapping technique introduced in Section 3.2.1 is employed instead, which
allows for a very precise determination of the total number of atoms on even (Nye ) and
odd lattice sites (Nyo ) along y. From this, one can obtain the average population imbalance
of the double wells in the y-direction, Iy = (Nyo −Nye ) / (Nyo +Nye ).
For a small atom cloud, the transverse centre-of-mass drift manifests in a change of
the double-well imbalance Iy and the two quantities can be directly related as long as
there are no transitions between neighbouring unit cells in the y-direction as shown below.
Since the imbalance only distinguishes between even and odd sites, the directional centre-
of-mass displacement otherwise leads to a periodic evolution of Iy (Fig. 6.12a, see also
Section 4.2.2). In the experiment, this evolution is probed for a small number of pump
cycles, for which the aforementioned condition holds such that the bulk centre-of-mass
response can be determined from the change in Iy.
An example for such a measurement is depicted in Fig. 6.12b for ϕ(0)y = 0.500(5)pi
together with the calculated imbalance assuming ideal transport. This demonstrates that
the response can be resolved very well with this technique. The lattice depths during the
pumping for this data set – as well as for all other measurements of the non-linear response
using site-resolved band mapping unless stated otherwise – are Vs,x = Vs,y = 7.0(2)Er,s
and Vl,x = Vl,y = 20.0(6)Er,l. When comparing it with the ideal case, the measured imbal-
ance agrees with the expected behaviour for small values of the pump parameter ϕx. After
a few pump cycles, however, it begins to deviate with the measured response being smaller
than the theoretically calculated one. This deviation is caused by experimental imperfec-
tions, namely a finite pumping efficiency in the x-direction, leading to a smaller linear re-
sponse, as well as the creation of band excitations along y and doubly-occupied plaquettes.
Relation Between Double-Well Imbalance and Centre-of-Mass Position
The cloud’s centre-of-mass position along y is defined as a sum over all unit cells
yCOM =
dl
N
∑
ij
[
(j − 1/4)Nye,ij + (j + 1/4)Nyo,ij
]
(6.8)
where the indices i and j denote the position of the unit cell along x and y, respectively,
and Nye,ij (N
y
o,ij) the expectation value for the atom number on the even (odd) sites along
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Figure 6.12 – Local probing of the non-linear response by site-resolved band mapping. (a) Evolution of
the double-well imbalance along y as a function of ϕx calculated for the parameters of the measurement in
(b). The monotonic centre-of-mass drift translates into alternating steps as the particles sequentially reside on
either even or odd sites. Assuming ideal transport, the atoms move by one unit cell along y after about 1850
pump cycles in the x -direction. (b) To locally probe the response of the system, the double-well imbalance is
measured versus ϕx for a small number of cycles in positive and negative pumping direction, shown here for
Vs,x = Vs,y = 7.0(2)Er,s, Vl,x = Vl,y = 20.0(6)Er,l, ϕ
(0)
y = 0.500(5)pi and θ = 0.54(3)mrad. All data
points are the average of seven measurements with the exception of the point at ϕx = 0, which was averaged
14 times. The error bars indicate the error of the mean. The black solid line corresponds to the ideal response
curve from (a). Note that the theory curve does not take into account the variation of the Berry curvature
Ωx during the pumping, but assumes a homogeneous Ωx = axνx1/(2pi) for simplicity. Figure (b) adapted
from [150].
y in the (i, j)-th unit cell. This can be expressed in terms of the double-well imbalance
with Nye =
∑
ij N
y
e,ij and N
y
o =
∑
ij N
y
o,ij yielding
yCOM =
dl
N
∑
ij
j
(
Nye,ij +N
y
o,ij
)
+
dl
4
Iy (6.9)
If no transitions between unit cells along y occur, the first term does not change during
the pumping as
∑
i
(
Nye,ij +N
y
o,ij
)
remains constant for all j. The centre-of-mass displace-
ment is thus given by
δyCOM = yCOM(ϕx)− yCOM(ϕx = 0) = dl
4
δIy (6.10)
For ideal transport of localized atoms, the above condition holds if ϕy is limited to an
interval [lpi, (l + 1)pi] with l ∈ Z during the pumping.
Eq. (6.8) is valid only in the deep tight-binding regime, where the distance between
neighbouring lattice sites along y is always ds = dl/2, i.e. the centre-of-mass of the maxi-
mally localized Wannier functions on the individual lattice sites does not depend on ϕy. If
this is not the case, the distances between the Wannier functions’ centre-of-mass should be
used instead of the lattice spacing ds to define yCOM. Note, however, that regardless of this
the reconstruction of the quantized centre-of-mass response for an infinite system from the
change in the double-well imbalance as in Section 6.4 does not require any knowledge of
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the Wannier functions. The reason for this is that the Wannier functions exhibit the same
2pi periodicity with respect to ϕy as the underlying lattice potential. Therefore the con-
tribution to the centre-of-mass motion from the variation of the lattice spacing vanishes
when integrating over the entire 4D pump cycle and for the averaged response a similar
relation as in Eq. (6.10) can be derived.
6.3.2 Model for Double-Well Imbalance with Experimental Imperfections
The reduction of the measured non-linear response compared to the one expected for an
ideal system can be attributed to three main types of experimental imperfections: (i) a
reduced linear response along x due to the finite pumping efficiency, which modifies the
effective threading of dϕy/dt, (ii) the excitation of atoms into the first excited subband
along y, for which ν2 = −1 giving rise to a reversed non-linear response and (iii) the
appearance of doubly-occupied plaquettes, which exhibit different local transport proper-
ties due to the repulsive on-site interaction. All of these imperfections can be quantified
independently at each point during the pumping as detailed below and the response of
the lowest subband can be isolated by taking these effects into account.
Measurement of Experimental Imperfections
Pumping Efficiency. The linear response along x can be probed by measuring the centre-
of-mass position of the atom cloud as a function of the pump parameter ϕx. This data is
then fitted using the model introduced in Section 4.2.2,
xCOM(ϕx) = sgn(ϕx)
|ϕx|/pi∑
i=1
(
2β0β
i − β) ds for ϕx/pi ∈ Z (6.11)
to determine the pumping efficiency β, i.e. the fraction of atoms that is transported by one
lattice site during each half of a pump cycle1. This yields β = 0.986(2), which is indepen-
dent of the tilt angle θ as shown by the measurement in Fig. 6.11b. The initial fraction of
atoms in the lowest band along x, β0, is determined independently using the same tech-
nique as described below for the band excitations along y and amount to β0 = 0.980(4).
Similar to the experiments in Section 4.2, the pumping efficiency is mainly limited by the
creation of band excitations along x, which result from both non-adiabatic transitions in-
duced by the pumping as well as technical heating in the superlattice. Additionally, as
detailed in Section 4.2.2, the external confining potential can induce transitions between
neighbouring double wells, which further reduce the pumping efficiency.
Band Excitations. The fraction of atoms in the first excited subband in the y-direction,
nyexc, can be determined by taking advantage of the fact that the linear pumping response
points in opposite directions for the lowest and first excited subband as νy,exc1 = −νy,gs1
1The slightly different form of Eq. (6.11) as compared to Eq. (4.7) arises from the fact that here the pump
cycle starts from the staggered configuration at ϕx = 0, whereas for the measurements presented in Section 4
it starts in the symmetric double-well configuration at ϕx = pi/2.
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Figure 6.13 – Sequences for measuring band excitations along y and the doublon fraction. (a) Measure-
ment of band excitations. After performing the pumping, ϕ(0)y is ramped within 20 ms from its initial value to
pi/2± 0.156(5)pi for ϕ(0)y ≥ pi/2 (dark orange) and ϕ(0)y < pi/2 (light orange), respectively, to avoid crossing
the symmetric double-well configuration at ϕ(0)y = pi/2. The short lattice along y is then increased to 40(1)Er,s
to fully localize ground (excited) state particles on the lower (upper) site of each double well before freezing
the atom distribution for the site-resolved band mapping. (b) Doublon detection. After the pumping, the double
wells along y are merged into single sites of the long lattice by switching off the short y -lattice within 5 ms.
Simultaneously, the other lattices are increased to Vs,x = 70(2)Er,s, Vl,y = 30(1)Er,s and Vz = 100(3)Er,z
to enhance the interaction energy. ϕ(0)y is then changed to either 0.474(5)pi (light orange) or 0.431(5)pi (dark
orange) before adiabatically splitting each long lattice site to a double well by increasing Vs,y to 40(1)Er,s. For
ϕ
(0)
y = 0.474(5)pi, only single atoms are localized on one site while two atoms sit on different sites, whereas
for ϕ(0)y = 0.431(5)pi all ground-state particles are fully localized on the lower-lying site.
(see Section 4.3). Ground-state and excited-state atoms can thus be separated spatially by
adiabatically shifting ϕ(0)y from its initial value to pi/2 ± 0.156(5)pi and subsequently sup-
pressing the tunnelling by slowly ramping up the short y-lattice to 40(1)Er,s (Fig. 6.13a).
At this point, atoms in the excited state are perfectly localized on the higher-lying site,
whereas ground-state atoms localize on the lower-lying site. The latter also holds for
atoms on doubly-occupied plaquettes in the two-particle ground state since ∆y is much
larger than the on-site interaction. From the resulting double-well imbalance, one can
thus directly infer nyexc.
Doubly-occupied Plaquettes. In a similar way, one can obtain the fraction of atoms on
doubly-occupied plaquettes, n2, which are assumed to be in the respective two-particle
ground state. Due to the repulsive interaction, two particles in the same double well2
localize much later on the lower-lying site than single atoms when increasing the double-
well tilt ∆y. This allows for a determination of the doublon fraction by comparing the
double-well imbalance between two different lattice configurations: one where ∆y is suf-
ficiently large such that atoms in both singly- and doubly-occupied double wells are fully
localized on a single site (ϕ(0)y = 0.431(5)pi) and a second one with a smaller double-well
tilt (ϕ(0)y = 0.474(5)pi), for which only single atoms are localized while two atoms are
2As detailed below, the 2x2 unit cell effectively reduces to a double well along y for ϕx = lpi, l ∈ Z, where
all measurements are taken
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distributed onto different sites to minimize the interaction energy. The doublon fraction
can thus be determined from the difference between the two imbalances. The compari-
son between the two configurations is necessary to separate the contribution from single
atoms in the excited state, which in both cases are localized on the opposite site as com-
pared to single ground-state atoms. The experimental sequences used for this are shown
in Fig. 6.13.
Model for Double-Well Imbalance with Experimental Imperfections
To account for the experimental imperfections mentioned above, a simple model is used
for calculating the expected double-well imbalance. For a given ϕx, the average double-
well imbalance along y can be expressed as
Iy(ϕx) = nygs(ϕx) Igsy (ϕy) + nyexc(ϕx) Iexcy (ϕy) + n2(ϕx) I2,gsy (ϕy) (6.12)
for a state with a fraction nygs (n
y
exc) of atoms in the ground (first excited) state along y
on singly-occupied plaquettes and a doublon fraction n2. All of these fractions in general
depend on the pump parameter.
The double-well imbalances of the corresponding states are denoted by Igsy , Iexcy and
I2,gsy . These imbalances depend on the local phase of the superlattice along y, which in
turn is determined by the centre-of-mass position of the cloud in the x-direction, xCOM.
They can be obtained theoretically by calculating the eigenstates of the corresponding
plaquette Hamiltonian. In the experiment, the double-well imbalance is measured only
after an integer or half-integer number of pump cycles, ϕx = lpi with l ∈ Z, where the x-
superlattice is in the staggered configuration. For the experimental parameters, atoms on
singly- as well as doubly-occupied plaquettes are very well localized on either even or odd
sites along x since the energy offset |∆x| is much larger than both the intra-double-well
tunnelling and the on-site energy. It is therefore sufficient to only consider the respective
double-well Hamiltonian for the y-superlattice (see Section 3.2.2). Experimentally, Igsy ,
Iexcy and I2,gsy can be determined by studying the linear response that occurs when shifting
ϕ
(0)
y . It was confirmed that the measured Igsy exhibits the theoretically expected behaviour.
The finite pumping efficiency manifests in a slower centre-of-mass motion in the x-
direction such that the change of ϕy(xCOM) induced by the perturbing angle is smaller
than expected. Correspondingly, this also reduces the non-linear response along y as the
anomalous velocity vy ∼ ϕ˙y [Eq. (5.37)]. For the pumping efficiency and initial ground-
state fraction achieved in the experiment (see above), the displacement after one pump
cycle is about 93% of the ideal value, which decreases to about 83% after five cycles.
Doubly-occupied plaquettes exhibit a different linear and non-linear pumping response
than singly-occupied ones due to the interaction between the particles (Fig. 6.14a). In par-
ticular, the anomalous velocity in the vicinity of the symmetric double-well configurations
is strongly reduced as the atoms preferably sit on different lattice sites. Note, however, that
for the parameters used in the experiment the double-well tilts along both x and y in the
staggered configurations are substantially larger than the on-site interaction. Therefore, as
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long as the two atoms remain localized to the same plaquette, they are transported by the
same quantized distance as a single atom when integrating over the entire 4D pump cycle.
In the experiment, the doublon fraction initially increases linearly and then saturates to
a constant value of about nf2 = 0.24(3) (Fig. 6.14b). While the final doublon fraction ap-
pears to be independent of ϕ(0)y , the growth rate becomes slower the farther away ϕ
(0)
y is
from the symmetric double-well configuration. This indicates that the creation of doubly-
occupied sites is suppressed by a smaller coupling between the double-well ground states
along y as well as by an increase of the effective interaction energy that is required to
add a second atom to a singly-occupied plaquette. To model this behaviour, an exponen-
tially decaying growth rate is assumed and the measured doublon fraction is fitted by the
following function
n2(ϕx) = n
f
2 − (nf2 − ni2) e−ϕx/τϕ (6.13)
Here, ni2 is the initial doublon fraction, which is typically negligible, and τϕ is the growth
constant of the saturating increase.
Band excitations in the y-direction have the most pronounced effect on the transverse
response as the non-linear response of the corresponding subband is inverted compared to
the lowest band, i.e. νexc2 = −1 (Fig. 6.14a). This is particularly relevant for lattice configu-
rations in which single atoms are localized to a large extent because even a small number
of band excitations already causes a noticeable change of Iy. During the pumping, the
fraction of atoms in the excited band nyexc grows linearly with the pump parameter within
the range probed in the experiments. To determine the initial fraction and the slope, nyexc
is determined prior to the pumping as well as after five pump cycles (Fig. 6.14c). The
increase in nyexc per cycle depends strongly on the lattice configuration. It is largest in the
symmetric double-well configuration, for which the band gap is minimal, and decreases
when the gap becomes bigger (see also Fig. 6.15b below).
Non-Linear Response Including Experimental Imperfections
The expected evolution of the imbalance including the corrections for the experimental
imperfections can be calculated using Eq. (6.12) by inserting nyexc, n2 and ϕy. To this end,
the models described above are used, which are fitted to the respective data to obtain
nyexc(ϕx), n2(ϕx) and ϕy(ϕx). The resulting curve shows excellent agreement with the
experimentally measured non-linear response as shown in Fig. 6.14d for the data from
Fig. 6.12b. This demonstrates that the non-linear response can be quantified very well
using the site-resolved band mapping.
Knowing the dominant experimental imperfections, the contribution of the lowest sub-
band to the non-linear response can be extracted from the imbalance measurement. In
Eq. (6.12), the only unknown is the local transverse superlattice phase ϕy, which changes
as a function of the cloud’s position xCOM. Following Eq. (6.1), this dependence is ex-
pected to be linear. Based on this, the following function is fitted to the imbalance data:
Ifity (ϕx) = Iy(ϕx) + I0 with ϕy → ϕfity = ϕ(0)y + α
(
ϕy − ϕ(0)y
)
(6.14)
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Figure 6.14 – Evolution of the double-well imbalance including experimental imperfections for Vs,y =
7.0(2)Er,s, Vl,y = 20.0(6)Er,l, ϕ
(0)
y = 0.500(5)pi and θ = 0.54(3)mrad. (a) Double-well imbalance Iy
along y versus superlattice phase ϕy for single atoms in the ground (black line) and first excited state (red)
on a double well. Additionally, the imbalance is shown for two atoms in the two-particle ground state (green).
All curves are calculated using the respective tight-binding double-well Hamiltonian. (b) Measured doublon
fraction n2 as a function of the pump parameter ϕx . Each data point is the average of seven measurements
and the error bar indicates the error of the mean. The green solid line is a fit of Eq. (6.13) to the data yielding
ni2 = 0.029(16), n
f
2 = 0.234(7) and τϕ = 1.2(3)pi. (c) Fraction of atoms in the first excited subband along
y measured in the initial state and after five pump cycles, averaged over 15 measurements each. The error
of the mean is smaller than the size of the data points. The red line indicates the observed linear increase of
band excitations during the pumping with a slope of 0.0171(11) per cycle obtained from the data. (d) Double-
well imbalance Iy versus ϕx . The data points show the measured imbalance as in Fig. 6.12b. The black line
illustrates the response of an ideal system with only singly-occupied plaquettes in the ground state. Following
Eq. (6.12), the blue line takes into account the finite pumping efficiency along x as well as the band excitations
and doublons created during the pumping (from b and c). Note that this curve does not contain any additional
free parameter, but only independently measured experimental quantities in the form of the fitting curves for
the experimental imperfections. For simplicity, all theory curves assume a uniform evolution during each half of
a pump cycle, i.e. they do not account for variations of Ωx and the heating rates. Figure adapted from [150].
where α and I0 are the fit parameters. The prefactor α quantifies the change of ϕy with x
as compared to the ideal case ϕfity = ϕy. The global offset I0 accounts for the experimental
uncertainty of ϕ(0)y and small overall shifts that might be caused by an improper calibration
of the site-resolved band mapping measurement.
The response of the lowest subband can be obtained from the slope of the ground-state
imbalance Igsy at ϕx = 0, which can be calculated from the ideally expected slope when α
is known:
∂Igsy (ϕfity )
∂ϕx
∣∣∣∣∣
ϕx=0
=
∂Igsy (ϕfity )
∂ϕfity
∂ϕfity
∂ϕx
∣∣∣∣∣
ϕx=0
= α
∂Igsy (ϕy)
∂ϕx
∣∣∣∣∣
ϕx=0
(6.15)
For ground-state atoms, the change of the double-well imbalance per pump cycle is then
given by
δIgsy = α
[
Igsy (ϕy)
∣∣∣
ϕx=2pi
− Igsy (ϕy)
∣∣∣
ϕx=0
]
(6.16)
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Figure 6.15 – Non-linear response of the lowest subband versus depth of the short lattice along y
for ϕ(0)y = 0.500(5)pi and θ = 0.54(3)mrad. (a) Change of the double-well imbalance per cycle for the
lowest subband, δIgsy , as a function of Vs,y with all other parameters as for the measurement in Fig. 6.12.
J
(0)
y = Jy (ϕ
(0)
y ) + δJy (ϕ
(0)
y )/2 with ϕ
(0)
y = pi/2 denotes the maximum intra-double-well tunnelling rate in the
y -direction and is calculated for the respective lattice parameters. δIgsy is determined by fitting the measured
imbalance Iy (ϕx) as detailed in Section 6.3.2. The solid line shows the slope expected for an ideal system
(α = 1) and the error bars depict the uncertainty of δIgsy resulting from the fit error for α. The dashed line
indicates the point where the first excited subband along y exhibits a topological transition between the Landau
regime for Vs,y < 6.25Er,s and the Hofstadter regime for Vs,y > 6.25Er,s. Figure adapted from [150]. (b) Two
examples for the measurement of double-well imbalance Iy versus ϕx as in Fig. 6.12b with Vs,y = 5.0(2)Er,s
(I) and Vs,y = 8.5(2)Er,s (II), respectively. The solid line illustrates the expected evolution including corrections
for experimental imperfections as in Fig. 6.14d, shifted by the fitted global offset I0. For larger Vs,y, the energy
gap to the first excited subband along y decreases, leading to a faster generation of band excitations. This
manifests in a reduction of the non-linear response after multiple pump cycles.
In this way, the local transport properties of the lowest subband at a given ϕ(0)y can be
extracted from the measurement of the non-linear pumping response by site-resolved band
mapping.
6.3.3 Non-Linear Response for Different Lattice Configurations
Using the technique for extracting the non-linear response for the lowest subband from
the imbalance measurements described in Section 6.3.2, one can study how the local slope
depends on the lattice configuration. In Fig. 6.15, the change of the imbalance per cycle,
δIgsy , is shown as a function of the depth of the short y-lattice Vs,y with otherwise identical
parameters as for the measurements in Fig. 6.12.
The measured slope δIgsy agrees very well with the theoretically expected one. With
increasing Vs,y, the intra-double-well tunnelling rate decreases and the Berry curvature
Ωy becomes more and more localized around the symmetric double-well configurations,
where the energy gap to the first excited subband is minimal. Since the 2D superlattice
is a product of two orthogonal Rice-Mele models, the second Chern number of the lowest
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subband and thus the averaged non-linear response of an infinite system are indepen-
dent of Vs,y (see also Section 4.2.1). This implies that the local slope in the vicinity of
ϕy = pi/2 has to increase accordingly. In the tight-binding limit, the slope at ϕy = pi/2
scales like 1/J (0)y with J
(0)
y = Jy(ϕy) + δJy(ϕy)/2 denoting the intra-double-well tun-
nelling rate in the symmetric double-well configuration. This behaviour is confirmed by
the data, demonstrating the robustness of the non-linear response against perturbations
of the system, which results from the topological protection.
As a function of the respective lattice depths, the two orthogonal 1D charge pumps
forming the 2D charge pump both exhibit a Landau regime and a Hofstadter regime, in
which the corresponding 2D quantum Hall system is the Landau Hamiltonian and the
Harper-Hofstadter-Hatsugai model, respectively (see Section 2.3 and Section 4.3.2). For
the superlattice along y, the two limits can be probed experimentally by tuning Vs,y as in
Fig. 6.15. In the first excited subband along y, a topological transition occurs between the
two regimes with νy,exc1 = +1 in the Landau limit for small Vs,y and ν
y,exc
1 = −1 in the
Hofstadter regime for large Vs,y. This transition also leads to a change of the corresponding
second Chern number νexc2 from +1 to −1 such that atoms in the first excited subband
move in opposite directions along y in the two limits. For the parameters of Fig. 6.15, the
transition point is located at Vs,y = 6.25Er,s. For the lowest subband, on the other hand,
the two regimes are topologically equivalent as indicated by the fact that the direction of
the non-linear response is the same for all values of Vs,y. The good agreement between the
slope of an ideal system and the experimentally determined one in both regimes shows
that the non-linear response for the lowest subband can be extracted reliably over a wide
range of lattice configurations, even in the presence of atoms in the first excited subband.
6.4 Measurement of the Second Chern Number
From the local probing of the geometric properties of the non-linear response, its global
topological properties can be obtained by integrating over the entire 4D generalized Bril-
louin zone. For a small cloud with uniform occupation of a given band as in the experi-
ment, this requires measuring the response at different positions in the pumping direc-
tions (Section 6.4.1). By reconstructing the global response of an infinite system, the
quantization of the non-linear transport can be verified through a determination of the
corresponding topological invariant, the second Chern number ν2. This is demonstrated
here for the lowest subband, for which ν2 = +1 is expected. Using the raw imbalance
data without accounting for any experimental imperfections, this yields about 80% of the
predicted quantized value (Section 6.4.2). In Section 6.4.3, a more sophisticated analysis
including corrections for the experimental imperfections is performed to obtain a more
precise value for ν2, which is found to be in agreement with the expected quantization
of the transport. Finally, the characteristic feature of the non-linear response is revealed,
namely its dependence on the magnetic field-like perturbation, which provides an addi-
tional way to determine the second Chern number (Section 6.4.4).
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6.4.1 Reconstructing the Quantized Response of an Infinite System
For a given ϕ(0)y , a small atom cloud that homogeneously populates the lowest subband lo-
cally probes the pumping response of the system, which is determined by its 4D geometric
properties. The average anomalous velocity of the cloud is proportional to ΩxΩy(ϕx,ϕ
(0)
y ) =∫
ΩxΩyd2k as the uniform band occupation corresponds to a 2D integration along kx and
ky within the 4D generalized Brillouin zone (see Sections 5.2.3 and 6.1.4). During one
pump cycle, the entire range of ϕx ∈ [0, 2pi[ is scanned and the resulting change of the
double-well imbalance along y, which is obtained from the site-resolved band mapping
measurement, is thus given by
δIy = Iy (ϕx = 2pi)− Iy (ϕx = 0) = 4 1
2pi
∮
ΩxΩy dkxdkydϕx︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω(ϕ
(0)
y )
θ (6.17)
A single measurement like this thereby integrates over three directions of the 4D Brillouin
zone (Fig. 6.16). From this, the quantized response of an infinite system can be recon-
structed by repeating the measurement at different positions along x, all of which are
sampled simultaneously in an infinite system. As the system is translationally invariant
along x in absence of a superlattice tilt (θ = 0), the only position-dependent quantity is
the transverse superlattice phase ϕy, which increases linearly with x for θ 6= 0 [Eq. (6.1)].
Going to a different position at a constant phase offset ϕ(0)y is hence equivalent to a shift
of ϕ(0)y for a cloud at a fixed initial position xi = 0 (Fig. 6.16). By locally probing the non-
linear response for all possible values of ϕ(0)y ∈ [0, 2pi[, the integration along the remaining
ϕy-direction can therefore be performed manually, which yields the quantized response
characterized by the second Chern number.
The range of ϕ(0)y over which the response has to be probed to allow for the recon-
struction of the response of an infinite system can be restricted further by exploiting sym-
metries of the eigenstates in the generalized 4D Brillouin zone [222]. In a commensurate
1D superlattice with ds,µ/dl,µ = p/q where p and q > p are coprime integers, the system’s
Hamiltonian is invariant up to a global translation by an integer number of lattice sites
under a shift of the superlattice phase by 2pil/q for integer l and 0 ≤ l < q [285, 286]. The
eigenstates |u(kµ,ϕµ)〉 in these lattice configurations therefore differ only by a momentum-
dependent phase factor, which can be interpreted as a gauge transformation. This imme-
diately implies that the corresponding gauge-invariant Berry curvatures are identical. For
mapping out the entire Brillouin zone, it is thus sufficient to only sample the interval
ϕ
(0)
y ∈ [0, 2pi/q[, i.e. ϕ(0)y ∈ [0,pi[ in the case of dl = 2ds.
6.4.2 Direct Determination of the Second Chern Number
To reconstruct the transport properties of an infinite system, the local measurement of the
non-linear response via the double-well imbalance Iy as shown in Fig. 6.12 is repeated at
different values of ϕ(0)y (Fig. 6.17a). For each ϕ
(0)
y , the change of the imbalance per cycle,
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Figure 6.16 – Reconstructing the quantized response of an infinite system by local probing. The small
atom cloud serves as a local probe of the system’s transport properties at the position of the cloud, indicated by
the grey frames in the upper panel. For a uniformly populated band, the non-linear response during a full pump
cycle at a given position along x is proportional to the integral of the product of Berry curvatures ΩxΩy over
kx , ky and ϕx in the 4D generalized Brillouin zone (lower panel). The value of ϕy is determined by the position
of the cloud as illustrated in the zoomed insets. By repeating the measurement of the non-linear response
at different positions along x or correspondingly different values of ϕ(0)y , the quantized response of an infinite
system can be reconstructed by manually performing the integration over the remaining fourth direction ϕy to
sample the entire 4D Brillouin zone. Figure adapted from [150].
δIy, can be determined directly from these measurements by a linear fit to the differential
imbalance between positive and negative pumping direction, ∆Iy = Iy(ϕx) − Iy(−ϕx).
To minimize the effect of the experimental imperfections, which reduce the non-linear
response in particular for larger values of the pump parameter, the data taken into account
for the fit can be limited to small numbers of pump cycles. For the analysis presented below
and in Fig. 6.17, a cut-off of ϕx/(2pi) ≤ 3 is used.
By combining these results, the non-linear response can be mapped out as a function of
ϕ
(0)
y . The measured response exhibits the pronounced peak around the symmetric double-
well configuration ϕy = pi/2 as expected from the distribution of the Berry curvatures
within the Brillouin zone (Fig. 6.17b). From this, the response of an infinite system and
thereby the second Chern number of the lowest subband can be obtained by averaging
δIy over ϕ
(0)
y , without requiring any a priori knowledge about the system. As detailed in
Section 6.4.1, the averaging can be limited to the interval ϕ(0)y ∈ [0,pi[ for dl = 2ds. In this
range, the only relevant contributions to the non-linear response originate in the vicinity
of ϕ(0)y = pi/2. Using linear interpolation between the data points shown in Fig. 6.17b
results in a value of
νexp2 = 0.84(17) (6.18)
for the second Chern number, compared to an ideal value of ν2 = +1 for dl = 2ds. The
error of νexp2 takes into account the fit error of δIy as well as the uncertainty of the tilt an-
gle θ. Note that due to the discrete sampling of ϕ(0)y the interpolation causes a systematic
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Figure 6.17 – Local probing of the non-linear bulk response for Vs,y = 7.0(2)Er,s, Vl,y = 20.0(6)Er,l and
θ = 0.54(3)mrad. (a) Differential double-well imbalance ∆Iy = Iy (ϕx) − Iy (−ϕx) as a function of ϕx for
ϕ
(0)
y = 0.450(5)pi (I), 0.500(5)pi (II), 0.510(5)pi (III) and 0.650(5)pi (IV). ∆Iy is calculated from the measured
imbalances Iy , averaged over seven measurements each, and the error bar indicates the error of the mean.
The blue solid line is a linear fit to the data points with ϕx/(2pi) ≤ 3 to obtain the change of the imbalance
per cycle, δIy . The black solid line illustrates the response of an ideal system and the dashed line includes
corrections for the finite pumping efficiency based on Eq. (6.19). (b) Local non-linear response versus ϕ(0)y .
The slope δIy is determined as described in (a) and the error bars show the fit error. The blue line depicts the
non-linear response expected for a system without any imperfections.
shift of νexp2 by about +0.05 when assuming the ideally expected shape of δIy(ϕ(0)y ) for
the experimental lattice parameters. The deviation of νexp2 compared to the ideal case is
predominantly caused by the finite pumping efficiency along x (see below) and the band
excitations in the y-direction, both of which give rise to a reduction of νexp2 by about −0.1
each. The contribution of doublons, on the other hand, is negligible for the lattice con-
figuration in the experiment because they exhibit the same quantized transport as single
localized atoms when averaging over the entire 4D Brillouin zone (see Section 6.3.2).
Their local transport properties, however, are different and the appearance of doublons
leads to a smaller non-linear response close to the peak of δIy(ϕ(0)y ) at ϕ(0)y = pi/2, but a
larger response in the wings of the curve (Fig. 6.14a).
The pumping efficiency along x can be obtained independently by observing the centre-
of-mass motion in the x-direction (see Section 6.3.2). This effect can be taken into account
when determining δIy by using the following fit function instead of the linear one as
above:
∆Iy(ϕx) = 2 δIy xCOM(ϕx)
dl
(6.19)
with xCOM given by Eq. (6.11) and δIy the only fit parameter. This allows for a determi-
nation of ν2 corrected for the deviation caused by the finite pumping efficiency without
relying on any additional assumptions about the system. For the data in Fig. 6.17, this
analysis gives
νexp2 = 0.94(19) (6.20)
with the error determined as described above.
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The measurement in Fig. 6.17 demonstrates that even without accounting for any
experimental imperfections the raw bulk response for the infinite system is already close to
the expected quantized value. In this sense, the experimental realization of this dynamical
4D quantum Hall system is indeed in the quantum Hall regime rather than in the classical
one, where the response is dominated by contributions from many different excited states.
6.4.3 Determination of the Second Chern Number with Corrections
The ability to quantify the dominant experimental imperfections allows for isolating the
contribution of the lowest subband to the non-linear response as detailed in Section 6.3.2.
In this way, the second Chern number of this band can be determined with a much higher
precision. To this end, in addition to the double-well imbalance Iy, the fractions of atoms
on doubly-occupied plaquettes as well as in the first excited subband along y are measured
as a function of the pump parameter ϕx for each ϕ
(0)
y as shown in Fig. 6.13. The non-
linear response of the lowest subband is then quantified by determining the change of the
imbalance per cycle for the ground-state band, δIgsy . The latter is extracted from a fit of
Eq. (6.14) to the experimentally measured double-well imbalance Iy(ϕx) accounting for
the band excitations, doublons and the finite pumping efficiency along x.
In Fig. 6.18, the result of this procedure is presented for the imbalance measurements
shown in Fig. 6.17. The experimentally determined δIgsy as well as the individual evolu-
tions of Iy(ϕx) agree very well with the theoretical predictions. The second Chern number
of the lowest subband can be determined from this data with a fit of the theoretically ex-
pected curve for δIgsy (ϕ(0)y ) to the measured one by scaling the former with a global factor.
This factor directly quantifies the experimentally determined response of an infinite sys-
tem as compared to the ideal case and thus corresponds to the ratio of the measured and
theoretically expected second Chern numbers, (νexp2 /ν2). For the data in Fig. 6.18a, this
yields
νexp2 = 1.07(8) (6.21)
The error of νexp2 includes the fit error of the scaling factor as well as the uncertainties of
the tilt angle θ and of the lattice depths.
The experimental value νexp2 is consistent with the expected quantization of the non-
linear response for ν2 = +1, thereby revealing the quantum nature of the 4D quantum Hall
effect. Note that while the analysis presented above requires prior knowledge about the
system, in particular about the scaling of the double-well imbalances with the transverse
superlattice phase ϕy for localized ground-state and excited-state atoms as well as for
doublons, these quantities can in principle be determined independently by studying the
linear pumping response along y that occurs upon threading of dϕ(0)y /dt.
6.4.4 Scaling of the Non-Linear Response with the Perturbing Angle
The essential feature of the non-linear response in a 4D quantum Hall system is its linear
scaling with the magnetic perturbation as it arises from two independent perturbations in
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Figure 6.18 – Local probing of the non-linear bulk response accounting for experimental imperfections
with Vs,y = 7.0(2)Er,s, Vl,y = 20.0(6)Er,l and θ = 0.54(3)mrad. (a) Non-linear response of the lowest
subband versus ϕ(0)y . The change of the imbalance per cycle for localized ground-state atoms, δIgsy , is ex-
tracted from the measurements of Iy (ϕx) by fitting Eq. (6.14) to the data taking into account the independently
obtained experimental imperfections (see Section 6.3.2). The errors bars give the uncertainty resulting from
the fit error. The solid line illustrates the ideally expected response and the blue-shaded area indicates the
uncertainty for the theory curve arising from the errors of the lattice depths and the tilt angle θ. (b) Exam-
ples for the measured imbalance curves Iy (ϕx) at ϕ(0)y = 0.450(5)pi (I), 0.500(5)pi (II), 0.510(5)pi (III) and
0.650(5)pi (IV) as in Fig. 6.17a. Each data point represents the average of seven measurements with the error
bar showing the error of the mean. The points at ϕx = 0 are additionally averaged over the two sets for positive
and negative pumping direction. The blue lines are the expected responses of an ideal system when including
the finite pumping efficiency, band excitations and doublons, shifted by the global offset I0 from the fit. Figure
adapted from [150].
orthogonal subspaces, namely the applied electric and magnetic fields. Correspondingly,
the non-linear pumping response of a 2D topological charge pump should exhibit the same
dependence with respect to the perturbing tilt angle θ. This feature distinguishes the non-
linear response from the linear one that would occur along the y-direction in response to
a variation of ϕ(0)y . The latter is an intrinsically 2D effect induced by a single transverse
perturbation, dϕ(0)y /dt, and therefore characterized by a 2D topological invariant, which
is associated to a single lattice direction. The non-linear response, on the other hand,
results from the 4D non-commutative geometry underlying the 2D charge pump and is
always determined by the same 4D topological invariant, irrespective of the orientation of
the two perturbations that generate it, dϕµ/dt and θν with µ, ν ∈ {x, y} and µ 6= ν (see
Section 5.2.5).
This dependence of the non-linear response on θ is already indicated by the measure-
ment of the centre-of-mass drift, which reverses when changing the sign of θ (Fig. 6.11).
To study this in more detail, the slope of the non-linear response is probed as a function
of θ for ϕ(0)y = 0.500(5)pi by measuring the evolution of the double-well imbalance Iy(ϕx).
The result using the same lattice configuration as for the imbalance measurements pre-
sented above can be found in Fig. 6.19. The observed behaviour of δIgsy (θ) shows excellent
agreement with the expected linear scaling, thereby revealing the intrinsic 4D character
of the non-linear response.
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Figure 6.19 – Scaling of the non-linear response with the perturbing tilt angle θ. Change of the double-
well imbalance per cycle for the lowest subband, δIgsy , as a function of θ for Vs,y = 7.0(2)Er,s, Vl,y =
20.0(6)Er,l and ϕ
(0)
y = 0.500(5)pi. δIgsy is determined from a fit of the measured double-well imbalance
Iy (ϕx) as described in Section 6.3.2. The uncertainties of δIgsy resulting from the fit error are smaller than
the size of the data points. The solid line illustrates the expected linear scaling of the slope with θ in an ideal
system. The insets contain two examples for measurements of Iy (ϕx) as in Fig. 6.18b including the expected
responses when accounting for the measured experimental imperfections. Figure taken from [150].
The second Chern number of the lowest subband can also be extracted from these mea-
surements by determining the slope of δIgsy (θ), which for an infinite system is proportional
to ν2:
δIgsy = 4ν2 θ (6.22)
For finite systems Eq. (6.22) only holds if the system size Lx/dl,y  θ. Nonetheless, it
is possible to obtain ν2 by local probing of δIgsy (θ) at a fixed value of ϕ(0)y if the shape of
δIgsy as a function of ϕ(0)y is known. The measurements from Fig. 6.18 confirm that the
experimentally determined curve for δIgsy (ϕ(0)y ) agrees with the one expected in an ideal
system for the lattice configuration used in the experiment. Moreover, the shape of δIgsy
depends only on intrinsic geometric properties of the system, namely the Berry curvatures
ΩxΩy, but it is independent of θ. In this case, the response of an infinite system can be
extrapolated from a single measurement at a given ϕ(0)y for each value of θ by scaling
δIgsy (ϕ(0)y ) accordingly, similar to the fitting procedure used in Section 6.4.3.
The second Chern number can therefore be determined from a linear fit of δIgsy (θ). For
the data shown in Fig. 6.19, one obtains
νexp2 = 1.01(8) (6.23)
in agreement with the expected quantized transport for ν2 = +1. As in Eq. (6.21), the
error state here includes contributions from the uncertainties of the angle and the lattice
depths as well as the error of the fit. This constitutes an additional method to confirm the
quantization of the non-linear bulk response.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusion and Outlook
In this thesis, the implementation of 1D and 2D topological charge pumps for ultracold
bosonic atoms in dynamically controlled optical superlattice potentials is reported. By
periodically modulating a 1D superlattice in the adiabatic limit, a unidirectional quan-
tized motion was induced in a fractional Mott insulator – constituting the first observation
of quantized bulk transport with a topological charge pump. Extending the concept of
topological charge pumping to 2D systems provides a powerful method to experimentally
probe higher-dimensional quantum Hall physics. This allowed for the realization of a
dynamical 4D integer quantum Hall effect, which manifests in an additional quantized
non-linear response. Its experimental detection paves the way for the studyeq of quantum
Hall systems in four spatial dimensions.
Inspired by the theoretical explanation of the quantized Hall response [13], David
Thouless proposed the 1D topological charge pump [10]. Such a pump can generate quan-
tized currents in insulating states through an adiabatic periodic modulation and shares
the same topological origin as the 2D integer quantum Hall effect (Section 2). Its ex-
perimental realization has been a long-standing goal in condensed matter physics, which
is motivated by the fundamental physical importance as well as potential applications in
precise current sources. Due to the high level of controllability and accessibility, ultra-
cold atoms in optical superlattices are an ideal model system for the implementation of
Thouless’ proposal (Section 3.2 and Section 4.1). In a 1D superlattice potential, which
is formed by the superposition of a short and long lattice with different periodicities, the
required cyclic modulation can be realized by slowly shifting the relative position between
the two lattices. It periodically changes the (tight-binding) parameters of the correspond-
ing single-particle Hamiltonian. This pump path encloses a singularity, at which a gap in
the energy spectrum closes. The degeneracy is responsible for the topologically non-trivial
evolution of the eigenstates during the pumping. For a uniformly populated band, this re-
sults in a quantized displacement per cycle, which is quantified by the pump’s first Chern
number in analogy to the integer quantum Hall effect.
In the experiment, this quantized motion was observed in-situ for a fractional Mott-
insulating state of atoms that are localized in the ground states of individual unit cells
(Section 4.2). Per pump cycle, the centre-of-mass of the atom cloud shifted by one unit
cell, consistent with the expected value of the first Chern number of the lowest band
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νgs1 = +1 in the experimental lattice configuration. The topological protection of the
quantized transport was confirmed by measuring the displacement for a wide range of
lattice depths, showing the transport’s robustness with respect to perturbations. Further-
more, the efficiency of the pumping protocol was quantified and potential mechanisms
limiting the efficiency were discussed. These include non-adiabatic transitions to higher
bands, which could be quantified experimentally with a site-resolved band mapping tech-
nique. To unequivocally reveal the quantum nature of the transport, pumping of particles
in the first excited band was investigated. In this case, a counter-intuitive reverse motion
in the opposite direction of the sliding of the long lattice was observed as expected for
νexc1 = −1 (Section 4.3). Moreover, the topology of the pump cycle in the second band
depends on the lattice depths. The associated topological transition, which is caused by
the closing of the energy gap to the third band, was demonstrated experimentally.
Building on the analogy between a 1D topological charge pump and the 2D quantum
Hall effect, it was proposed that topological charge pumping in 2D systems could be used
to experimentally study signatures of 4D quantum Hall physics [71]. The characteristic
feature of the quantum Hall effect in 4D [47, 48] is the appearance of a novel, non-linear
Hall response that arises when the system is simultaneously perturbed by an electric and
a magnetic field (Section 5.1). A non-linear pumping response is thus predicted to occur
in a corresponding 2D topological charge pump (Section 5.2). Such a pump was realized
experimentally in a 2D superlattice, in which the time-dependent phase of the superlattice
along one axis acts as the pump parameter mimicking the electric field, while a small
angle between the two lattices in the perpendicular direction serves as the equivalent of
the magnetic field perturbation (Section 6.1).
Despite its small magnitude as a second-order effect, the non-linear bulk response
transverse to the pumping direction could be resolved directly using a novel double-
differential in-situ imaging technique (Section 6.2). The geometric properties of the
non-linear response were probed locally with a small atom cloud and quantified using
site-resolved band mapping (Section 6.3). From this, the response expected for an infinite
system could be reconstructed by studying the transverse drift at different positions in the
lattice (Section 6.4). By independently characterizing experimental imperfections limiting
the pumping efficiency, the quantized nature of the non-linear response was demonstrated
through the determination of the associated 4D topological invariant, the second Chern
number. Additionally, the response’s non-linear character as the result of two independent
perturbations was revealed by probing its dependence on the perturbing tilt angle.
Future Directions
As an extension of the work presented here, there are a number of straightforward follow-
up experiments that could be conducted. By choosing a different ratio of lattice constants,
equivalent to a different flux in the corresponding 2D quantum Hall model, negative first
Chern numbers could be realized even in the lowest band. This would lead to an anoma-
lous transport of ground-state atoms in the reversed direction as compared to the motion
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of the long lattice [218]. Furthermore, for a suitable choice of lattice constants, νgs1 can
in principle take arbitrary integer values, in particular |νgs1 | > 1, which induces a motion
that can be much faster than the sliding lattice1. This occurs for example for ds/dl = 2/7,
in which case νgs1 = −3 [218].
Another interesting prospect is to combine the dynamical superlattice used here with
single-site-resolved imaging and manipulation techniques [287, 288]. The ability to con-
trol the lattice potential on the scale of a lattice constant would allow for the realization
of hard-wall boundaries, for which topological edge states are predicted to appear in the
Rice-Mele model [130, 289] (Section 2.2.1). With this, one could observe the quantized
pumping of edge states going beyond previous results obtained in photonic systems [34]
and directly confirm the bulk-edge correspondence [122]. Furthermore, it would enable
the study of domain walls in the SSH model, at which solitons with fractional quantum
numbers are expected [128, 129].
Instead of particles, topological pumps could also be used to transport other physical
quantities. For example, a quantized motion of spins can be induced by a spin-dependent
periodic modulation in analogy to the quantum spin Hall effect, leading to a counterprop-
agating motion of opposite spins [290, 291]. In the limit of isolated double wells, such
a spin pump has already been implemented experimentally in the course of this thesis,
demonstrating the generation of pure spin currents in absence of charge transport in an-
tiferromagnetically ordered spin chains [178]. Besides a potential application as a source
of spin currents, a spin pump could also be extended to an adiabatic quantum motor, in
which only one species is pumped, while particles in another internal state are coupled by
an on-site interaction [177].
Recently, a proposal for a topological energy pump in a 1D Floquet-driven system has
been put forward [292], which would constitute a dynamical version of a 2D anomalous
Floquet insulator [293]. To this end, the adiabatic pumping modulation is combined
with a fast modulation of the tight-binding parameters. The latter include a complex
phase in the tunnelling matrix elements, which serves as the pump parameter. Contrary to
static systems, periodically driven systems can exhibit chiral boundary modes even if the
bulk bands are topologically trivial [293]. Therefore, a situation can be realized where
there is no particle transport in the bulk (ν1 = 0), but the edge states wind through the
quasi-energy spectrum in a non-trivial manner during a pump cycle. Thereby, the system
absorbs/looses an integer multiple of the energy corresponding to the driving frequency
at the edges, leading to a quantized transport of energy through the system.
Furthermore, owing to their simplicity, topological charge pumps might serve as model
systems to test new methods for probing non-trivial geometric and topological proper-
ties. One example for this is a recent proposal to determine the first Chern number by
measuring heating rates in response to a chiral modulation [294]. When a system with
topologically non-trivial Bloch bands is perturbed by moving it along a circular trajectory,
the transition rate between different bands depends on the chirality of the perturbation.
1Note that the displacement per cycle can already be larger than the long lattice constant dl for |νgs1 | = 1
if the unit cell of the superlattice is greater than dl, e.g. ds/dl = 2/3.
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In particular, the difference in the depletion rate of a uniformly populated band between
left- and right-circular shaking, integrated over all driving frequencies, can be shown to
be proportional to the band’s Chern number. An equivalent scheme can be implemented
with a topological charge pump by applying an oscillating external gradient (linear shak-
ing) together with a small out-of-phase modulation of the pump parameter [295]. Using
site-resolved band mapping, the heating rate could easily be measured for each value of
the pump parameter and the behaviour of the associated 2D quantum Hall model could
be reconstructed from this. Compared to direct measurements in 2D systems, this offers
the advantage that no additional periodic driving is needed to engineer the topologically
non-trivial band structure in the first place and other heating rates are thus expected to be
substantially smaller.
As for topological charge pumps in 2D, there are two important properties of the 4D
quantum Hall effect that have not been studied in the present experiments: the density-
type pumping response [71, 101] and the time-reversal-symmetric non-linear Hall re-
sponse [38, 71]. In a minimal 4D quantum Hall system, a density-type non-linear Hall
response occurs when the magnetic perturbation is applied in the same plane as one of
the intrinsic magnetic fields (Section 5.1.3). For a 2D charge pump, this maps onto a
small modification of the lattice constant of the transverse long lattice as detailed in Sec-
tion 5.2.1. The difficulty of observing this response in a cold-atom experiment arises from
the fact that such a perturbation only affects the current density, whereas the centre-of-
mass displacement remains invariant. An alternative way of probing this effect could be to
prepare an initial state with a fixed density corresponding to a uniformly populated band
in the absence of the magnetic perturbation and then switching on the perturbing field.
This would transform the density mismatch into band excitations, which could either be
determined directly or via their signature in the pumping response. In this way, the in-
trinsic 4D symmetry of the non-linear pumping response could be revealed since the two
types of responses appear to be completely independent from a 2D perspective, but are
nonetheless characterized by the same 4D topological invariant [71]. Note that the imple-
mentation of a perturbation in the lattice constant would also allow for the observation of
a 2D non-linear Hall response in the centre-of-mass displacement as proposed in [82].
A time-reversal-symmetric 2D charge pump, on the other hand, would require the
equivalent of an SU(2) Yang-Mills gauge field, with the sign of the intrinsic magnetic
fluxes depending on the orientation of the spin. This could be realized experimentally by
making both the pump parameter (similar to [178]) and the magnetic perturbation spin-
dependent [71]. The resulting charge pump would then exhibit a surprising behaviour,
namely a quantized non-linear response, whereas all linear pumping responses would
vanish owing to the system’s time-reversal symmetry. With this, one could demonstrate
the existence of a 4D quantum Hall effect in time-reversal-invariant systems.
Regarding 4D quantum Hall systems, a fascinating perspective is the potential imple-
mentation of such a model with four extended spatial dimensions utilizing the newly-
developed technique to implement discrete synthetic dimensions with internal degrees of
freedom [99–101]. This would open a wide range of possibilities to further explore 4D
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quantum Hall physics. In finite systems, it would allow for the study of the edge phe-
nomena associated with the topologically non-trivial nature of a 4D quantum Hall state,
including the spatially isolated Weyl points that are predicted to occur on the opposing
edges of a 4D quantum Hall system [225]. Furthermore, when adding interactions, higher-
dimensional fractional quantum Hall phases with exotic topological excitations might be
observed [48].
Interacting Topological Charge Pumps
Another interesting direction for future work are topological charge pumps with inter-
actions. In this respect, two main topics stand out: (i) charge pumping away from the
limiting case of hard-core bosons and free fermions studied so far and (ii) the question
to which extent fractional quantum Hall states can potentially be probed using lower-
dimensional topological charge pumps.
For fermionic systems, the effect of interactions was already studied by Niu and Thou-
less [11], who showed that the transport remains quantized in the presence of interactions
as long as the many-body ground state is gapped and does not exhibit any long-range cor-
relations (Section 2.2.3). Thus, a quantized motion is expected for both band-insulating
and Mott-insulating states. Bosonic particles, on the other hand, form a Mott insulator
for strong repulsive interactions [214] with a gap that is determined by the effective in-
teraction energy within a unit cell and thus remains finite even in the hard-core limit
(Section 3.2.2). As the on-site interaction is lowered, the gap decreases and increas-
ing short-range correlations develop up to the transition into the superfluid phase. For
a finite gap, the value of the Chern number cannot change as confirmed by numerical
simulations [296]. The displacement should therefore be quantized, even though the mo-
mentum distribution becomes inhomogeneous and a breakdown of quantization would be
expected in a single-particle picture. The observation of quantized bulk transport for finite
interactions would constitute the first demonstration of a topologically non-trivial effect
in an interacting cold-atom system. Interestingly, the properties of the edge states are pro-
foundly altered by the interactions even though the bulk transport remains invariant. The
bosonic SSH model, for example, possesses chiral symmetry, which protects the localized
edge states, only in the limit of U → ∞. For finite U , however, the edge states become
increasingly delocalized and disappear into the bulk at a critical interaction strength, at
which the system is still well within the Mott-insulating regime, seemingly violating the
bulk-edge correspondence [289].
Interacting topological charge pumps have furthermore been discussed in the context
of Floquet engineering, in which periodic driving of a system is used to realize Hamilto-
nians with very different properties than the underlying static model, e.g. topologically
non-trivial band structures [297]. The success of this powerful method has been hindered
by the strong heating induced by the driving, in particular in interacting systems [298].
Such processes and fundamental questions regarding the thermalization behaviour of pe-
riodically modulated interacting systems could also be studied in charge pumps. For ex-
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ample, an intermediate pre-thermal state exhibiting quantized transport is predicted to
appear in interacting charge pumps with partially occupied bands [141]. In this case, the
periodic modulation of the pump leads to heating of the gapless initial state, for which
the displacement can take arbitrary values, to an infinite-temperature state in the respec-
tive band. The displacement thus becomes quantized. Moreover, this state is robust for
long times due to the exponentially suppressed non-adiabatic transitions to other bands
(Section 2.2.3).
Given the close connection between non-interacting charge pumps and the integer
quantum Hall effect, one may wonder whether generic fractional quantum Hall states
also possess lower-dimensional dynamical analogues. Up to now, however, this remains an
open question, which – following the experimental implementation of topological charge
pumps – is being actively debated. A direct mapping in analogy to the one for non-
interacting systems presented in Section 2.3 does not exist in the presence of interactions
as the quasi-momentum states are no longer eigenstates of the many-body Hamiltonian.
Furthermore, the interactions in a lower-dimensional system like the charge pump are
fundamentally different from those in the higher-dimensional quantum Hall system.
One approach is based on the thin-torus limit of the 2D fractional quantum Hall ef-
fect [299], in which the homogeneous degenerate ground states of an extended system
reduce to charge-density waves that are related by a global translation – the Tao-Thouless
states [300]. In this limit, the uniform 2D system can be mapped onto a 1D lattice model
similar to the non-interacting Laughlin charge pump [301] (Section 2.3.1). The interac-
tion enters into the 1D model in the form of a long-range interaction, which favours a
charge-density wave. Inspired by this, numerical simulations for fermions with dipolar in-
teractions in a 1D dynamical superlattice were performed, which suggested the existence
of degenerate ground states at fractional fillings with non-integer Chern numbers [302].
Similarly, a charge pump for bosonic particles in a superlattice potential with nearest-
and next-nearest-neighbour interaction has been proposed, yielding a fractional displace-
ment per cycle [303, 304]. While the ground states in the thin-torus limit are smoothly
connected to the homogeneous fractional quantum Hall states in a large 2D system, the
relation between the 1D case and the 2D fractional quantum Hall effect is being dis-
puted [305]. Simultaneously, proposals were put forward for a fractional topological
charge pump that directly realizes a thin-torus model in quasi-1D ladder systems [306]
and using synthetic dimensions [307]. Another possible approach to relate fractional
quantum Hall states to lower-dimensional charge pumps could be provided by recent
work in [308]. This work demonstrates that integer topological invariants in interact-
ing systems can be defined in an analogous way to the non-interacting case, if the Bloch
waves are replaced by the eigenvectors of the inverse Green’s function. This might al-
low for the realization of a corresponding topological charge pump, for which the inverse
Green’s function serves as an effective Hamiltonian. However, it is neither clear whether
this relation can even be extended to fractional topological states nor if the implementa-
tion of the resulting effective Hamiltonian would be experimentally feasible.
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